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Abstract:  

  

Based on previous researchers’ criticism of Euro-American bias 

inherent to universal analogue and digital knowledge organisation 

systems, this combined qualitative and quantitative postcolonial 

critical discourse analysis investigates the constructed meanings 

behind the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) 

controlled vocabulary hosted by the Word Digital Library’s 

(WDL) metadata scheme. This is done with a sample of metadata 

pertaining to their African cultural heritage collection. The study 

aims to see if the restricted controlled vocabulary exclude and 

marginalise situated African knowledge thereby conflicting with 

their ideological imperative of promoting international 

understanding. The use of postcolonial theory and discourse 

analysis theory as both the analytical theoretical framework and 

methodological approach, reveal that Westerncentric terms from 

colonial discourse dominate but do not constitute the entirety of 

the discourses represented by the subject headings. Relying on 

the assumption that the cataloguers select subject headings based 

on the rule of literary warrant, the reason for this preference 

imply an unbalanced collection rather than a biased knowledge 

organisation system. Therefore, the study suggests the creation of 

positive rhetorical spaces (Olson, 2002) by adding preferred 

terms that stem from marginalised situated knowledge systems 

that too are represented by the existing resources. This will allow 

for several discourses to co-exist achieving thereby a better fit 

with the culturally inclusionary aims of the WDL not dependent 

on the limits of their collection. Also acknowledged is metadata’s 

pragmatic rationale in support of standardisation for enhanced 

search and discoverability, but questioned is the sustainability of 

this principle if the goal is to promote equitable understanding 

and representation to a wide and international user group. 

Ultimately, recognising the bias within knowledge organisation 

systems will serve inclusivity more, rather than traditional claims 

of universality which conceal exclusion.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

This study aims to investigate if and how inherited controlled vocabularies 

from conventional knowledge organisation systems limit and exclude 

traditionally marginalised cultures in transnational digital libraries, specifically, 

those that aim for inclusivity and equitable multicultural representation. Due to 

the legacy of colonialism and the consequential current global power balance, 

knowledge organisation systems developed by Euro-American intellectual 

efforts have become the international standard (White, H, 2018, Bowers, 

Crowe & Keeran, 2017). They have been criticised over the past thirty years 

for centralising Western knowledge practices that are biased against situated 

knowledge production from the Global South (Knowlten,2005; Berman & 

Gross, 2017 ). The result being culturally prejudiced representations of 

historically marginalised knowledge by systems designed to preserve, organise 

and provide access to the world of information (Nobel, 2018; Risam, 2018).  

 

The relationship between knowledge and power has never been more clear than 

it is in today’s information economy. As the geo and socio-political climate 

evolves with marginalised cultures and voices taking to the main stage, 

libraries in democracies understand the central role they can play by supporting 

the world’s citizens in their participation of what has been termed the fourth 

industrial revolution (Nyoka, 2019). Simultaneously, knowledge organisation 

activities developed by Library and Information Science (LIS), like cataloguing 

and subject heading index terms have become fundamental parts of systems 

that inform the way knowledge is distributed, collated and accessed digitally 

(Witten, Brainbridge & Nichols, 2003). The technical affordances of machine 

readable semantic catalogues have freed restricted knowledge organisation 

systems, allowing for relatively easy adaptation of previously fixed rules and 

conventions, typically characteristic of analogue knowledge organisation 

systems (Duval, Hodgins, Sutton & Weibel, 2002; Gataneh & Stevens, 2015). 

This makes it more possible than ever before for alternative forms of 

knowledge representation, organisation and production to take centre stage. 

However, the convention of using what is considered best practice for the  

purpose of saving time, combined with the central principle of standardisation 

to enable consistency that reduces ambiguity in the search and discovery 

process, work against making situated adjustments to knowledge organisation 

systems (Duval et al., 2002). Thus, it has been argued, that the omissions, gaps 

and biases of the analogue record are repeated in digital knowledge 

organisational systems (Risam, 2018) . This is of concern when considering 

how pervasive digital technology has become for information exchange, hence 

amplifying these biases (Risam, 2018). 

 

The World Digital Library (WDL) is an open access transnational library 

situated in the Global North, that aims to appeal to a wide international 

audience and considers the representation of diverse situated knowledge as  

important to addressing imbalances of knowledge representation on the 

internet. They have chosen to address this by increasing content through 

digitisation projects in the Global South rather than focusing on the 

repurposing of current resources through adjustments of knowledge 

organisation systems (Solis, 2009). However, as the addition of digital material 

from the Global South slowly becomes an online reality, the systems that 
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represent it continue to reinforce the principles and cannons of knowledge that 

marginalise it (Risam, 2018; de jesus, 2014; Nobel, 2018). Hence this study 

concurs with the argument that an interrogation of knowledge organisation 

systems is as essential, if not more, as adding content to the repositories of 

accessible knowledge online (Risam, 2018). After all, it is these systems that 

contextualise all information and thereby construct the meanings and guide the 

decisions comprehended by users of knowledge (Schwartz & Cook, 2002). 

 

Research is conducted around the representation of the WDL’s collection of 

African resources by the LCSH’s. This is because situated knowledge 

originating from Africa exemplifies a traditionally marginalised way of 

thinking (Ani, 2016) within the practice of knowledge representation in 

knowledge organisation systems (KOS) originating from the Global North. At 

the time knowledge organisation systems where developed, Africa, like other 

colonised regions that form part of the Global South, were the objects of 

knowledge production in support of Western notions of cultural, intellectual 

and political superiority (Bowers, Crowe & Keeran, 2017). Consequently this 

logic informed the intellectual principles of KOS which, according to critics, 

persists to this day (Risam, 2018; Nobel, 2018; de jesus, 2014; Olson 1998).   

 

1.1  Outline of the Study 

This paper begins by defining the terms the Global South and Global North as 

they provide the ideological background for the study. To follow is an 

articulation of the specific research problem and questions. They focus on an 

enquiry into the relationship between the aims of the WDL and the constructed 

meanings inherent to the controlled vocabulary of the Library of Congress 

Subject Headings (LCSH). Thereafter the subject of study, the WDL, is 

described by taking a closer look at their organisational values. In addition, the 

principles of digital knowledge organisation systems are investigated with 

specific reference to WDL’s the metadata scheme. This is followed by an 

extensive literature review that; 

• critically follows the evolution of libraries and knowledge organisation 

systems from the era following the Enlightenment,  

• explores discussions of bias within knowledge organisation systems,  

• suggests postcolonial theory as a relevant critical paradigm  

• briefly discusses the current status of African cultural heritage collections.  

 

The relevance to LIS of the analytical theoretical framework made up of 

Foucauldian discourse analysis as well as postcolonial theory is thereafter 

outlined. In addition the ideological position of the research is explained with 

support of standpoint theory. From there a qualitative postcolonial critical 

discourse analysis methodology within an iterative research design is 

explained. Findings explore discursive tendencies of a dichotomous 

relationship between Western and African epistemologies in support of, or 

resistant too, a colonial discourse. The resulting discussion discuss the 

implications of the findings within the confines of postcolonial theory. It also 

considers the consequences this has on the alignment between the meaning 

conveyed by the controlled vocabularies of the LCSH and the ideological 
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values and discursive practice of the WDL. Finally, in order to validate 

discoveries made in this research, further research areas are suggested.  

 

1.2 What is the Global North and Global South? 

The terms the Global North and Global South occur throughout this thesis and 

in many ways provide the study with its ideological context. Hence it is 

necessary to provide an explanation of what is meant by these terms. 

The Global South and Global North are development terms which refer to a 

development threshold rather than a geographic region. Hence, when certain 

regions and countries reach a specific stage of development they cross over to 

the Global North. Currently, the Global South refers to the less developed 

countries of the world as well as to and regions within countries (Owuor 

Otieno, 2019). Hence the terms essentially point to power dynamics between 

the rich and the poor. 

The Global South is seen as a preferable but not perfect term compared to its 

predecessors, developing countries and the third world (Rigg, 2015). It is also 

seen as an empowering term that resists the hegemonic tendencies embodied 

by its predecessors.  For example, developing countries is seen as subscribing 

to the notion certain countries are “better” than others , and the third world 

conjures up the idea of an innate ranking that orders countries of the world 

according into first, second and third place. The term, the Global South, carries 

with it a certain political weight that advocates for the rights of countries and 

regions who fall within this category, more than emphasizing comparative (and 

competitive) deficiencies (Mendez, 2015)  . 

Although the terms connote a geographic division along the hemispheres of the 

globe it is not indented to be taken literally. It should be considered along the 

line of geo-politics referring to the historical, political and cultural relations 

between richer and poorer countries regardless of their geographic position 

(Dirlik, 2015).  

The concepts are not static and can shift according to geo-political shifts hence 

countries and regions once regarded as belonging to the Global South can fall 

under the label of the Global North, such as China and India are doing today 

(Dirlik, 2015).  The inverse phenomenon could occur as well. Relational 

dynamics observed between countries of the Global South and Global North 

can also be observed within countries within the Global North (Owuor Otieno, 

2019) where the historically economic and political positions of minorities are 

undermined by the political majority such as those of Aborigines and the 

Native Americans (de jesus , 2014) in Australia and the United States 

respectively.  

1.3 Problem statement and research questions 

The problem to be explored by this study is the incongruity between the limited 

controlled vocabulary of the LCSH and two aims of the WDL, namely, the 

promotion of international understanding and the relatability of the service to a 

wide international audience (About the World Digital Library, n.d). Previous 
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studies show(Knowling, 2005; Berman & Gross, 2017; Olson 1998, 2002; 

Furner, 2007; Risam, 2018) that controlled vocabularies carry inherent bias 

along ethnic grounds towards knowledge production and systems from non-

western epistemologies. As a visitor to the website from a region situated in the 

Global South, one may be surprised (or not) to be met by marginalised 

representations of one’s own cultural knowledge in a context whose discourse 

promotes inclusivity and situated representations.  Thus the research area is 

limited to the representation of controlled metadata values pertaining to the 

African collection in order to clearly identify if such prejudice currently exists, 

thirty years after the initial criticism of ethnic bias within the LCSH emerged. 

Hence the broader research question is as follows : 

Does the controlled vocabulary within the Library of Congresses Subject 

Headings work against the culturally inclusive aims of the World Digital 

Library, and if so how?  

To answer this question to following sub-questions have been formulated: 

1) Which discourse or discourses are represented by the LCSH within the 

broader context of Africa within the WDL? 

2) Within the context of postcolonial theory, what do these discourses 

convey about African cultural heritage to users of the WDL? 

2 CONSIDERING THE WORLD DIGITAL 

LIBRARY  

The WDL is a transnational library formed through the joint efforts of the 

Library of Congress (LOC) and UNESCO. The broader aim is to provide an 

open access resource of free and global primary cultural heritage materials that 

present the “History of Humanity” (“Word Digital Library Content”, 2009)  

 

The aims of the WDL are several and well meaninged. Cited from their website 

they are as follows: 

• Promote international and intercultural understanding; 

• Expand the volume and variety of cultural content on the Internet; 

• Provide resources for educators, scholars, and general audiences; 

• Build capacity in partner institutions to narrow the digital divide within 

and between countries  

(“About the World Digital Library”, n.d)  

From this, one can deduce that they wish to promote equitable cross cultural 

understanding through a policy of inclusion exemplified by the goal of wishing 

to increase the variety and quantity of digital, online, primary cultural heritage 

materials derived from all over the world. This concerns the nature of materials 

themselves, namely cultural heritage resources as well as their place of origin. 

They also encourage participation of the Global South in the digital cultural 

record with projects aimed at increasing digital participation from partners 

whose development is not on par with the Global North. Furthermore, there is 
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an expectation that the user groups will be diverse and global consisting of 

academics, educators and interested members of the public. By considering the 

diversity of their intended user groups and by aiming to represent resources 

from a variety of cultures their goals could theoretically achieve cross cultural 

understanding in the true sense.   

From these aims, one could assume that the WDL has been designed and 

organised, as far as possible, to provide a service to multiple cultural groups, 

containing diverse interpretive repertoires that meet numerous socio-cultural 

needs. However, one of the strategies aimed at meeting international audience 

needs was outlined by the previous director of the WDL, Dr. John Van 

Oudenaren at a talk held at the International Relations Round Table Pre 

conference session on "Digitisation in Developing Countries" in 2009. He is 

reported as stating that WDL aims to add value  by focusing on digitising new 

content, especially in developing countries, rather than just re-purposing or 

finding new ways to search for existing content (Solis, 2009).   

 

As it is now, the WDL has enhanced international user experience by 

translating all elements of the site (save for the primary resources themselves) 

into English, Chinese, French, Arabic, Portuguese, Spanish and Russian, 

covering most of the mainstream languages used in the world. In addition, their 

inclusive collection development policy works to diversify the variety of 

content by enlisting the help of partner organisations from memory institutions1 

situated all over the world. This way the WDL ensures that their primary 

resources come from several situated cultural perspectives as opposed to just 

one, and in this way their policy deliberately works against a Western-centric 

discourse.  

2.1 Collection Development Policy and the Reality of 

the Africa collection 

The WDL is committed to representing significant cultural heritage resources 

from a wide span of time and from countries that are member states of the 

United Nations (UN) (“Word Digital Library Content”, 2009). It does so 

through contributions from partner institutions such as memory institutions, 

educational institutions and other relevant organisations situated in member 

countries or via intuitions that carry collections from member states. At the 

time of writing, the majority of contributions came from 118 libraries followed 

by nineteen museums, fifteen other organisations and five archives (“Browse 

by Institution”, n.d). 

 

As this study concerns the African collection, of particular interest is partner 

involvement relevant to this collection. There are nine contributing partners 

situated in Africa, the majority of which are in North Africa that contribute 

content to various collections hosted by the WDL. The primary cultural 

heritage resources pertaining to Africa in the collection originate 

predominantly from countries outside of Africa. Of the 23 institutions 

contributing to the Africa collection, five are African organisations and 

eighteen non-African institutions. Fifteen of the non-African institutions are 

from the United States (US) and Europe. Of all the contributing institutions, the 

 
1 Memory institutions in this study refers to museums, libraries and archives. 
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LOC is the largest overall contributor to all the collections in the WDL and this 

also applies to the Africa collection. Here 200 of the 433 primary resources in 

the Africa collection come from the LOC. This data was gathered from the 

refined search filter on the WDL website (See Appendix A for a screenshot of 

the WDL refined search filter) . Hence most of the resources pertaining to the 

Africa collection have been preserved and contributed by memory institutions 

situated in the West, primarily America. 

 

 

The digital library’s collection development policy prioritises quality over 

quantity. The selection of the materials is based on the guidelines developed by 

the international content selection committee made up of institutional 

representatives from partner countries. They provide situated specialised 

knowledge used to select items that : 

 

“best represent their respective national cultures”(“World Digital Library, n.d, 

Content Selection philosophy section, para. 7) . 

 

In addition, existing lists of significant cultural heritage artefacts such as 

UNESCOS Memory of the World are referred to, in order to build thier 

collections (“World Digital Library Content”, n.d.).  

 

As this is a digital library the format of the material accepted concerns 

“cultural treasures” limited to digitised or born digital books, journals, 

manuscripts, maps, newspapers, prints, photographs, sound recordings and 

films (“World Digital Library Content”, n.d.). All of these material types 

translate well from non-digital formats to the digital medium, however, these 

formats may not be the carriers of significant cultural heritage from cultures 

situated in the Global South (Manzuch, 2017).  

 

2.1.1 Ramifications of the collection development policy 

By opening contributions to the collection by partners, the WDL encourages 

the inclusion of situated cultural heritage information objects from all over the 

world. It is up to the partners from their respective countries to decide on the 

significance of the subject matter and not a centralised committee situated in 

one specific region of the world. This way the WDL relies on the partners 

interpretation of the significance of the information object. 

 

However, this does not necessarily guarantee that the contributed information 

object or contributing partner provide situated knowledge reflecting an 

indigenous, local understanding of the object. This is especially so, when 

considering that many memory institutions operate under guidelines informed 

by canons of knowledge representation developed in the West that best suit the 

patterns of knowledge organisation developed within a Western context (de 

jesus, 2014; Pickover, 2014; Risam, 2018; Olson 1998). The consequence of 

this is that, in many cases, information objects that originate from outside the 

western are repackaged or interpreted in ways that best fulfil the requirements 

of Western knowledge organisational practices (White, 2018). This is done in 

preference to creating cannons specific to the cultural context from which the 

content originates (White, 2018). Hence, even if primary cultural heritage 

information objects contributed to the WDL come from non-western countries, 
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it does not necessitate the  “expansion of a variety of cultural content on the 

internet”, or more specifically, within their collection.  

The task of  presenting a unified and consistent digital library is not made 

simpler by a collection development policy that makes use of contributions 

from multiple, globally situated contributing partners with diverging collection 

development policies of their own. The business of controlling and ensuring 

materials align with the WDL’s intentions, is achieved through an implied 

limited inclusionary collection development policy exemplified by terms such 

as, primary resources, cultural significance, quality over quantity etc. At the 

same time they overtly use the language of universalism and inclusivity such as 

wanting to represent the “history of humanity” or the name of the digital 

library itself. As the previous director, Dr. John Van Oudenaren said (Solis, 

2009), they aim for inclusion through the increasing of variety of content rather 

than examining the limits of the systems that represent the already included 

resources.  This statement begs to question the limitations the existing system 

has on the WDL’s aim to  “Promote international and intercultural 

understanding” to a wide and diverse audience. 

In order to understand how the WDL represents its existing content, a closer 

look at the elements that make up the WDL’s knowledge organisation system 

(KOS), specifically its metadata needs to be explored. A knowledge 

organisation system  according to Olson (1998) and White (2018) is a social 

construct that represents the knowledge and needs of a community and in the 

library context take on the form of cataloguing codes, classification schemes, 

metadata schemes and so on.   

 

2.2 Metadata, a Brief Description 

Before examining the WDL metadata, a brief overview of the aspects of 

metadata that concern this study will be helpful as the area is multifaceted.  

Metadata is a digital KOS, often described as, the data about data (Witten, 

Bainbridge and Nichols, 2003, p.285) . It is essential for semantic and machine 

interoperability in any digital domain, it also helps aggregate digital 

collections. It is the gateway and interpretive tool that allows information 

seekers access to information objects available in the digital library or 

information service (Witten, Bainbridge et al., 2003) Metadata is seen to fulfil 

one or all of the following functions; descriptive, administrative and or 

structural (Ashikuzzaman, 2018). For the purpose of this paper the descriptive 

metadata of the WDL will be studied. 

 

Metadata strategies are usually planned at the outset of a digital project and are 

considered successful when appropriate to both the materials in the collection 

as well as the current and intended users (Ashikuzzaman, 2018). Due to the 

technical advantages of digital technology, it is possible to combine different a 

priori standards that have been developed through the cataloguing tradition of 

best practice. Combining diverse standards enables the creation of customised 

metadata schemes specific to a local information service (Heery & Patel, 

2000). A central consideration for designers is the balance between the cost of 

metadata generation with the level of descriptive detail needed to fulfil the 

ideals and purpose of the application. As detail rich and refined metadata is 
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costly, designers have economic incentives to develop metadata that is 

sufficient in meeting the functional requirements of the application and often 

not more (Duval, et al., 2002 ).   

2.2.1 Principles of metadata 

 Duval et al. (2002) outline the principles of metadata as modality, 

extensibility, refinement and multilingualism. Modality is an organizing 

principle that allows designers to combine different data elements form various 

already created schemas, standards and vocabularies to suit the purpose of the 

digital service, this way saving time and making use of best practice. A 

designer may wish for the metadata schema to contain elements and values that 

are not part of any a priori standards, this is enabled by the second metadata 

principle of extensibility that allows for customised adjustments for specific 

contexts. The third metadata principle of refinement concerns the depth and 

breadth of definition applied within a metadata schema. Refinement can occur 

in two ways, namely through the addition of qualifiers or attributes that specify 

the meaning of an element or through the use of standardized value sets 

(controlled vocabularies) that define the scope and or values of an specific 

element. The fourth and final metadata principle is multilingualism. This 

concerns the accessibility of web-based applications and their accompanying 

resources to situated audiences such as through adjustments made through the 

principle of extensibility, mentioned above. An example of this is the seven 

languages available at the WDL that make the website accessible to users from 

various language backgrounds and cultures.  The challenge for designers hence 

lies in finding a balance between the economical universal standards that make 

use of best practice and time consuming customised adjustments suited for 

local contexts, otherwise referred to as internationalisation and localisation 

(Ashikuzzaman, 2018).  

2.2.2 WDL descriptive metadata policy 

The WDL has designed their own metadata schema which all partner 

institutions contributing content are asked to prepare their metadata in 

accordance with. The details of the scheme are described in a document on 

their site titled the “Metadata Element Set”  (see Appendix B for a copy of this 

document). Just how contributors are to interpret the individual metadata 

elements is explained in an additional document tilted “WDL Element 

Mapping to Standards and Detailed Instructions” also available on the website 

(see Appendix C for the detailed instructions). These instruction illustrate the 

metadata principles outlined by Duval et al. (2002) where partners are asked to 

provide element values in accordance with the principle of refinement by using 

controlled vocabularies. The principle of modality is clearly present as the 

metadata element set is comprised of a combination of imported standards 

from best practice. They have also created local standards specific to the WDL 

thus also applying the principle of extensibility (Duval et al., 2002).   

 

Briefly, the WDL metadata element set is constructed out of several well used 

knowledge organisation (KO) standards that specify the use of controlled 

vocabularies such as the element Topic which uses the controlled vocabulary 

from the Dewey Decimal Classification system (DDC) and the element 

Additional Subjects that makes use of authority terms from the LCSH. The data 

element Place permits contributors to select names of places from the 
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controlled vocabulary found in Getty’s Thesaurus of Geographic Names and 

from their own list of controlled vocabulary for names of places. Some 

elements allow for the use of uncontrolled vocabularies such as the Description 

element, where contributors are free to use natural language to describe a 

resource following the guidelines established by the WDL. The principle of 

multilingualism is applied not only by the use of multiple languages across the 

entire website but also through the inclusion of uncontrolled vocabularies. This 

is because natural language permits the inclusion of concepts and ideas not 

represented by the controlled vocabularies.  

 

All of the metadata management and administration is performed by the LOC. 

Hence it is through a combination of imported and customised controlled 

vocabularies mapped to a tailored metadata scheme informed by the 

management ethos of the LOC that the items in the WDL are collated, 

described and made accessible to users of the site.   

 

2.2.3 Limitation of controlled vocabularies  

The primary reason for using controlled vocabularies in both metadata and 

other non-digital KOS is to provide consistency that streamline the search and 

discovery process of collections. They also help to collate information objects 

encouraging exploration of unknown items in a collection. Using several 

names for the same item results in complexity of discovery and splinters the 

collection ultimately limiting access to the items (Ashikuzzaman, 2018) . On 

the other hand using controlled vocabularies requires the user to comprehend 

terms used which in itself limits access to the collection from those who don’t 

possess or understand the terms in the controlled vocabulary. In addition, some 

controlled terms may not accurately describe information the objects they 

represent, thereby misplacing or risking excluding some objects all together. 

Hence, it has been suggested by some that controlled vocabularies can restrict 

diversity of representation as well as limit access by excluding users and 

minority forms of knowledge production (Risam, 2018; Olson 1998; Nobel 

2018).  

 

Thus based on the description of their metadata element set combined with an 

understanding of the affordances and limitations of controlled vocabularies, it 

is clear that the KOS designed by the WDL has inherent exclusionary 

characteristics that work against its aims and values.  However, through the 

inclusion of an element that allows for uncontrolled vocabulary, the schema 

provides an opportunity to include what is marginalised or excluded by 

controlled vocabularies. 
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3 LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

The origins, research and arguments pertaining to the limitations and 

exclusions inherent to metadata are explored in this literature review. It begins 

with the Enlightenment, the inspirational origins of contemporary libraries and 

specifically focuses on the influence the values this era had on libraries and 

KO. After which, the Enlightenment’s continued impact on today’s, traditional 

and digital, libraries is explored through the writings and work of LIS and KO 

critics like, Brian Rosenblum, Roopika Risam, nina de jesus, Hope Olson, 

Stanford Breman and others. The review then takes a closer look at the 

founding principles behind the widely accepted KOS, the Dewy Decimal 

System and the Library of Congress Subject Headings. Critique of both these 

systems claims to universality and neutrality are explored followed by 

suggestions of ways to overcome obstacles constructed by their controlled 

vocabularies. As an extension of these suggestions, postcolonial theories 

relevance is highlighted as a rationale for reconfiguring these systems’. Finally, 

a brief overview of the state of African cultural heritage collections is provided 

for the purpose of illustrating the relevance of this study within the context of 

African cultural heritage.  

 

3.1 Origins of Eurocentrism in LIS  

Contemporary university and National libraries and their supporting the KOS 

found in most parts of the world originate from values and ideas established 

during the Enlightenment  (Rosenblum, 2015, Nobel, 2018, Olson 1998 Risam, 

2018).  The Enlightenment was a :  

 

… European intellectual  movement of the 17th and 18th 

centuries in which ideas concerning God, reason, nature, and 

humanity were synthesized into a worldview that gained wide 

assent in the West and that instigated revolutionary developments 

in art philosophy, and politics.  (Duignan, 2019, para.1)  
 

The European era of “discovery” and later colonisation that occurred between 

the fifteenth and late eighteenth century in the Americas, Africa, Asia and the 

South Pacific informed writing and thought that emerged during the 

Enlightenment. The schools of natural philosophy (scientific enquiry) that 

developed out of this era derived much of their evidence from travel logs 

belonging to explorers and missionaries which influenced the development of a 

predominant pattern of thought that claimed European superiority rendering all 

non-Europeans primitive. One such natural philosophy that informed the 

inception of disciplines such as ethnology and eugenics concerned the 

hierarchical classification of people according to race. This is seen in the work 

of Henry Home (1696-1782), Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), Edward Long, 

Adam Fergurson (1723-1816) and others. At the same time, within European 

society, this boom in scientific thought lead up to the secularisation and 

political reforms that eventually lead to the formation of democracy (White, 

2018). 
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All the new knowledge was collected, preserved and made accessible through 

memory institutions like libraries, museums and archives which moved from 

being the reserves of the elite to being open to members of the public as they 

increased in size (Foskett & Haider, 2017). Hence the library came to embody 

both inclusionary democratic and exclusionary hierarchically ethnically biased 

values. These memory institutions were established both in Europe and in the 

settled colonies. In Europe they housed artefacts, documents and knowledge 

collected and generated by the colonisers showcasing the pursuits of 

colonisation and western science to fellow countrymen which reinforced the 

logic of Eurocentrism. Conversely, libraries and other memory institutions in 

the colonies, intended for those residing in the colonies, were instruments of  

education for the purpose of “civilizing” the colonised and establishing 

Europe’s authority as the centre of moral virtue, literacy and progress 

(Rosenblum, 2015.) 

 

As the collections grew another scientific discipline emerged during the late 

1800s in support of the library’s functions concerning; preservation, 

organization and collection, and access, namely Library Science (Foskett & 

Haider, 2017). This discipline was informed by the mainstream ideas present in 

the academy at the time that placed the white, Christian, academic, 

heterosexual male at the epicentre and pushed others to the margins. These 

values permeated all areas of the library from staffing to collection 

development as well as KOS, namely cataloguing and indexing (Olson, 1998, 

Nobel 2018,  de jesus, 2014). The library was seen to have an educational role 

which according to nina de jesus (2014) was a means to a political end during 

this time. The reason for this was to establish, represent and maintain European 

inspired philosophy, culture and politics as worthy knowledge and the 

universal norm. According to post-colonial scholar, Parmud K. Nayar (2015) 

the political position claiming European superiority over all aspects of life was 

used to justify paternalistic attitudes and violent encounters in the colonies 

while at the same time validating ethnic cleansing in the settler states.  The 

result was the libraries perpetuation of and implication in the construction of a 

worldview through the mechanism of science that advocated for the superiority 

of western values and people over those of non-European descent (Nobel, 

2018). 

3.2 The Enlightenment’s Influence on Current 

Libraries and KOS   

Today, libraries in democracies around the world, such as public libraries, 

academic libraries, school libraries and even open access digital libraries are 

perceived by their publics as symbols of free and open channels to knowledge 

and information objects. Libraries in democracies role concerns, aside from 

organizing, collecting and preserving, addressing social disparities such as by, 

providing cost free and equal access to resources. In this way they support 

democracies the political agenda by promoting good citizenship through self-

improvement upon the vehicle of education for which libraries play a pivotal  

role by providing access to information (Rosenblum, 2015 & de jesus, 2014).  

All of which extend from the ideological outcomes of the Enlightenment.  
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Rosenblum (2015) reminds us that all libraries are part of a larger socio-

political and historical context and that they have inherited values from these 

larger structures. Risam (2018) goes on to say that what has been inherited by 

contemporary memory institutions, including digital libraries, repeats the gaps, 

omissions and representations of the colonial era that are contained in the 

analogue cultural record. Hence the histories and traditions of knowledge 

production and organisation are deeply implicated in colonialism and neo-

colonialism1.  Nobel (2018) whose research primarily concerns the commercial 

influences on algorithms for popular search engines like Google, explains 

when discussing KOS,  that hierarchies of privilege present in cataloguing 

schemes initially intended for analogue KO, such as the DDC system, have 

been preserved by memory institutions and therefore are active in today’s 

KOS:   

 

…we inherit privilege, it is based on a massive knowledge regime that 

foregrounds the structural inequalities of the past, buttressed by vast 

stores of texts, images, and sounds saved in archives, museums, and 

libraries. (Nobel, 2018, p.140) 

 

3.3 Marginalisation through Neutrality and 

Universality  

Since the Enlightenment, the permeation of Eurocentric/ Western knowledge 

production and representation has become so pervasive that it has been 

accepted as the authoritative norm, not only in the countries of origin but also 

in the Global South where indigenous knowledge systems are largely active in 

mainstream culture. The characteristic of neutrality, the absence of strong 

leanings toward a specific point of view (lexico.com, 2019), and universality, 

the idea of a notion being applicable to all situations and phenomena related to 

that situation (lexico.com, 2019),  are endemic to KOS used in memory 

institutions. According to White (2018) the characteristics of neutrality and 

universality within KOS apply to a Western way of rationalising about 

phenomena. Hence in regions where other forms of knowledge production 

form part of the mainstream,  categories and subject terms intended to be 

neutral and universal are experienced as biased by knowledge professionals 

trying to fit situated knowledge into these KOS.  nina de jesus (2014) goes so 

far as to say that through systems and policies that embrace notions of 

neutrality and universality, libraries essentially preserve systemic bias and 

“….come to embody institutional oppression rather than resist it” (de jesus, 

2014, Introduction section, para.3). For example, the questions of 

representation of non- Western and ethnic minority values and groups in 

libraries has reached a global scale that spans from collection development 

practices to the lack of diversity amongst members of staff (Galvan, 2015; 

Meir, 2016; Bowers, 2017). In addition, Hollie White’s (2018) study of library 

KOS in South East Asia points out how libraries in former colonies and non-

Western communities continue to struggle to represent indigenous knowledge 

systems within supposedly universal KOS:  

 
1 Neocolonialism refers to the current postcolonial era where the relationships of economic and political 

control of less-“developed” countries by “developed” countries  persist through indirect means (Harlein, 

2016, Encyclopedia Britanica). 
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In developing countries and Indigenous communities, libraries 

are continually having to modify and adapt KOSs to fit into 

cultural and institutional settings that were not originally 

envisioned as potential use cases. One example of this is 

Indigenous knowledge organization, which is not represented in 

popular library KOSs like the Dewey Decimal Classification 

system(DDC) or the Library of Congress Subject Headings 

(LCSH).  (White, H., 2018, p.3)  

 

These debates and arguments highlight what continue to be exclusionary 

practices originating from the Enlightenment perpetuated by today’s libraries 

pointing toward the antithesis of the idea of value neutral and universal all-

inclusive library policies and systems.  

 

When discussing the nature of  KOS, Hope Olson (1998) notes that neutrality 

in fact masks exclusions within a system and establishes a state of false 

universality that users  (librarians, cataloguers, patrons, metadata architects) 

unquestioningly assume should work in all context. However, for knowledge 

production with non-Western epistemological roots these mainstream KOS 

effectively oppress them through the mechanisms of exclusion and 

marginalisation (Olson, 1998).  

3.4 Relationship between Bias and Power  

de jesus (2014) and Rosenblum (2015) argue that bias observed in libraries, 

mirror mandates of those in power, be they state, commercial or philanthropic.  

These mandates (largely state and commercial) have, up until the last three 

decades, deprioritised issues of racial equality and indigenous and minority 

knowledge production and systems. However, with the rise in popularity of 

postmodernism, social theories such as postcolonial criticism,  feminism, etc. 

issues such as gender and racial bias are receiving recognition from policy 

makers and commercial actors.  

 

Within KO for the last thirty years there have been attempts to address racial 

bias inherent to the system. For example Stanford Berman corrected many of 

the prejudiced terms found in the globally applied LCSH, maintained and 

updated by America’s national library, the LOC. In his monograph Prejudices 

and Antipathies: A Tract on the LC Subject Heads Concerning People, Berman 

(1971) suggests replacements of terms in LCSH pertaining to people. This 

because, at the time some of the terms in use were racially discriminatory. For 

example, he suggests the subject heading Negro change to African American 

and the removal and replacement of Yellow Peril with East and West or Pan-

Pacific relations and or Racism.  Of his 225 suggestions 88 of them where  

changed by the LOC by 2005 (Knowlton, 2005).  

 

However, as Nobel (2018) and White (2018) suggests, these adjustments have 

not been extensive enough as traditional libraries and widely used digital 

information services continue to display inherited racial bias from traditional 

library KOS. Nobel explains, that the cannons of knowledge found in databases 

in the United States are essentially Eurocentric exemplified, amongst others, by 

a searches conducted on Google.  One such search  concerned the term black 
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girls which at the time resulted in the return of predominantly pornographic 

sites, the same or similar result was not true upon searching for white girls. 

This association, returned by the algorithm, drew on the controlling image that 

associates black women with the Jezebel stereotype which is prevalent in much 

of the texts concerning black women from the 1800’s (Collins 2000 in Rosino, 

2019). Nobel argues that knowledge management through tools like algorithms 

and databases that organise themselves in accordance with or are designed with 

the logic traditional KOS, reflect the same social biases carried by those that 

create and make decisions about the systems. In the case of  her study of 

Google, the deciding power stems from commercial interests determined by the 

market who, for the most part, uncritically follow conventions.  

 

However, postmodern critique of mainstream attitudes has shifted socio-

political positions and policy for both commerce and state in democracies of 

the Global North in recent years. These concern matters regarding feminism, 

religious tolerance, LGBTQ advocacy, anti-racism to name a few.  Risam 

(2018) states that despite this shift in the socio-political agendas amongst 

decision makers in the Global North, commercial, non-profit and academic 

practices and values continue to use KOS shaped by the biases of the past. She 

argues that the lack of significant change and the blind acceptance of systemic 

bias in KO and production has been done unthinkingly. The reason for this lies 

in the acceptance of implicit neutral and universal discourse associated with 

KOS thereby rendering them all encompassing and un-biased.  Risams’ 

argument resonates with Olsons’ earlier view from 1998, that claims 

universality as the normative discourse within mainstream KOS since their 

inception in the 1800’s.  

 

What becomes apparent through Nobel’s  (2018) study and Breman’s (1971) 

monograph including the subsequent adjustments made to the LCSH by the 

LOC, is the way KO not only provides and organises access to information 

objects in memory intuitions (Hjørland, 2008), but also frames the way users 

think about knowledge which is determined by the ideological, political and 

commercial driving forces at the time of their creation or modification. In 

discussing the relationship of power in the archive, Cook and Schwartz (2002) 

encapsulate the central role archives (and the systems that organise them) play 

in society: 

 

They are a product of society’s need for information, and the abundance 

and circulation of documents reflects the importance placed on 

information in society. They are the basis for and validation of the stories 

we tell ourselves, the story-telling narratives that give cohesion and 

meaning to individuals, groups, and societies.  (Cook & Schwartz, 2002, 

p. 13). 

 

3.5 Affordances of Ignorance and the Global North 

A users’ unawareness of the cannons that support KOS is aggravated the 

technical efficiency of the interface which hides the logical mechanisms behind 

KO. Rosenblum (2015) refers to this phenomenon as affordances of ignorance.  

The seamless provision and access to knowledge hides both the logic of the 

system and the workings of economic and political drivers in digital libraries 
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and information services. The interface serves as an attractive cover imbuing 

the digital library with the promise of new and better ways to access and share 

knowledge. Risam (2018) takes this further and states that on closer inspection 

one notices that the commercial, non-profit and academic practices and values 

of the Global North shape and determine the cultural practices embodied in the 

digital cultural record. Meaning that colonial values have not only been 

uncritically reproduced behind the interface but also amplified by the far 

reaching potential of the digital channel, aided by the legacies of ownership 

that persist today, that predominantly reside in the Global North (Risam, 2018). 

Hence those with little or no representation remain underrepresented and 

disempowered. Even well-meaning inclusive digital projects like large 

transnational digital libraries, that actually work to rectify the imbalances of 

representation end up using imported digital KO systems with roots in colonial 

discourse (Risam, 2018, Rosenblum 2015). Hence these projects fall short of 

enabling equitable and alternative means of access to marginalized knowledge 

systems and voices (Rosenblum, 2015) keeping these voices at the periphery 

and maintaining the central position of the Global North (White, 2018, Olson 

1998).  

 

Thus far it has been established that the KOS have inherited racial and ethnic 

bias shaped by the mandates of those in power.  Due to the Global Norths’ 

generally uncritical acceptance of the principle of universality and neutrality, 

few significant changes have been made to KOS that ease the incorporation of 

situated marginalised knowledge into contemporary libraries. In addition, the 

metadata principle of modality can be seen as an extension of the principle of 

universalism, where authoritative systems provide standardised (universal) 

mechanisms such as, controlled vocabularies, to aid search and discovery. 

Hence, to better grasp the reasoning, it is necessary to take a closer look at the 

origins of the authoritative principle of standardisation and the initial bias that 

informed controlled vocabularies, both characteristic of today’s descriptive 

metadata. 

3.6  The Pragmatic and Ideological Origins of the DDC 

and the LCSH 

 In Hope Olsons’ book, The Power to Name, Locating the Limits of Subject 

Representation in Libraries (2002) she describes the work and influences of 

Melvil Dewey the creator of the Dewey Decimal Cataloguing system (DDC) 

and Charles A. Carter the originator of the subject indexing rules that became 

known as the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). They 

simultaneously created their KOS in 1876.  

In order to make sense of the chaos that is the library, Dewey established the 

idea of a universal language that would allow for the application of standards 

and sameness in classification across all libraries and would allow for the 

systematic gathering of documents. Carter established a set of rules for a local 

universal language that applied to a specific library not intended for all 

libraries. The language and terminology chosen was to be in service of the 

users of the catalogue. The function of his system would be to locate, collate 

and advise the user of the contents in a collection in an accessible user friendly 

language suited to a specific library. The emphasis of universality for Dewey 
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lay in the fixed nature of the category where for Carter, it was relatability to the 

user.  

 

Deweys’ system required that only one primary category would apply for each 

document and this would have to remain so for eternity as it was: 

 “more important to be consistent than correct” (Olson, 2002. p. 53).  

 

Carter had in mind a singular public, rather than a diverse one, associated with 

an individual library with a singular way of interpreting information. Thus 

applying a universal language to specific libraries but not across libraries. Both 

apply universality in order to prevent ambiguity and to optimise access by 

eliminating synonyms in favour of a preferred term. 

 

Dewey was guided by principles of epistemology, experts and expediency. He 

divided knowledge along the lines of western epistemological reasoning, 

splitting it into the cannons of facts (history), emotions (artistic works) and 

reason (philosophy). He consulted subject experts at the academy he worked at 

to confirm the logic of his reasoning when determining the hierarchical 

arrangement of categories into broader, narrower and related terms. This 

resulted in the centralization of the mainstream academic thinking which at the 

time was predominantly, Anglo-Saxon, upper-class, male, Christian and 

heterosexual. The system was expedient as it provided place of privilege in the 

hierarchy for popularly held ideas within academia at the time.  This was 

achieved by creating several categories for these topics and only a few for 

topics stemming from the margins of the mainstream. Providing space for less 

important topics would consume unnecessary time and space and complicate 

the searching activity. As a result the topic, Christianity occupies category 

numbers 1 to 100 and one number is used to represent non-Christian religions. 

Carter . on the other hand and as established, based the preferred term (subject 

heading) on the users convenience. He created rules that also arranged terms 

according to hierarchies in agreement with terms convenient to the user to 

enable the organised gathering of documents, enhance the discoverability of 

unknown but related documents as well as access known documents within the 

collection. Hence instead of relying on experts to inform his reasoning he 

relied on the logic of library users during the 1800s who too where academic 

white men.  

 

It is important to note that as of late the LCSH has changed the practice of 

selecting subject headings based on accessible language suitable for the 

intended user, to selecting headings based on literary warrant. Hence, by 

definition, a subject heading should not exist if the resource does not contain at 

least 20% of the subject described by the heading (Assigning and Constructing 

Subject Headings, 2016). Common practice encourages cataloguers to select 

from the database of already created subject headings when assigning them to 

an information object in accordance with hierarchical rules in preference to 

constructing new subject headings (Assigning and Constructing Subject 

Headings, 2016). 

 

Today the terms and hierarchical structures of both of these systems make up 

the controlled vocabularies that are used as the standard by KO administrators 

such as indexers and metadata designers to increase the precision of search and 

discovery. Hence professional standards require that KO administrators rely 
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predominantly on the logic of the hierarchies and the terminology inherent in 

these two systems to ensure shareability and consistency across and within 

libraries 

3.7 Critique of the LCSH and DDC 

Olson (2002) criticises Dewey’s universal language for embodying values that 

are not applicable to all knowledge systems and therefore not universal. Her 

primary criticism of Carter’s rules is that through localising subject headings to 

an individual library and single user group’s preferences, Carter’s system is 

diverse across libraries but not so within them as visitors to libraries come from 

diverse groups, thereby excluding visitors outside of the intended users. 

Furthermore, similar to both systems, is how through their hierarchical 

arrangements, accessibility is limited to some by collating and relating 

information objects in cannons that are unfamiliar and possibly unsuitable to 

the intended demographic. 

 

Considering the shift of the LCSH to establishing their index terms ( subject 

headings) based on literary warrant , Olson (1998)  questions the basis upon 

which certain subjects are chosen over others if the resources contain equal 

amounts of content on varying subject matter, not to mention if the collection 

predominantly originates from singular epistemology. Today LOC guidelines 

for cataloguers assigning subject headings advocate for the use of multiple 

index terms at the same hierarchical level, which differs greatly from the one 

heading one document rule established by Carter in 1876.  The guidelines also 

stipulate that when assigning subject headings an important point to consider is 

objectivity on the part of the cataloguer where emphasis is placed on not 

assigning headings based on their personal opinions but on the intent of the 

author. Hence the headings should both be convenient for the intended users 

and express the intentions of the author of the resource itself: 

 

 

14. Objectivity. Avoid assigning headings that label topics or 

express personal value judgments regarding topics or materials. 

Individual cataloger knowledge and judgment inevitably play a 

role in assessing what is significant in a work's contents, but 

headings should not be assigned that reflect a cataloger's opinion 

about the contents. Consider the intent of the author or publisher 

and, if possible, assign headings for this orientation without being 

judgmental. Follow stated intentions of the author or publisher in 

such matters as readership, audience level, treatment as fact or 

fiction, etc.  (Assigning and Constructing Subject Headings, 

2016, p.7) 

 

Hence if the predominant information objects contained within memory 

institutions are authored within the Global North, the majority of index terms 

that become the LCSH’s controlled vocabulary, will reflect ways of thinking 

originating from the Global North. Considering that cataloguers are encouraged 

to use already established index terms before creating new ones the issue of 

bias persists for those objects that contain characteristics that fall outside of the 

controlled vocabulary, as the priority is to make information objects fit into the 
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already existing vocabulary. Due to the historical origins of the LCSH, most of 

the index terms reflect ways of thinking stemming from the Global North. 

 

Dewey’s system, according to Olson’s analysis, supports Nobel’s (2018) 

contestation that classification systems are constructed from the cultural 

perspectives of individuals who identify with specific racial populations hence 

reflecting the power biases of the inventors. At the time Carter published his 

system of rules the users of libraries where very much the same as Dewey’s 

experts, white, Christian, upper-class, heterosexual males. Today library users 

and KOS administrators come from more diverse demographics but collections 

and KOS still predominantly support mainstream leanings towards the Global 

North (de jesus, 2018, Risam, 2018): 

  

When we look into the collections, the actual ‘information’ 

contained in libraries and how it is organized, we can see that it 

(surely by accident) somehow manages to construct a reality 

wherein whiteness is default, normal, civilized and everything 

else is Other.(de jesus, 2014, para. 36) 
 

Nobel (2018) continues to state that as both system designs subordinate and 

privilege through the use of information hierarchies libraries that use these 

systems are engaged in: “perpetuating power by privilege” (Nobel, 2018, 

p.137). Even if a subject heading is selected based on literary warrant. 

 

Olson admits that “no classification system will ever be all inclusive. Since 

classifications are rotationally controlled vocabularies, these inevitably have 

limits ”(Olson, 1998, p.235). Furner (2007) whose studies concern racism 

inherent in the DDC states that is important to recognise the limits and 

exclusion within the KOS. At the same time Olson calls for the redaction of the 

characteristics of universalism and neutrality in preference to the admission of 

and acceptance that classifications are in flux and are limited by the influences 

they are created under and the context they are in, hence characteristically 

biased: 

 

Classification remakes and alters information constructing a particular 

context for it, gathering, scattering and juxtaposing topics in relation to 

each other.… classification creates information in a creative process and 

through this act of creating classification creates space in which some 

knowledge is central and others are not. (Olson, 1998, p245).   

3.8 Overcoming the Fixed Nature of Controlled 

Vocabularies 

The LCSH and the DDC have become authoritative standards containing 

controlled vocabularies and taxonomies used to regulate subject and topic 

representation in many of the world’s libraries. Furner (2007) reminds us that 

the nature and purpose of standards in cataloguing systems is as follows: 

 

Such tools include the sets of standards, rules, and 

recommendations that are created to guide cataloguers and 

classifiers in the process of organizing library resources---a 
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process that is undertaken in order to allow library users to find 

those resources that are of interest to them, effectively, 

efficiently, and easily. (Furner, 2007, p.14) 

 

By conforming the to their authority, these standards influence how users not 

only find information objects but also how information should be interpreted. 

This is because preferred terms and hierarchical arrangements convey 

constructed meanings that are not intrinsically universal nor neutral (Cook & 

Schwartz, 2002). In addition, the fixed nature of authority standards exclude 

discourses and norms that do not conform to the intended meaning (Berman in 

White, 2018, Olson 1998, Furner 2007).  

 

In an interview, Stanford Berman bemoans the “slavish” following of standards 

by local libraries stating that even if changes within the existing system 

enhanced the discoverability within a local collection, cataloguers would/do 

not make changes without the permission of the Library of Congress out of a 

sense of professionalism (Berman and Gross, 2017).  

 

If one where to recognise the limits and exclusions as well as the fluctuating 

characteristics of  standardisation, Olson (1998) argues that could create 

permeable limits. These permeable limits would enable the identification of 

marginalised and excluded knowledge production and KOS. In turn this would 

enable the incorporation of alternative discourses from the periphery into the 

centre. Once this is achieved the authority of the single rhetoric would be 

undermined and instead allow for several discourses to coexist simultaneously, 

thereby creating Positive Rhetorical spaces (Conde, 1995 in Olson, 1998).  

 

A practical example of how bias in standardised controlled vocabularies can be 

overcome by allowing for more latitude within mainstream KOS, is through 

locally changing discriminatory terminology. This is made more possible than 

ever by the conversion of analogue catalogues to machine readable ones:  

I have no problem with standards like a subject heading system or 

a classification system. You have to have some base that you are 

working on, but deviations it seems to me are not only possible, 

but it has always seemed to me that they are absolutely essential 

if you are going to liberate a lot of your materials from the narrow 

access that they are confined to now, by virtue of too rigidly 

applying the present standards. And of course you work to try to 

expand the standards and change general practice too. (Berman 

and Gross,2017, p. 305) 

The principle of extensibility and the technical affordances characteristic of 

metatdata enable the easy altering of authority standards. However, doing this 

for every KOS is time consuming and far from expedient. Hence importing 

well established organisation systems with controlled vocabularies that are 

seemingly universal become an attractive option for metadata designers. A 

further reason for not altering already established standards within KOS is the 

value that the reduction of consistency will increase ambiguity within the 

search and discovery process. Consistency, as established by Dewey and 

Carter, in the form of standards is what enables shareability of the metadata 

records across libraries (Gataneh, & Stevens, 2015). Hence, as Duval, et al. 
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(2002) explain, it makes plenty of pragmatic sense for metadata to follow in the 

footsteps of its predecessors rather than reinvent the wheel by creating 

localised standards from scratch and inevitably inhibit possibilities of 

extraneous sharing with other metadata systems.   

3.9 Postcolonial Theory for the Examination of KOS 

Where Berman and Olson argue for more flexibility and latitude, White (2018) 

and Risam (2018) suggest a more radical overhaul of KOS if they are to be 

truly representational and inclusive of alternative discourses: 

When librarians talk about changes to codes and standards that 

are currently in use, it is often at the micro-level, for example, 

submitting a term addition or term change request to the Library 

of Congress or adding/revising an RDA guideline. What may be 

needed are changes at the macro-level. Even though all the 

various information organization resources do and can still 

benefit from continuous improvement at the micro-level, instead 

of trying to revise already inherently colonial and biased systems, 

librarians should be creating new structures for implementing and 

adapting these systems. (White, H., 2018, p. 7-8) 

White’s suggestion of creating new structures to represent voices marginalised 

by mainstream KOS, speaks to the writing of Roopika Risam (2018) who 

advocates for the need for postcolonial theories and decolonial thinking to 

impact on the digital humanities.   

 

She argues for the decentralising of the Global North and the delinking of the 

Global South from the systems of the north in order to significantly represent 

marginalized cultures on its own terms in the digital cultural record. The 

current bias inherent to the digital humanities found in content and supporting 

structures like KOS, is akin to Othering a concept embodied by the 

postcolonial construct of Orientalism as established by Edvard Said in his work 

by the same title form 1978. She builds on postcolonial theories’ relevance to 

the digital huminites by pointing out that philanthropical digital humanise 

projects funded and conceived of in the Global North that strive to add and 

incorporate marginalised voices and discourses from the Global South to the 

digital cultural record do little to disrupt the dominant narrative of the North as 

the knowledge is often forced to conform the cultural cannons situated in the 

West:  

 

While these projects are fighting the good fight, challenging the 

role of race and colonialism in the digital record, cultural cannons 

are being reproduced and amplified not only in the visibility and 

discoverability of knowledge, but in the epistemologies of digital 

knowledge production as well. (Risam, 2018, Postcolonial Digital 

Humanities beyond representation section, para.7). 

 

Hence she argues that the burden of representation should not be the job of 

content development alone. Simply adding to systems situated in the Global 

North is not sufficient. She points to the need for the structures that support 

knowledge representation to be interrogated as well.  Hence, arguing for a 
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deeper systemic postcolonial analysis of representation in the digital cultural 

record,  not only of content in so far as it is reflected in the databases and 

repositories that conform to colonial canons located in the Global North but 

also the how of  KO. To achieve this she suggests post-colonial analysis of 

methods used in KOS to determine if they support colonial discourse or if they 

consciously construct a digital record that resists biased mechanisms. This 

would imply seeking out alternative forms of representation and organisation 

by drawing inspiration from situated local contexts, rather than dutifully 

following an ill-fitting and imposed system. 

 

Areas that qualify for postcolonial scrutiny are namely how a project is 

designed, the framing of material, the data management practices and the forms 

of labour being used to create them. This would allow practitioners to identify 

the sway of prejudice rooted in oppression in the form of racism, colonialism, 

sexism etc. in their projects.  This way the burden of representation is shared 

with those who add to the content from the Global South as a means of 

broadening the mainstream.  

 

Risam, like Olson argue that the polices of the digital record are not neutral and 

harbour compounded oppressions, as evidenced by representation, knowledge 

access, knowledge creation, the global power balance etc. The lens of 

postcolonial digital huminites allows for these oppressions to be understood 

through the relationship between geopolitical and cultural power.  

 

3.10 Brief Overview of the state of African Cultural 

Heritage Collections 

Currently, international and local initiatives work at preserving cultural 

heritage in African countries across the continent. What primarily begun as 

colonially driven memory institutions in support of Eurocentric cultural policy 

(Rosenblum, 2015) have, in the postcolonial era, become autonomous cultural 

heritage preservation projects, initiatives and establishments. Some of which 

have been aided by international organisations who provide monetary support, 

technological expertise and preservation strategies (Dong, 2011).  

Simultaneously, decolonial activities have been on the rise in political as well 

as cultural arenas in various African countries. Examples include the African 

Union’s, African Continental Free Trade Area agreement that was recently 

passed in 2019 and the Fees Must Fall movement in South Africa that 

advocates for, amongst other things, the dismantling of the structures that 

perpetuate the legacies of colonialism still persistent in tertiary education.  In 

2018, the Museum of African Civilization opened in Senegal in order to house, 

preserve and display the contributions Africa made to the world as well as 

serve as a home for items removed from the continent during the colonial era. 

In an interview, the director, Hamady Bocoum, states that it was easier to 

define what they did not want the museum to be than what they wanted it to be, 

emphasising a desire to undermine the Western subject - African object 

dichotomy often practiced in memory institutions: 
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Some of the things we agreed on is firstly, that this would not be 

a museum on ethnology. Ethnology to us is about westerners 

looking at Africans—for example, the Masai people are a 

nomadic… the Hausa are…—rather than us looking at ourselves. 

The second thing was that this museum would not be an 

anthropological one. This is because anthropology is what was 

used to rationalize the concept of race - a concept that has had 

devastating effects for those outside the power structures, 

especially black people. Anthropology allowed the enslavement 

of black people to be legitimized. The third thing we agreed on 

was that this would not be a subaltern museum. (Bocoum in 

conversation with Kimeria, 2019) 

 

As established, the output from memory institutions reflect and channel the 

power influences under which they operate. Within the African context, 

Pickover, (2014), warns of the copycat strategies used by autonomous 

authoritarian or non-authoritarian African governments that use memory 

institutions to wield another version of an exclusionary agenda or simply 

follow the practices put in place during colonisation.  Similarly, Dong (2011) 

points out that international support of African cultural preservation often 

comes with social, political and economic entanglements that affect the output 

from as well as sustainability of African memory intuitions. Hence in these 

ways memory institutions run the risk of only reflecting official memories that 

support mainstream political agendas, be them local or international, and 

thereby marginalise information objects that don’t conform. An additional 

characteristic of current African collections, specifically digital ones, concerns 

a conflict between the aims of local and global collection development policy. 

In reaction to the historical loss of intellectual property as a result of the values 

of colonialism, local projects concerned with developing content and 

maintaining long term sustainability often opt to protect their collections by 

limiting international access. This comes into conflict with global international 

projects that, for example, wish to incorporate African collections within 

Western digital projects where the principle of sharing through information 

communication technologies is central. Understandably, African institutions 

wish to limit international access is motivated by the desire to primarily profit 

from and protect African intellectual efforts (Dong, 2011).  

 

Digitization has created opportunities for the preservation and collection of 

cultural heritage materials and the development of repositories that benefit 

local and international projects and also allow for the establishment of situated 

digital KOS (White, 2018, Dong 2011). An example is the Ulwazi project in 

South Africa that builds on folksonomies developed by communities for local 

consumption. Then there are African based collections intended for global 

consumption made in collaboration with non-African partners such as Aluka 

that was made in collaboration with the Mellon Foundation. Aluka is a digital 

collection of scholarly work from and about Africa and is shrouded in 

controversy since it, as of late, was subsumed into the American based 

academic journal service, JSTOR where the Aluka collection is protected by a 

pay wall. Hence the information in the Aluka collection is only accessible to 

those who can afford the JSTOR’s subscription service. Albeit a small problem 

for the Global North, Aluka does not reach many scholars and schools in 

Africa due to this cost. For the collection to remain a relevant reflection of 
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African thought it is essential that it is broadly used by user groups from 

African countries otherwise the it runs the risk of representing a limited 

narrative (Pickover, 2014) concerning African scholarship. Thus, although on 

the increase, content about Africa in the Global North is still very much 

generated and maintained in the North and once again, for the North.  

 

Hence due to the self-serving agendas of decision makers, self-preservation 

and restrictive economic decisions African knowledge production continues to 

make insignificant inroads in the understanding of African knowledge systems 

within the Global North which includes the pervasive and global cultural 

digital record. In addition, well-meaning projects that aim to address these 

restrictions can result in misrepresentation of African knowledge production 

due to the systems and structures used to represent them. As Ani (2013) says in 

his research regarding the presence of African epistemology in the global 

context, African knowledge production cannot not be subsumed into the 

greater context of Western epistemology as it, in its uniqueness, is equal to 

Western knowledge production: 

 

African-driven epistemology has its authentic logic and set of rules that 

cannot be subordinated to or transformed to fit in the narrow western-

oriented scientific forms of logic and rules. Any attempt at considering 

knowledge under the lens of western-oriented scientific epistemology 

alone is a procrustean reductionism. (Ani, 2013, p314) 
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4 THEORY 

The theoretical framework that serves as the analytical interpretive basis for 

this study is grounded in discourse analysis theory and postcolonial theory. LIS 

has not paid much attention to the development of social theories within the 

field and instead has focused on the development of cognitive ones in relation 

to user practice etc. (Olson in Leckie, Given & Buschman, 2010).  Frohmann 

(1992) argues that the tendency of LIS to focus on cognitive theory results in 

the exclusion of the social framework within LIS. Thus they advocate for the 

need to examine issues of, for example, political duplicity or societal inequity 

within the filed otherwise it: 

 

 “…reinforces the status quo and performs ideological labour for modern 

capitalist image market” (Frohmann, 1992, p.365).  

 

Discourse analysis theorist argue that all objects and actions take place in a 

discourse and that the real world as we perceive it is formed by the actions and 

words that describe it (Laclau and Moffe, 1981, 2001, 2005 in Mikander, 

2016). In addition, ideologies rooted in power are maintained and driven by the 

adoption of a discourse (Wildemuth and Perryman, 2016 ). Hence for a study 

concerned with investigating if certain cultural representations are marginalised 

with in a KOS, discourse analysis serves as a useful theory to frame the study 

in. 

 

Postcolonial theory provides a useful interpretive framework when conducting 

an enquiry into the presence of what Ani refers to as an: “African-driven 

epistemology” (Ani, 2013,p 365). Especially within a digital library that makes 

use of a KOS composed largely of elements developed under the lens of 

western scientific thinking.  Risam (2018) argues for the need to investigate the 

site of human enquiry and digital technologies, such as databases, tools, 

workflows and KOS in order to address structural inequities and persistent 

representations of power.  The reason for this because it is in these sites that the 

discourses of colonialism continue to live and be reinforced.  Thus, Risam 

suggests that postcolonial digital humanities can help to deconstruct and 

identify colonial influences on the digital record and use technology to reflect 

on preceding cultural discourses.    

 

To conclude the theory chapter, Sandra Hardings’(2004) standpoint theory is 

explored as a means of underlining the argument that scientific theory by 

nature cannot be objective. Furthermore, standpoint theory is used as a means 

to support the position of this studies research that chooses to focus on the 

argument that bias in KOS is in favour of Western ways of thinking and 

marginalises non-western knowledge. Hence the priority of this studies 

research efforts prioritise traditionally marginalised and situated knowledge 

from the African continent  and as a means of addressing this bias. 

4.1 Discourse Analysis Theory 

Michael Foucault is seen as a central figure of discourse theory which is 

captured in his work from 1965, The Order of Things. Here he discusses how 
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different historical periods represent discursive traditions that are perceived as 

truth during that period of time: 

 

 “Here he sought to examine the network of discursive rules that underpin the 

discursive construction of knowledge and power” (Olson in Leckie, et al., 

2010, p. 2) 

 

The analytical object of his theory is the specialised language developed by a 

particular community in a specific context and period. Disciplines like LIS can 

contain multiple discourses originating from various sociohistorical contexts 

which are not objective but a shared truth for the community it concerns 

(Frohmann, 1994,  Olson in Leckie, et al., 2010).  Olson (in Leckie, et al., 

2010) points out that bibliographic classification practice and metadata 

schemes are dominated by an essentialist discourse where the aim is to capture 

the intrinsic meaning of a text or an information object, however through a 

Foucauldian lens this practice reflects the discourse of members of a 

community connected by both a collection of information objects and a shared 

interpretive paradigm which Foucault argues is determined by the prevailing 

decision makers in power at the time. 

 

 

Library and Information Science is one such vehicle that reflects the power 

discourses of its time.  The LCSH have been developed and modified over time 

under the influence of varying “truths” pertaining to power discourses. They 

have also been incorporated in the WDL’s metadata scheme where the 

overriding values and operative discourse, expressed by the digital library 

itself, concern equitable representation of cultural heritage originating from all 

over the world. Hence applying discourse analysis as the theoretical analytical 

paradigm to evaluate the operating discourses within LCSH as applied within 

the operative discourse of the WDL will illustrate the congruencies and 

contradictions of representation within the context of the library. In addition, 

considering the origins of the LCSH that were formed by the dominant colonial 

discourse during Enlightenment, it makes sense to pay attention to the 

remaining traces, if any, of colonial discourse with the help of the interpretive 

paradigm of postcolonial theory specifically focusing on the Africa collection.  

 

4.2 Postcolonial Theory 

Postcolonial theory is a supporting discourse of postmodernism (Lützeler, 

2001) of which Foucault is also considered the central figure of (Olsson in 

Leckie, et al., 2010). However it is the literary criticism of Edvard Said that 

established the roots of postcolonial theory which: 

 

 “made the link between textual knowledge (in the form of the colonial 

archive) of the Orient produced by the European and the political dominance of 

the Orient by the Europeans(Nayar, 2015, p. 119).”  

 

Said in his work Orientalism from 1978, commented on how Western attitudes 

toward the Arab -Asian world contained in literary products (fiction, 

travelogues, scientific reports etc.) from colonialism and neo-colonialism, 

reflect a relevant epistemological interest in the East but with a political 
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purpose of domination over the object of enquiry evidenced by the subjectivity 

of authoritative statements made of the objects of study (Nayar, 2015). 

 

Risam (2018)  a staunch supporter of the inclusion of postcolonial theory in the 

digital humanities, adds that their critique of the cultural record observes the 

power imbalances between the Global North and Global South. However, the 

theory has not been adequately applied within the arena of digital humanities.  

 

Specifically, postcolonial theory examines the nature of Euro-American 

conquests, domination and exploitation of countries and cultures considered to 

be part of the Global South such as Africa, Asia, South America. This includes 

cultures in regions within countries like Australia, United States of America, 

Canada etc. Postcolonial theory’s period of  enquiry is limited to the historical 

period of the European empires and to contemporary neo-colonialism (Nayar, 

2015). The purpose is to analyse text through the lens of racial and contextual 

historical enquiry to produce critical commentary of Euro-American epistemic 

and interpretive schemes. Through deconstruction of texts this thoery reveals 

racists subtexts and discovers hidden texts that resist colonialism while also 

examining the colonisers role as the subject perpetuating domination and 

control over the colonised object (Nayar, 2015).  Politically, postcolonial 

theory is committed to the ideas of emancipation, equality and justice and notes 

the role European literature played in constructing racial ideologies for the 

primary purpose of political, geographic and cultural dominance of non-

Europeans.  Hence the representational models from the colonial and 

neocolonial era such as literature, popular instruments and even KOS can 

become the subject of study. Here close attention to the presence of discourse 

reflecting colonial values is observed . In recent years cultural studies such as 

Risam’s (2018), advocate for attention to be paid to the contexts of cultural 

production during colonial and neo-colonial era (Nayar, 2015), in which KOS 

firmly falls hence rendering postcolonial theory a relevant analytical model for 

the social contexts of LIS.  

 

Theoretically, postcolonial theory is grouped together with postmodernism, 

Marxism, poststructuralism and feminism (Nayar, 2015). Hope Olson (1998) 

makes use of Feminist theory in her deconstruction of DDC where she 

attempted to map index terms from the Women’s Thesaurus, a well-used text of 

supporting constructs of feminist theory, to the DDC.  In so doing she 

disrupted what she evaluated to be the dominant gender discriminatory 

discourse of the DDC and brought a marginalised feminist discourse into it’s 

centre. Furner (2007) does something similar with critical race theory, where 

he too analyses the DDC with the aim to identify racism present in KOS.  

This study aims to analyse a small part of the LCSH through the lens of 

postcolonial theory within the specific cultural context of a digital transnational 

library. The aim of which is to identify whether imported KOS with legacies 

tied to colonial discourse works for or against the desired outcomes expressed 

by the WDL’s operating discourse. 

 

4.3 Standpoint Theory 

The study aligns with standpoint theory that asserts that scientific research is 

not objective and neutral and has ignored the contributions of marginalised 
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groups (Harding , 2004). Arguing that the nature of knowledge or 

epistemology is always situated and therefore cannot be value neutral hence 

ones social position shapes what one knows, which extends to members of the 

academic world (Borland, 2019). Standpoint Theory was developed by Sandra 

Harding, as a feminist theory that questions the relationship between the 

creation of knowledge and power (2004).  It postulates that those engaged in 

academic pursuits are far removed from the realities of their subjects of studies 

who are usually those outside of the academic circle. Therefore academics miss 

important points within the social and natural world in their work which are 

held by these marginalised groups. As they possess this unique knowledge or 

standpoint this situated knowledge would make a better starting point from 

which to establish academic questions from (Borland, 2019).  Standpoint 

Theory questions the likelihood that science is objective if researchers ignore 

the gendered leanings in their methodologies which from a feminist perspective 

exclude logic routed in feminism. The same would apply to bias that excludes 

other oppressed groups perspectives such as those that take a stand in race, 

ethnicity issues, anti-imperial and Queer social justice issues (Harding, 2014).   

Therefore by academics recognising their own perspectives or standpoint, it 

becomes possible to lay note to the power or bias present in the research 

process (Borland, 2019). Simultaneously, it is an empowering theory for 

marginalised groups as it allows them to become: 

 “the collective subjects of research rather than only as objects of other’s 

observation, naming and management.. ( Harding, 2014, p3).” 

The standpoint of this thesis maintains that within the domain of KOS, the 

predominant perspective is that mainstream organisational systems such as the 

LCSH and the DDC are useful and applicable to all KO needs. These have 

hence become accepted as valid and the instrumental norm (Glüer and 

Wikforss, 2018) for KO practitioners to adhere too. As a result situated KOS 

originating from marginalised groups that deviate from the prescriptions of 

mainstream KOS are considered outside of the  mainstream and thus receive 

very little space within the discussion of how information can and ought to be 

organised. Therefore this study deliberately prioritises situated knowledge from 

ethnically and racially marginalised nationalities originating from the African 

continent. For the same reason the thesis focuses on academic considerations 

that critique and investigate the phenomenon of marginalised KOS over those 

that support the well-established mainstream systems within the domain of 

KOS.  
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5 RESEARCH DESIGN AND STRATEGY 

This is a cross-sectional study using qualitative methodology and quantitative 

as well as qualitative methods for data analysis. The methodology is routed in 

grounded theory whereby qualitative critical discourse analysis (CDA) is 

employed as the primary data collection tool. The results of which are coded 

hence enabling the development of data that is quantitatively and qualitatively 

analysed within the findings. This in turn allows for the explanation and 

assessment of the scope, generalisability and applicably of the results in 

relation to the WDL (Bryman, 2016).  

 

After the initial CDA the data is processed using open coding which enables 

the identification of broader concepts (Strauss and Corbin, 1990 in Bryman, 

2016) referred to in the study as epistemological categories.  The relationships 

between the epistemological categories are explored within the findings using 

axial coding (Strauss and Corbin, 1990 in Bryman, 2016) where the 

epistemological categories are further divided according to specific discursive 

leanings routed in postcolonial theory. These too are quantified within the 

results. They are namely; colonial and imperial discourse, discourses that resist 

colonial discourse; and uncategorised discourses.  

 

As this is a cross-sectional study based on social phenomenon that primarily 

uses a qualitative methodology, the qualitative and quantitative data analysis  

cannot be considered reliable or dependable (Bryman, 2016).  This is due to the 

variables, namely the LCSH’s, being open to change and the data collection 

process being subject to interpretations made by the researcher which cannot 

be considered entirely neutral (Harding, 2014). With regards to credibility, the 

causal relationship under investigation is the one between LCSH and potential 

inherent ethnic bias. The method of CDA used to establish this relationship 

could be argued as to not being a credible or valid methodology seeing as it 

largely relies on the researchers ability to use this subjective methodological 

tool accurately (Bryman, 2016). As far as external validity and transferability 

are concerned, the results are partly applicable only to the subject of study, 

namely, the WDL’s metadata for their collection of African cultural heritage 

materials, making the results ungeneralizable (Bryman, 2016). However, as 

they do concern the LCSH which are used in multiple KOS contexts the 

external validity or transferability of the results could be of use in other 

contexts as well. The area that is of most concern within this study is the one of 

confirmability as the method chosen relies largely on the researchers 

interpretations and rigorous application of the CDA process (Bryman, 2016).   
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6 METHOD  

 

A predominantly qualitative and somewhat quantitative CDA as outlined by 

Norman Fairclough (1995 in Jørgensen and Phillips, 2002) is used as the 

method for this study.  This method has been chosen as it is concerned with 

identifying a social problem though the mechanism of discourse analysis of 

texts. The social problem could for example be a mismatch between a reality of 

a group of individuals and an institutional practice in relation to their needs 

(Jørgensen & Phillips, 2002). Such as in the case of this study, where the 

problem that has been identified is that widely used controlled vocabularies 

within KOS, such as the index terms within the LCSH, limit and exclude 

marginalized groups both in terms of representation and access to collections 

within memory institutions. If this is the case, this marginalisation would 

contradict the inclusive aims of the WDL which is to “promote international 

and intercultural understanding” and to appeal to varied and international user 

groups. Hence, through examining the present discourses represented within 

the WDL metadata scheme using the methodical tools of CDA , one will be 

able to determine how and if the use of controlled vocabularies contribute to 

the social problem of excluding people and knowledge production of 

traditionally marginalised groups, in particular those from Africa and of 

African descent. Once this is established one can determine if the discovered 

discourses are in line with the broader discursive practice of the WDL itself. 

In addition, according to Fairclogh, discursive practices exist within social 

practices which determine the character of the existing discourses. Hence in 

order to isolate the social practice it is essential to identify a discipline that 

studies and contextualises the said social practice (1995 in Jørgensen and 

Phillips, 2002). As established in the literature review, cataloguing was 

developed as an outcome of the Enlightenment which was a product and a 

supporter of the social practice of colonialism that made use of a colonial 

discourse that was pervasive in most of its knowledge production (Risam, 

2018; Nobel, 2018).  Hence examining colonial discourse with the interpretive 

discipline of  postcolonial theory allows for the critically identification and 

analysis colonial discourse present in the products of cataloguing. Thus for this  

research, the CDA method employs the social interpretive lens of postcolonial 

theory to analyse if the constructed meanings or discourses present in the 

controlled vocabularies of the WDL, still subscribe to colonial discourses that 

adhere to the era of colonialism. Hence in short the description of the method 

to follow outlines a postcolonial critical discourse analysis of the sampled 

controlled vocabularies within the WDL. 

6.1 Research Material 

The research material for discourse analysis is usually a text or anything 

constructed that can confer meaning, like a conversation, a television show etc, 

all of which can be transcribed to written text.  For this study the metadata 

elements and values within the WDL metadata scheme are treated as a text that 

conveys meaning. 
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6.1.1 Population 

The population has been limited to metadata only pertaining to the Africa 

collection. This is because much of the writing and scientific thinking from the 

Enlightenment was concerned with establishing ethnic hierarchies along racial 

lines which became inherent to the design principles of the KOS at the time. 

Two of these systems, the DDC and the LCSH have been mapped to WDL 

metadata scheme. As the Enlightenment marginalised several ethnic groups 

currently belonging to the Global South the research area for this study is 

limited to metadata pertaining to one of these marginalised groups in order to 

fit within the scope of this paper. Furthermore, in today’s postcolonial and 

decolonial dialogue the question of identifying the discourses used to represent 

African cultural heritage in contemporary contexts, is of critical importance 

when considering collections of African cultural heritage. This is primarily 

because the formation of cultural heritage from the African continent has been 

marked by varying influences that have played a role it its formation over time.  

 

Conceptually, African cultural heritage in the context of this study and the 

WDL is used as a broad term to encompass the multitude of diverse and 

dynamic forms of cultural, not natural, expressions, both tangible and 

intangible, that originate from the African continent. Usually this is passed 

down from generation to generation and encompasses the values and beliefs of 

specific communities (Culture in Development, n.d). On a material level, 

tangible cultural heritage consists of movable and immovable objects like 

artefacts, monuments etc. Intangible cultural heritage concerns things like oral 

traditions, preforming arts, customs etc. (Unesco, n.d). In the African context 

cultural heritage can be problematic as some expressions of heritage can clash 

with others, such as colonial monuments constructed by colonial settlers of 

leaders responsible for the massacre of members of indigenous groups (South 

African History online, 2011). Hence the population under investigation for 

this study extends to African cultural heritage that encompasses tangible and 

intangible cultural phenomenon regardless of the cultural conflicts they 

represent.  

 

Therefore, examining the constructed meanings used to organise and promote 

access and understanding of African cultural heritage resources within the 

WDL, which has its own discursive practices, will best answer the broader 

research question and the supporting narrower question:  

 Does the controlled vocabulary of the Library of Congresses Subject Headings 

work against the culturally inclusive aims of the World Digital Library, and if 

so how?  

Supporting questions: 

1) Which discourse or discourses are represented by the LCSH within the 

broader context of Africa within the WDL? 

2) Within the context of postcolonial theory, what do these discourses 

convey about African cultural heritage to users of the WDL? 
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By conducting a faceted search within the WDL search filter one is able to 

recall all the items belonging to the Africa collection. To follow is a description 

of what to select in the filter to achieve this result: 

   

Metadata element : “Place” 

Metadata element value: “Africa”.  

 

Recall:  433 English results. 

 

Within this population one can observe that the Library of Congress (LOC) has 

contributed 200 out of the 433 resources available, making them the largest 

contributing partner.  Hence cataloguing decisions made by the LOC will 

reflect the dominant  discourse/s encountered by visitors of the Africa 

collection. Coincidently, the LOC is also responsible for the management and 

administration the WDL metadata scheme as well as administering 

modifications and guidelines pertaining to the  LCSH. Thus for these reasons 

the population has been further restricted to LOC’s contributions only. An 

analysis of their metadata should result in a fairly representational result in 

relation to the broader and narrower research questions.  Of which the narrower 

research questions are: 

 

To obtain the restricted population for this study made up of all 200 posts 

contributed by the LOC, one selects the following metadata values within the 

WDL faceted search filter 

 

Metadata element : Place 

Metadata element value: Africa  

Metadata element : Institution 

Metadata element value: Library of Congress  

 

Recall: 200 English results. 

6.1.2 Sample 

The sample is limited to the all the values found under the Additional Subjects 

metadata element within the defined population. The reason for this is because 

the values under this element represent the authority subject headings derived 

from the controlled vocabularies of the LCSH.  Furthermore, out of all the 

values found under each metadata element in the WDL that contain controlled 

vocabularies, the Additional Subjects values provided the most overt 

descriptive detail about the Africa collection. Hence the user is presented with 

a set of obvious constructed meanings/ discourses associated with the 

collection.  In total there are 100 authority subject headings2 within this 

sample. Six subject headings were later discarded from the sample at a later 

stage as they were not LCSH resulting in the study analysing a total of 94 

subject headings.  

 

 
2 The term authority subject headings, subject headings and authority headings are used interchangeably 

from now on.  
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6.1.3  The addition of Authority Files  

As the subject headings on their own consist of very little contextual 

information, LCSH Authority Files have been included in the research material 

to determine the constructed meaning and discourse/s  behind each authority 

subject heading. 

These Authority Files are an open access resource found on the Library of 

Congress Authorities webpage (https://authorities.loc.gov) and provide access 

to a set of rules for each subject heading. These rules are made up of scope 

notes, relational and hierarchical topics as well as terms of equivalence for each 

authority heading.  

 

Scope notes are guiding descriptions of the nature of the resource that 

cataloguers should use when assigning a subject heading to a resource. They 

essentially outline the subject headings limitations. Such as for the authority 

heading Ethnic Groups the scope note is:   

 

“Here are entered theoretical works on the concept of groups of 

people who are bound together by common ties of ancestry and 

culture. Works on the subjective sense of belonging to an 

individual ethnic group are entered under Ethnicity, with 

appropriate local subdivision. General works on racial, religious, 

ethnic, or other minority groups are entered under Minorities”. 

(Library of Congress Authorities, n.d, Scope note section) 

 

Unfortunately, it was discovered that not all Authority Files contain a scope 

note for the individual subject heading hence other information found in the 

file can provide clues as to the discursive leanings of subject heading. These 

are; terms of equivalence, relational topics,  hieratical topics (made up of 

narrower topics and broader topics), See also notes and external references 

made in the Authority File itself. Terms of equivalence are similar terms to the 

authority heading however are not the preferred term to represent the subject. 

Relational topics refer to other authoritative headings that are related too but 

not equivalent too the authority heading. Hieratical topics are those topics that 

either fall under the authority heading like subheadings (narrower topics) or 

that the authority heading itself falls under (broader topics) (Witten and 

Bainbridge, et al., 2003). See also notes refer to other authority headings that 

the subject heading is a subheading off but they are not considered to part of 

the hierarchical relationship of broader and narrower topics for the selected 

authority subject heading.  Sometimes an Authority File provides references to 

external sources such as dictionary definitions of a subject heading which the 

cataloguer uses to interpret the meaning of the subject heading (Witten and 

Bainbridge, et al., 2003).  

 

All of this contextual information is not uniformly applied to each authority 

heading by the LOC, hence during the analysis process discursive clues of 

intended meaning of the preferred term has been derived from whatever 

contextual information that was found in the Authority File.  

  

https://authorities.loc.gov/
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6.2 Analysis Process and Strategy 

According to Jørgensen and Phillips (2002) there is no fixed procedure for 

carrying out CDA and it should be tailored to meet the requirements of the 

research question.  Jørgensen and Phillips provide an overview of the CDA 

method that divides the critical analysis process into three stages for the 

purpose of identifying discourses, they are namely; discursive practice, text 

,and social practice. According to them the analysis derived from these three 

stages is usually combined and not presented separately. Hence the research of 

this study applied all three forms of analysis upon the sample and combined the 

outcomes.  

The analytical strategy or research design was iterative and separated into two 

phases. The first involved applying the above mentioned analytical process to 

each individual subject heading and its associated Authority File wherever 

possible within the broader context of Africa. The findings from this first phase 

of analysis promoted a second analytical phase where a broader analysis took 

place concerning  the sample as a collated group under the broader faceted 

context of Place- Africa. Here the analysis concerned identifying the patterns, 

similarities and differences across the group of subject headings and considered 

them within analytical methodology in line with Fairclough’s social practice 

methodology.  

6.2.1 Analytical procedure: Discursive practice 

The first analytical method concerns discursive practice which concerns how 

the text is produced and consumed. Just how the Additional Subject metadata 

element is produced is described under the sections of this paper concerned 

with the WDL metadata policy and the historical origins of the LCSH found in 

the literature review.  Hence the findings from this information are considered 

in the findings and discussion of this study but not presented as empirical data.  

6.2.1.1 Predominant discursive practices of the WDL 

The sampled LCSH used for the descriptive metadata element Additional 

Subjects falls within context of the WDL which has a distinct discursive 

practice grounded in democracy and inclusivity. This is evidenced by its 

collection development policy which relies on volunteered contributions from 

any appropriate organisation provided they are a member state of the UN. The 

libraries aims also subscribe to a democratic and inclusive discourse whereby 

typical democratic values of diverse equitable representation, tolerance and 

equal access to information are promoted. This is demonstrated by their content 

development aims , their desire to encourage cross cultural understanding and 

the provision of an Open Access service in seven languages.   

6.2.2 Analytical process : Text 

The other area of analyses is the text itself that consists  of the subject headings 

and supporting Authority Files. As the convention for index terms is to use 

language that is objective, impartial and void of personal voice, it was 

challenging to perform an analysis based on metaphors, sentence structure and 

suggestive wording. However there were a few instances of this which are 

mentioned in the analysis. At the same time the lack of clear discursive clues 

proved to be discursively meaningful as the findings later suggest.  
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6.2.3 Analytical process: Social practice 

The third area of analysis proved to be the most fruitful as it concerned social 

practice. Here Fairclough suggests identifying the broader social context of the 

text by analysing the boarder social and cultural relations that are inferred from 

a wider context. In order to do this one needs to draw in other theories and 

contextual information from outside of the text sample. It was here, 

postcolonial theory was used which informed the construction of analytical 

questions. The questions were designed is to infer the presence of a central/ 

dominant discourse behind a subject heading and if so to identify which 

discourse was marginalised within the broader context of Africa.  The 

questions specifically identified the limitations, exclusions and inclusions of 

the subject headings, the subjects and objects of the authority headings and 

their broader context in relation to the metadata element Place-Africa (see 

Appendix C for the analytical questionnaire).  Reference to sources outside the 

file that were made to establish the historical, social and postcolonial contexts 

of the subject heading. When this was done an intext citation was included in 

the analysis.  

 

The combination of these three analytical methods are collected in an empirical 

data table, under the column titled Analysis, a sample can be observed in Table 

1.   

6.2.3.1 Analysis of Additional Subjects text and social practice  

When performing the textual analysis of the sample, the tone of the language 

used for the authority subject headings and supporting Authority Files initially 

came across as deliberately impartial and descriptive relying on an essentialist 

discourse. This impartiality also suggested a discourse of universality and 

neutrality in which no value is supposed to be more important than another and 

within which everything can be represented.  The essentialist discourse made 

the task of assessing the constructed meanings a difficult one. Hence the 

application of social practice analysis allowed for more specific identification 

of constructed meanings.  The process of using analytical queries designed to 

identify the presence or non-presence of colonial discourse grounded in the 

logic of postcolonial theory,  resulted in the discovery that many subject 

headings  represented situated knowledge from regions around the world. As a 

result it became clear that each authority heading did not represent a neutral 

discourse nor could they be universal as they had clear limits and exclusions 

concerning the nature of the resources they could be ascribed to within the 

broader context of Place- Africa. 

 

The analysis of the subject headings and Authority Files revealed that not all 

the authority headings allowed for the association of  knowledge solely from an 

African perspective, which a user may assume is the case when searching for 

cultural heritage resources from Africa. Based only on the information in the 

Authority Files and the filtered subject headings in the WDL it became clear 

that some of the headings applied solely to cannons of knowledge situated in 

Western knowledge production traditions. In other cases some headings 

potentially could apply to several information objects not originating from the 

west on equal as well as not so equal grounds.  
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Hence the authority headings were divided or coded according to concepts 

encompassing the ideas of  Western, African and variations thereof. Western, 

in the case of the headings, refers to the diverse ideas and way of thinking and 

rationalizing originating from the West in particular Europe and America. 

Similarly, African applies not so much to the geographic location but a 

knowledge production that originates from Africa which too consists of diverse 

ways of rationalising and understanding the world. 

 

6.2.4 Open coding as part of the text and social practice analytical 

process 

Ascribing headings to the concepts of African, Western and variations thereof, 

formed part of the second stage of the analytical strategy.  Hence each 

individual subject headings is coded and placed into one of these conceptual 

categories, which henceforth are referred to as epistemological categories. 

These epistemological categories, explained in detail the following section, are 

determined from the findings of the first phase of analysis, that makes use of  

analytical queries to established the presence and non-presence of colonial 

discourses. The division of the headings into these categories allows for 

quantification, comparison and analysis grounded in Fairclough’s method of 

social practice critical analysis.   

 

Epistemology, in the case of this study, is concerned with part of the Oxford 

Dictionaries definition of the term in its philosophical sense where the focus is 

on the origin of knowledge and the place of experience in generating 

knowledge (Oxford Reference, n.d). Thus one could say that geography and the 

culture or cultures responsible for generating specific knowledge represented 

by the subject headings plays a central role in defining what this study 

considers to be epistemology. This knowledge can also be considered to be 

situated knowledge. Hence for this study that looks at how African cultural 

heritage resources are categorised and ultimately defined by the LCSH, the 

place of experience and generation of the knowledge represented by the 

heading is what determines the epistemological categories.  

 

The definitions of each epistemological category generated in this phase of the 

data collection are explained in the sub-chapter to follow. Examples of the 

epistemological categories form the empirical data can be observed under the 

column titled Epistemology in Table 1 in the Findings found in chapter 7. All 

the epistemological categories can be observed in processed form, from Table 

2 through to Table 6 which are also available in chapter 7.  

6.2.4.1 Epistemological categories   

As already mentioned, more than one belief system originating from situated 

knowledge has been identified through the process of performing critical text 

and social practice analysis on the subject headings and their supporting 

Authority Files. The conceptual categories created generally concern the 

dichotomous representation of African and Western epistemologies by the 

authority headings, rationalised by the logic of postcolonial theory. It is 

important to note that the epistemological categories have been devised 

through the research process to aid the analysis and interpretation of the data. 

Hence even if the category labels used resemble concepts mentioned in the 
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literature review, such as African and Western,  when used to label an 

epistemological category, these same terms are limited to the definition 

described in this thesis only. To clarify, the definitions of the epistemological 

categories are situated in and guided by the postcolonial theoretical framework 

of the study as well as by the theoretical position of advocating for 

marginalised situated knowledge as supported by standpoint theory. It is also 

necessary to remember that these categories have been developed though an 

analysis process that has considered the subject headings within a specific 

broader context, that being Place -Africa.  

 

The LCSH found under Additional Subjects within the broader metadata 

category Africa in the WDL’s search filter have been categorised into the 

following epistemological categories: 

 

African: potentially or overtly incorporates authentic and or precolonial 

African knowledge, experiences, values and ideologies. Such as the use of 

indigenous African names for places and groups of people or by referring to 

customs, traditions and ways of living from a subjective or situated 

perspective.  

 

Western: encompasses the idea of eurocentrism, that omits non-western 

voices, supports a colonial discourse and centralizes western perspectives 

within the broader context of Africa. Thereby making African knowledge the 

subject of study and not the object. For example applying a label from western 

science tradtion to understand or describe African phenomena or using imperial 

terminology to describe resources related to the phenomenon of colonisation. 

The latter example implies that there are at least two sides to colonisation and 

within the broader context of Africa, the situated African experience of 

colonisation should be labelled as well.  

 

Hybrid:  a long term consequence of European colonialism on African 

knowledge syetems concerns the merging of diverse situated knowledge 

systems and cultures to form a unique form of knowledge production or 

knowledge system. This is exemplified by the postcolonial idea of hybridity, 

which essentially concerns the mixing of cultures and races to produce a new 

culture with a unique knowledge products (Nayar, 2015). This could, for 

example,  take the form of the creation of a new (creole) language or the 

adoption and customisation of knowledge artefacts or religious practices from 

one culture into another this way forming an artefact or religious practice that 

is related, but uniquely different.  

 

Multiple:  is used where a subject heading can apply equally to more than one 

knowledge system.  The label multiple, has been chosen over the label 

universal as the study looks specifically at the overt and implied 

epistemologies represented by the subject headings under the broader metadata 

value of Africa. This is in line with post-colonial critique of the notion of 

universality where this notion is seen as part of a hegemonic perspective that 

implies that the experiences of a dominant culture are held to be true for all 

(Ashcroft, Griffiths, et al, 2000).  Hence the label, multiple is preferable to 

universal for this study. Within the context of the metadata element Place - 

Africa in the WDL, headings that represent knowledge that applies to more 
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than one relevant knowledge system, where none dominates the other, are 

labelled as multiple.  

 

In some cases more than one epistemology applies to a subject heading 

however one epistemology dominates the implicit or overt meaning of the 

subject heading more than the others. They are  categorised or labled as 

follows:  

 

African/Multiple: occurs if a heading predominantly represents African 

epistemology but can potentially apply to Western and or hybrid 

epistemologies as well. 

 

Western/Multiple:  occurs if a heading predominantly represents western 

epistemology but can potentially apply to African and or hybrid epistemologies 

as well. 

 

Western/ Hybrid: occurs if a heading predominantly represents  to western 

epistemology but can potentially apply to Hybrid epistemologies as well. 

 

Lastly there are knowledge systems that inform the meaning of some subject 

headings but do not belong to the African/ Western/Hybrid classifications 

above. They are placed together under the broader category of Other as they 

are not central to the concerns of this study. 

 

Other: Middle Eastern / Multiple, Middle Eastern/ Western,  

Transnational:  concerns knowledge and belief systems that fall outside of the 

studies constructed Western/African epistemological dichotomy.  Here we see 

the influence of other epistemologies on the subject headings representing 

Africa in the WDL.  

The Transnational epistemological label encompasses the idea of globalism 

and that forms a unique knowledge domain. Postcolonial theory critiques  

globalism for imposing international standards, that are rooted in imperialist 

narratives, upon countries that are trying to become economically, politically 

and culturally autonomous (Nayar, 2015). 
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7 FINDINGS 

The findings begin with an example from the empirical data of each 

epistemological category explained above, namely, Western, African, Hybrid 

or a variation thereof. As the findings show, these divisions allow for deeper 

analysis of the subject headings as a collated group resulting in findings 

pertaining to the existence of colonial discourse and subject headings that resist 

this discourse. The epistemological categories additionally allow for a holistic 

evaluation of the impact inconsistencies within the collection of subject 

headings have on the general discursive meaning pertaining to Place- Africa as 

represented by the WDL’s controlled vocabulary. 

 

7.1 Examples from Each Epistemological Category 

Table 1 provides a sample from the full dataset exemplifying the application of 

each epistemological category in relation to some individual subject heading 

from the sample. Also contained in the table is the data extracted from the 

Authority Files that inform the subject heading analysis and eventual 

epistemological category label. As already mentioned, inconsistencies in the 

Authority Files complicated the systematic identification of the presence of a 

epistemology for every subject heading within the sample. Thus in the case 

those subject headings that lack supporting information within the LOC 

Authority Files,  the analysis treats this lack as useful data that constructively 

contributes to the creation of an epistemological category or label.
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Table 1 

Extract of unprocessed empirical data exemplifying the application of epistemological categories 

 
3 RT =Related Topics 

NT= Narrower Topics 

BT= Broader Topics 

Other= See Also and In file external references 

No of 

ref. in 

the 

WDL 

Subject heading Epistemology Scope Note Terms of equivalence RT/NT/BT 

/Other3 

Analysis 

5 Protectorates Western . 
 

NT: 

Narrower 

Term: 

International 

trusteeships, 

Leased 

territories 

 

See also: 

Colonies, 

Spheres of 

influence 

Protectorates are territories that are granted 

partial self-governance while under the 

protection of a larger sovereign power. The 

term was formed as a territorial designator 

by colonies to justify continued development 

of colonialism to hide the fact that they were 

displaced sites of violent economic struggles 

between the West and the local African 

powers (Ashcroft, Griffiths, et al., 2000). 

Hence the heading falls within western 

epistemology. 

1 Afar (African people) African 
 

Afara (African tribe); 

Danakil (African people) 

 
The Afar people originate from a region in 

East Africa known as the Afar region. 

Choosing Afar (African people) as opposed 

to term of equivalence Afara (African Tribe) 

places this community in a contemporary 

context. Selecting the latter would cast them 

in a context that  postcolonialists would state 

infers “primitive” references upon a group of 

people who exist in current times. The term 

of equivalence, Danakil, refers to one of the 

titles used by the Afar and there are several 

more not referenced to here in the file . 

However, Afrar is the situated term 

originating from  the community  

(Kewkudee, 2013) and has been made the 
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preferred term hence rendering it a situated 

African authoritative heading. 
1  African Americans Hybrid Here are entered 

works on 

citizens of the 

United States of 

black African 

descent. 

 

Works on 

blacks who 

temporarily 

reside in the 

United States, 

such as aliens, 

students from 

abroad, etc., are 

entered under 

Blacks--United 

States. Works 

on blacks 

outside the 

United States 

are entered 

under Blacks 

  
This heading represents situated knowledge 

from the community it represents. The term 

lies within the border of the West (America) 

and Africa and is hence difficult to apply to 

a world view within the situated African / 

Western dichotomy. It is also not a multiple 

situated heading representing several 

epistemologies as its context is specific to a 

single epistemology formed through the 

fusion of two knowledge systems resulting 

in the development of its own. Thus this is 

an example of a hybrid epistemology (The 

Effects of Post-Colonialism .., 2016). Of 

note is the omission of previously commonly 

used terms of equivalence eg: Niggers, 

Negro and the preference of the term black 

which indicates application of critical race 

theory in this case. 

3  Slave trade Multiple 
   

This subject heading has no scope note, 

terms of equivalence, related terms, 

narrower or broader terms. There are 

Authority Files for other authority headings 

that include Slave trade as a subcategory to 

Place- Africa, East Africa etc. but are not 

referenced here as See also notes. Hence a 

cataloguer could associate any resource 

related to the slave trade to this authoritative 

heading as it has no limits or restrictions and 

could include resources that are from any 

epistemology 

4  Airplanes Western/ Hybrid 
   

Airplanes are an invention from the West, 

associated with the ideas of progress 

embodied by the ideals of the industrial 
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revolution which stem from the West 

(Nayar, 2015). As a result of the European 

imperial era they are consumed and used all 

over the contemporary world. Hence,  

through a postcolonial lens a Western 

epistemological label would apply here. 

Additionally, adoption of “modern 

technology” within Africa implies an 

adoption of `modernity` and incorporation of 

western knowledge into African knowledge 

within the African context. This exemplifies 

the notion of hybridity and is in opposition 

to the post-colonial constructs of 

Orientalism and primitivism that critique 

colonial discourse for maintaining Africa in 

a static and primitive state. Hence the  

hybrid label can be applied here as well, 

however the  Western epistemological label 

dominates as it concerns the appropriation of 

Western technology into a African context. 

7  Exploration and 

encounters 

Western/ 

Multiple 

  
Authority 

References 

Found in: 

Spanish 

conquests of 

the new 

world 

Not found 

in: voyages 

to the new 

world: 

Exploration 

& 

encounters, 

1450-1550 

The reference to Spanish conquests and 

voyages to the new world implicate 

European journeys into the African interior 

prior to colonialism (Nayar, P. K, 2015). 

Placing the first part of the heading: 

exploration within a Western 

epistemological context. The second part: 

encounters would depend on the source of 

the resource as an encounter involves more 

than one party. Hence this heading has 

potential to represent multiple 

epistemologies as well, however initiated by 

global movement from the West. 

51  Politics and government African / 

Multiple 

TGM Scope 

note: For the 

conduct of and 

participation in 

government in 

the broadest 

  
Authority guidelines originate from a scope 

note belonging to an alternative authority 

record referred to within the LOC authority 

file for the subject heading politics and 

government . Within the African context, 

Africa could be both the subject and object 
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sense. 

 

Search also 

under the 

subdivision --

POLITICAL 

ACTIVITY 

used with names 

of ethnic, racial, 

and regional 

groups, and with 

classes of 

persons 

(Appendix A). 

depending on the content of the resource. 

Hence within the context of Africa this 

heading largely represents African 

epistemology but can potentially include 

others due to the historical influence other 

cultures have had on politics and 

governments in African countries, 

attributing the Multiple label to the heading 

as well.   

2 International Civil 

Aviation Organization 

OTHER: 

Transnational 

 
ICAO; 

IKAO; 

Internationale 

Zivilluftfahrtorganisation

; 

Mezhdunarodnai︠ a︡ 

organizat︠ s︡ii︠ a︡ 

grazhdanskoĭ aviat︠ s︡ii; 

Международная 

организация 

гражданской авиации; 

國際民用航空組織 

国际民用航空组织; 

Guo ji min yong hang 

kong zu zhi; 

OACI; 

Organisation de 

l’aviation civile 

international; 

Organización de 

Aviación Civil 

Internacional 

United Nations. 

International Civil 

Aviation Organization; 

ИКАО 

 
The International Civil Aviation 

Organiation is a UN organisation is 

concerned with international aeronautic 

standards and conducts business in multiple 

languages namely, Arabic, Chinese , English 

, French Spanish and Russian. This 

represents a transnational epistemology with 

roots in the idea of globalism. Postcolonial 

thinking critiques globalism for imposing 

international standards, that are rooted in 

Imperialist narratives, upon countries that 

are trying to become economically, 

politically and culturally autonomous 

(Nayar, 2015) 
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7.2 Overview of Epistemologies Across the Sample 

Figure 1 summarises  the number of subheadings ascribed to each 

epistemological categories within the sample. From it one observes that the 

dominant epistemological category represented by the subject headings belongs 

to the Western category making up 39 out of 94 headings. Second and less than 

half of the dominant category with eighteen headings is the Western/ Multiple 

category. Sixteen headings make up the Multiple category. Subject headings 

representing solely African epistemologies only make up seven of the subject 

headings found under the broader category of Africa in the WDL.  No 

categories containing Western epistemology fall below the categories 

representing African epistemology. 

 
Figure 1 

 
 

7.3 Discourses Projected by the Authority Headings as 

a Group 

 

The above analysis looks at the meanings conveyed by each authority heading 

and determines the dominant discourse represented by individual headings. 

However and in addition, the headings collectively impart a discourse when 

looked at as a group.   

 

These headings have been grouped together under the value Africa according 

to the hierarchical arrangement that has been designed within the singular 

context of the WDL’s metadata schema. Hence, by design, a discursive 

meaning is imparted by these headings when they are grouped together. 

Therefore, when trying to answer the second research question concerned with 
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identifying the imparted discourse concerning African cultural heritage 

conveyed to users of the WDL, the “by design” meaning portrayed by headings 

is relevant.  

  

To follow are findings based on observations of discursive meaning conveyed 

by the sample as a collective in relation postcolonial theory. Post-colonial 

observations namely pertain to each headings adherence to the construct of 

colonial and imperial discourse, their resistance to colonial and imperial 

discourse and the discursive implications of headings that don’t belong to post-

colonial discursive constructs.  

 

7.3.1  Explicit and implicit colonial and imperial discourse  

7.3.1.1 Explicit authority headings 

Several of the subject headings within the Western epistemological category 

contain terms whose meaning explicitly belong to the discourse of the 

European colonial era especially in relation to Africa. Here Africa is clearly the 

object and the West the subject. This includes headings such as Voyages and 

travels, Handbooks and guides, Ethnography, Indigenous peoples, Treaties etc.  

 

At the same time overt references to other non-European imperial eras can be 

found amongst the subject headings. However, within the context of Africa 

which is also the broader organising metadata element, they overtly refer to the 

legacy of  imperialism on the continent and by so doing ascribe imperial values 

by association to Africa. This includes headings such as Ottoman Empire 1288-

1918,  Arabian Gulf, Persian Gulf etc. For this reason heading such as these 

are considered as explicitly imparting a discourse adhering to colonialism and 

imperialism.  

 

Table 2 provides an overview of all the authority headings belonging to the 

sample that explicitly convey colonial and imperial discourse.
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Table 2 

Authority Subject Headings Belonging to Explicit Colonial and imperial Discourse 

Value Imperial/colonal  

Discourse 

Epistemology Scope Note Variants/Terms of 

equivalence 

RT/NT/BT[1] 

/Other 

Analysis 

Handbooks and 

manuals 

Explicit Western 
 

Companions (Handbooks), 

Enchiridia, Enchiridions, 

Manuals, Pocket 

companions, Vade-

mecums 

NT: 

Drawing books; 

Emigrant 

guides; 

Merchant 

manuals; 

Military 

manuals; Pilot 

guides; 

Writing books 

handbook 

This heading refers to tools that 

originate from the West. Terms of 

equivalence comprise solely of 

terminology from Western 

epistemology, -eg. Enchiridia is a 

Roman Catholic service book. The 

selected authoritative heading seems 

to be the most implicitly neutral term 

out of the terms of equivalence. 

However, reference to variants of 

manuals and handbooks or manuals 

from African epistemology are 

excluded. The narrow terms also 

exclude this possibility limiting this 

subject heading to resources rooted in 

Western knowledge production, 

Drawing books and of note Emigrant 

guides and Military manuals. Items 

used specifically during colonisation 

by Westerners. Hence this category is 

implicitly representative of Western 

knowledge within the African 

context. 

Indigenous 

peoples 

Explicit Western Here are entered works 

on the aboriginal 

inhabitants either of 

colonial areas or of 

modern states where 

the aboriginal peoples 

are not in control of the 

government. 

  
The subject of the group identified by 

the scope note are the original 

inhabitants of colonies and states. 

They are juxtaposed with those who 

control these regions and thus are 

rendered disenfranchised both in the 

past and present. This 

disenfranchisement equates  

Indigenous people as powerless. 

However, in reality, indigenous 

people were and are not always 

disenfranchised. If they are it is 
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through the mechanisms of 

colonialism and settler state ethnic 

cleansing. Hence what is represented 

here is specific interpretation of 

indigenous peoples based in the 

powerlessness in the past as well as 

present. This view also excludes the 

enfranchised status of African people 

prior to colonisation. Hence this 

heading feeds into a Global North 

narrative even if it is partly true for 

the Global South. Thus it cannot be 

applied to African epistemology. 

Manners and 

customs 

Explicit Western Here are entered 

general works on 

folkways, customs, 

ceremonies, festivals, 

popular traditions, etc., 

treated collectively 

  
A similar analysis as applied to 

Ethnic Groups found in Table 3 of 

this paper, is relevant here. 

Classification of this type falls under 

Western epistemology even if 

practiced the world over as it stems 

from a Western way of reasoning 

where the constructs are rooted in 

Western anthropological practices.  

Ethnology Explicit Western Here, with appropriate 

local subdivision, are 

entered works on the 

discipline of ethnology, 

and works on the 

origin, distribution, and 

characteristics of the 

elements of the 

population of a 

particular region or 

country. 

  
The science of ethnology is falls 

under Western epistemology. It is 

most often applied to indigenous 

people of a region for scholarly 

purposes hence objectifying them. 

The scholars in this case originating 

from the West and the objects of 

study, within the broader metadata 

element of Africa, are the indigenous 

people of Africa. Rarely, if ever, does 

ethnology objectify indigenous 

people of the Global North.  

Ethnography Unclassified Western RT: 

Ethnology 

  The same analysis applied to 

Ethnology, the study of demographics  

applies to Ethnography, the study of 

practices within ethnic groups. See 

analysis under Ethnology. 

Voyages and 

travels 

Explicit Western 
 

Journeys; 

Travel books; Travels; 

RT: 

Geography; 

Here term voyages belongs to the 

colonial era which arguably are what 
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Trips; 

Voyages and travels --

1951-1980; Voyages and 

travels --1981- 

Adventure and 

adventurers; 

Travel; 

Travelers; 

 

Subdivisions: 

Description and 

travel; 

Discovery and 

exploration; 

Maps under 

names of- 

Regions; 

Countries; 

Cities; etc.; 

also subdivision 

Travel under 

names of: 

individual 

persons; 

corporate 

bodies; classes 

of persons 

ethnic groups; 

and names of 

individual ships 

initiated colonialism (Nayar, P. K, 

2015). Related terms place the 

heading in Western  academic 

reasoning by referring to Geography. 

The association of the related term 

Adventure is reminiscent of language 

used during the colonial era that 

described travels to unknown lands as 

adventures. Rendering the traveller/ 

adventurer originating from the 

“known west” the subject and Africa, 

the “unknown”, the place to be 

adventured upon. The subdivision 

Discovery and exploration implicitly 

refer to colonialism within the 

context of Africa. As a subdivision of 

names of individual ships this 

heading furthermore reinforces 

symbols of colonial practice in 

Africa. Voyages can also mean to 

travel by sea and terms of 

equivalence refer to time periods 

outside of the colonial era, hence 

implying that this category does not 

entirely concern pursuits in the “New 

World”. However the heading 

belongs to western epistemology 

because of its use of English terms of 

travel only and non-inclusion of 

terms of equivalence outside of this 

language which if included could 

refer to voyages initiated by people 

from Africa.   

Explorers Explicit Western 
 

Discoverers; Navigators; 

Voyagers 

RT 

Adventure and 

adventurers; 

Heroes; 

Discoveries in 

geography 

On the African continent explores 

were instrumental to the process of 

Western colonialism. They were 

responsible for the exploration of a 

region which later would be 

conquered and settled ( Nowell, 

Webster et.al. 2018). As established 

by the related terms, they were also 
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seen as Heros, which applies in this 

context to the objects rather than 

subjects of the exploration, namely 

those commissioned by the relevant 

imperial kingdom or company.  The 

term Explores defined is a person 

who goes out in search of geographic 

and scientific information (Merriam 

Webster Dictionary). This category 

could pertain material concerning 

African explores as well. However, 

the occupation, as it is defined here 

stems primarily from Western 

epistemology 

Spain--Colonies Explicit Western This heading may be 

subdivided 

geographically by the 

following places only: 

Africa, America, Asia, 

or Oceania. 

  
This heading implies situated 

Western knowledge pertaining to the 

African continent. This is in line with 

postcolonial thinking where colonies 

were founded on the basis of the 

West being the object and their 

subject the people, land and other 

resources found on the territory they 

imposed power over.  Here the 

dominant Western perspective 

originates from Spain and is practised 

over land it has possessed on the 

African continent as well as other 

parts of the world.  

Belgium--

Colonies 

Explicit Western 
   

No contextual information is 

provided for this subject heading, 

however, as for Spain the same 

reasoning can be applied to 

Belgium—Colonies. Hence placing 

this heading within the Western 

Epistemological category.  

Livingstone, 

David, 1813-

1873 

Explicit Western 
  

Relevant 

extracts from 

bibliographic 

info: 

Field of activity: 

Africa, Central--

David Livingstone’s occupation is 

listed as an missionary,  explorer and 

physician in Central and Southern 

Africa during the time of his life 

which covers the colonial period. 

This heading associates resources 
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Discovery and 

exploration 

Africa; 

Southern--

Discovery and 

exploration 

Missions, 

Medical 

 

Profession or 

occupation: 

Explorers; 

Missionaries; 

Medical 

Physicians; 

related to his pursuits in Africa 

 

He is the only individual in the 

collection of additional subjects 

found under the data element Africain 

the WDL that is given a bibliographic 

reference. 

In this way this heading highlights 

the exclusion of noted individuals of 

African  and other decent. As well as 

places the heading firmly within the 

Western Epistemological category.  

Italy--Colonies Explicit Western This heading may be 

subdivided 

geographically by the 

following places only: 

Africa, America, Asia, 

or Oceania. 

  
See Spanish –Colonies.  

Protectorates Explicit Western . 
 

NT: Narrower 

Term: 

International 

trusteeships, 

Leased 

territories 

 

See also: 

Colonies, 

Spheres of 

influence 

Protectorates are territories that are 

granted partial self-governance while 

under the protection of a larger 

sovereign power. The term was 

formed as a territorial designator by 

colonies to justify continued 

development of colonialism and to 

hide the fact that they were displaced 

sites of violent economic struggles 

between the West and the local 

African powers ( Ashcroft, Griffiths, 

et al 2000). Hence this heading 

belongs to the Western discourse.  

Territories and 

possessions 

Explicit Western 
  

See also: 

subdivision 

Territories and 

possessions 

under names of 

regions and 

countries. 

Here the See also note indicates that 

the authoritative heading can be 

found as a subdivision of the region 

Africa. Therefore the territories and 

possession addressed by the resource 

concern entities under African 

control. However the description of 
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For works 

discussing 

collectively the 

territories and 

possessions of a 

region or 

country in 

relation to the 

topic, e.g. Law--

United States--

Territories and 

possessions; and 

subdivision 

Territories and 

possessions--

Politics and 

government 

under names of 

regions and 

countries 

African controlled land using this 

terminology is distinctly Western, 

whereby the looking at land in terms 

of countries and territories belongs to 

colonial and imperial narrative. In the 

African context, African countries 

only came into being once formed by 

imperial powers which ignored 

African situated regional distinctions. 

Prior to country formation African 

land was referred to by Western 

powers as territories were sites of 

struggle for markets and raw 

materials for the West ensued 

(Ashcroft, Griffiths, et.al, 2000). 

3France--

Colonies 

Explicit Western This heading may be 

subdivided 

geographically by the 

following places only: 

Africa, America, Asia, 

or Oceania. 

  
See Spanish --Colonies 

Great Britain--

Colonies 

Explicit Western This heading may be 

subdivided 

geographically by the 

following places only: 

Africa, America, Asia, 

or Oceania. 

  
See Spanish --Colonies 

Germany--

Colonies 

Explicit Western This heading may be 

subdivided 

geographically by the 

following places only: 

Africa, America, Asia, 

or Oceania. 

  
See Spanish --Colonies 

German East 

Africa 

Explicit Western 
 

Deutsch Ost-Afrika Geographic 

heading: 

German East 

The term German East Africa is 

rooted in colonial era where the term 

was used to express the regions of 
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Africa, 

Geographic 

subdivision 

usage: German 

East Africa 

Africa belonging to Germany on the 

Eastern side of the continent 

(Rosenberg, 2019) . Here Africa is 

portrayed as in possession of 

Germany. The German name for the 

region is provided as a variant which 

is in contrast to the other divisions 

which provide only English names 

for the areas found within a 

geographic region. 

In addition the authority file refers to 

the heading as a Geographic heading 

when it is actually more of a geo-

political heading than strictly 

geographic as it refers to a pollical 

relationship between Africa and 

Germany of which parts of Africa 

were the subject. 

Portugal--

Colonies 

Explicit Western This heading may be 

subdivided 

geographically by the 

following places only: 

Africa, America, Asia, 

or Oceania. 

  
See Spanish --Colonies 

Scientific 

expeditions 

Explicit Western 
 

Expeditions; 

Scientific; Scientific 

voyages; Travels; 

Voyages, Scientific 

 
Scientific expeditions consisted of 

Zoological, ethnographical , 

archaeological, botanical, 

mineralogical, archeological surveys 

of Africa in order to advance 

European academic and physical 

territory. This was a primarily 

Western endeavour where Africans 

and their land were the objects to be 

investigated for the inevitable 

commercial gains of Europe 

(Ashcroft, Griffiths, et. Al., 2000). 

Colonization Explicit Western Here are entered works 

on the policy of settling 

immigrants or nationals 

in colonial areas. 

 

 
Search also 

subdivision 

Colonization 

under names of 

countries, etc., 

This category concerns Western 

epistemology focusing only on the 

policies that apply to those who are 

settling into colonial areas. 

Other works reefing to the colonies 
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Works on colonies in 

general and colonialism 

are entered under 

Colonies. 

that are being 

colonized, 

and under 

classes of 

persons and 

ethnic groups 

who are being 

transplanted to 

establish new 

colonies in new 

lands, e.g. 

Africa--

Colonization; 

African 

Americans--

Colonization; 

Indians of North 

America--

Colonization; 

Mennonites--

Colonization 

themselves and the phenomenon of 

colonialism belong under other 

categories that specify which colony, 

or persons and ethnic groups who 

have moved to establish new colonies 

eg. European settlers in Africa or 

African slaves, Native Americans etc. 

The perspective of the colonised is 

omitted from Colonization, as is the 

case with authority heading Colonies. 

Great Britain. 

Army 

Explicit Western 
 

Angliǐskai︠ a︡ Armii︠ a︡ 

Tsava ha-Briṭi 

Great Britain. British 

Army 

British Army 

 בריטניה. כוחות המיוחדים

 בריטניה. צבא

 צבא הבריטי

 
The heading Great Britain. Army has 

terms of equivalence in several 

languages other than English 

(Russian and Hebrew in the English 

alphabet and the Hebrew alphabet) 

which is unusual for the LCSH 

Authority Files that  commonly use 

English as the convention. By using 

other languages  they incorporate 

other voices and cultures. However, 

he preferred term remains English 

and in the context of Africa this 

supports Western epistemology. 

Arabian 

Peninsula 

Explicit Middle Eastern Here are entered works 

on the countries of the 

peninsula of Southwest 

Asia, comprising 

Bahrain, Kuwait, 

Oman, Qatar, Saudi 

  
Aside from also being a geographic 

description, during the 7th Centrury 

with the rise of Islam and it's 

expansion, parts of Nothern Africa 

were incorporated into into the 

Islamic empire that expanded beyond 

its origins in the Arabian Peninsula.  
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Arabia, United Arab 

Emirates, and Yemen. 

Hence in the African context this 

heading refers to an imperial era on 

the African continent 

Arabian Gulf Explicit Middle Eastern 
   

See Arabian Peninsula 

Persian Gulf Explicit Middle Eastern 
   

See Arabian Peninsula  

Ottoman 

Empire, 1288-

1918 

Explicit Middleastern/ 

Mutiple  

   
The Ottoman Empire introduced 

Islam to areas in North East of Africa 

as part of their colonial expansion 

prior to the arrival of European 

colonialist on the continent. This 

heading emphasises the lack of 

autonomous political control in 

Africa . 

Balkan 

Peninsula 

Explicit Middle Easern / 

Mutiple 

 
Balkan States; 

Balkans; 

Europé; Southeastern; 

Southeastern Europé 

 
Within the context of Africa the 

Balkan Peninsula was an area 

controlled by the Ottoman empire 

between 1400-1600 over three 

continents that included Africa. 

Placing this heading in a Middle 

Eastern epistemology and possible 

multiple depending on the origins of 

the resource. It is however an overt 

reference to Imperial control of part 

of the African continent 

International 

Civil Aviation 

Organization 

Explicit Transnational 
 

ICAO; 

IKAO; 

Internationale 

Zivilluftfahrtorganisation; 

Mezhdunarodnai︠ a︡ 

organizat︠ s︡ii︠ a︡ grazhdanskoĭ 

aviat︠ s︡ii; 

Международная 

организация 

гражданской авиации; 

國際民用航空組織 

国际民用航空组织; 

Guo ji min yong hang 

kong zu zhi; 

OACI; 

Organisation de l’aviation 

 
The International Civil Aviation 

Organiation is a UN organisation is 

concerned with international 

aeronautic standards and conducts 

business in multiple languages 

namely, Arabic, Chinese , English , 

French Spanish and Russian. This 

represents a transnational 

epistemology with roots in the idea of 

globalism. Postcolonial thinking 

critiques globalism for imposing 

international standards, that are 

rooted in Imperialist narratives, upon 

countries that are trying to become 

economically, politically and 

culturally autonomous (Nayar, 2015) 
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civile international; 

Organización de Aviación 

Civil Internacional 

United Nations. 

International Civil 

Aviation Organization; 

ИКАО 

Exploration and 

encounters 

Explicit Western/ 

Multiple 

  
Found in: 

Spanish 

conquests of the 

new world 

not found in: 

voyages to the 

new world: 

Exploration & 

encounters, 

1450-1550 

The reference to Spanish conquests 

and voyages to the new world 

implicate European journeys into the 

African interior prior to colonialism 

(Nayar, P. K, 2015). Placing the first 

part of the heading: Exploration 

within a Western epistemological 

context. The second part: encounters 

would depend on the source of the 

resource as an encounter involves 

more than one party. Hence this 

heading has potential to represent 

multiple epistemologies as well, 

however initiated by global 

movement from the West..   

Shipping Explicit Western/ 

Multiple 

Here are entered 

general works on the 

transportation of 

persons or goods by 

water, as well as on the 

vessels used in this 

activity. Works 

confined to inland or 

coastal water 

transportation, in 

general, are entered 

under the headings 

Inland water 

transportation 

or Coastwise shipping. 

Works on water 

transportation on 

individual lakes, rivers, 

etc. are entered under 

Marine shipping; 

Marine transportation; 

Maritime shipping; 

Ocean --Economic aspects; 

Ocean traffic; 

Ocean transportation; 

Sea transportation; 

Shipping industry; 

Water transportation 

 
Both the term Shipping and its scope 

note lend themselves to a neutral and 

general application of the term where 

no culture is  favoured over another. 

However the economic activity of 

shipping of goods and persons 

(treaded as goods) in Africa distinctly 

belongs to the era preceding and 

during colonialism as initiated by 

Western as well as other powers. It 

ties into slavery as well as to the 

shipping of other natural and cultural 

resources out of the continent to 

benefit Europe. Colonial expansion 

was enabled by this transportation 

method by aiding the movement of 

soldiers, missionaries, European 

settlers and other materials used to 

expand colonial influence and 
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Shipping 

subdivided by the name 

of the lake, river, etc. 

Works on ocean-going 

merchant fleets are 

entered under the 

heading Merchant 

marine. 

settlement. Within the African 

context this heading is predominantly 

Western however can permit the 

inclusion of all shipping activities 

including African ones. 

Slavery Explicit Western/ 

Multiple 

 
Abolition of slavery; 

Antislavery; 

Enslavement; 

Mui tsai; 

Ownership of slaves; 

Servitude; 

Slave keeping; 

Slave system; 

Slaveholding; 

Thralldom; 

RT: 

Crimes against 

humanity; 

Serfdom; 

Slaveholders 

Based on the terms of equivalence it 

is clear that this category is broad and 

contains multiple discourses 

pertaining to Slavery, including 

resources that relate to the practice, 

experience, resistance as well as 

abolition of slavery. It even includes 

Mu tsai which is a Chinese term for a 

specific practice of slavery. 

Related terms also include the  dual  

perspective, one stemming from the 

slave holders and the other being the 

contemporary political understanding 

of slavery as being a crime against 

humanity. 

Lacking ,is specific recognition of 

other situated African terms for 

slavery, as slavery has been part of 

African history prior to the arrival of 

the West, hence this Authority file is 

largely based in Western 

Epistemology. 

Missionaries Explicit Western/ 

multiple 

 
RT 

Children of missionaries; 

Lay missionaries; 

Married people in 

missionary work; 

Mormon missionaries; 

Older people in 

missionary work; 

Part-time missionaries; 

Quaker missionaries; 

Returned missionaries; 

Authority 

reference 

The Wiley-

Blackwell 

Companion to 

Religion and 

Social Justice, 

XXXX, viewed 

via Google 

Books, Sept. 27, 

2017: p. 330 

No scope notes or variants are present 

in this file. Related terms, a reference 

from The Wiley-Blackwell 

Companion to Religion and Social 

Justice, (2017) and The Encyclopedia 

of World Religions (2006) are 

available. Both refences state  

missionary religions and religions 

that practice conversion include 

Buddhism, Christianity and Islam. 

In the African context conversion has 
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Single people in 

missionary work; 

Women missionaries; 

(two types of 

religions: those 

which are 

specific to a 

culture and 

ethnicity, which 

do not attempt 

to proselytize, 

and missionary 

religions, which 

do; examples 

are Buddhism, 

Christianity, and 

Islam) 

Encyclopedia of 

World 

Religions, 2006, 

viewed via 

Google Books, 

Sept. 27. 2017: 

missionaries 

(most successful 

proselytizing 

religions have 

been Buddhism, 

Christianity, and 

Islam; Buddha 

himself sent out 

the first 

Buddhist 

missionaries; 

Christian 

missionary work 

started with the 

apostles; Qur’an 

teaches that 

people should 

become 

Muslims 

because they are 

largely occurred within Islam and 

Christianity. The heading refers to the 

people who performed the missionary 

act making them the subject and the 

object. Their role was to convert local 

African people to their religion which 

aided colonial ideological and 

territorial control. It referes to foreign 

influence on traditional African life. 

Hence this category is Eurocentric 

within the European colonial context. 
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persuaded that 

Islam is true) 

Territorial 

questions 

Explicit Multiple 
   

Note: There is no authority record for 

this heading available on LCSH 

authority heading database. 

References are made to the heading 

Territorial questions in the database 

but only in relation to specific 

regions, countries and wars, eg 

: Sudan--History--Civil War, 1983-

2005--Territorial questions--Sudan--

Abyei Region. AND World War, 

1914-1918--Territorial questions--

Africa./ Africa East,/Africa North. 

However, as there is no file for this 

heading alone it may be that it was  

be created specifically for the WDL. 

 

In the African context territorial 

questions concerns the interests of 

local autonomous governments as 

well as those of Imperial powers, 

however mostly instigated by the 

resource needs of Western states. 

Treaties Explicit Multiple 
  

Search Also: 

subdivision 

Treaties under 

ethnic groups 

and individual 

wars, e.g. 

Indians--

Treaties; World 

War, 1939-

1945--Treaties; 

also subdivision 

Foreign 

relations--

Treaties under 

names of 

countries, etc.; 

and names of 

As a subdivision of ethnic groups, the 

term Ethnic groups and counties . On 

the African continent Treaties formed 

the beginning of foreign relations 

between foreign imperial powers 

local political entities, such as tax 

treaties with Kings.  Treaties were 

the first step to monopolistic control. 

Today, treaties act as extensions of 

colonialism such as with foreign 

direct investment treaties in African 

countries that  enable control over 

African resources (Nayar, 2015). 

Thus treaties benefit the West within 

the African context. However, there 

are also inter African treaties of 

historical and contemporary 
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individual 

treaties 

significance that could fall under this 

heading. Hence the heading can apply 

equally to Western as well as African 

epistemology.  

Slave trade Explicit Multiple 
   

This file contains no scope note, 

terms of equivalence, related terms or 

even narrower or broader terms. 

There are other authority heading that 

include Slave Trade as a subcategory 

to Place -Africa, East Africa etc. 

within the WDL metadata schema. 

Hence a cataloguer could associate 

any resource related to the slave trade 

with this authoritative heading as it 

has no limits or restrictions and hence 

could include resources stemming 

from any epistemology 

Military maps Explicit Western  Maps, Military  Military maps were used to advance 

the colonial project in Africa. In 

postcolonial studies maps are seen as 

“instruments of colonial control” and 

iconic artefacts of appropriation that 

established European epistemic and 

material control over the African 

continent (Nayar, 2015). 
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7.3.1.2 Implicit authority headings  

Some headings found under the Additional Subjects metadata element 

organised under Place-Africa within the WDL metadata scheme convey an 

implicit colonial discourse because they have been accepted as conventional 

terms and hence the norm. In most cases these concern names of places and 

things. Such as  regions of Africa, like Central, Africa, West, Africa etc. At first 

these headings may appear to simply convey geographical information, 

however, a closer look at the Authority Files reveal terms of equivalence that 

link the heading to the colonial discourse concerning the division of Africa into 

regions for economic and military pursuits perpetrated by Euorpeans (Nayar, 

2015).  Consider the heading West Africa, according to the authority file this 

region covers several countries. None of the countries identified in the 

Authority file are labelled according to their situated African names, neither as 

a term of equivalence or related topic.  Hence one can deduce that the 

application of such a subject heading to all of these diverse countries falls 

within the convention of geographic labelling as devised by Western logic 

when applied to geographic understanding of Africa originating from the era of 

colonialism.   

Another example are the names of groups of people who share an ethnic 

identity, such as the subject heading Berbers. This heading represents the 

Western convention for naming this specific group of people originating from 

the north of Africa. In this case, the Authority file references local names 

originating from African epistemology as terms of equivalence but not as 

related topics. As these situated terms in local vernacular do not have related 

topic they cannot stand alone as their own LCSH. Hence the preferred term, 

Berbers limits the descriptive value of this group of people, otherwise known 

as Amazigh; Imazighan; Imazighen and Mazigh according to local vernacular, 

to an imposed Western label thereby reinforcing a Eurocentric discourse.  

  

In addition to this, there are two authority headings that stand out amongst 

those belonging to implicit imperialist and or colonial discourse.  They are 

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and Aid and development. 

From a postcolonial perspective both subject headings fall within the scope of 

globalization. The theory argues that globalisation is an extension of imperial 

values that encompass the idea of imposing international standards rooted in 

colonial narratives upon countries that are trying to economically and 

politically break away from these influences (Nayar, 2015). ICAO is concerned 

with establishing and maintaining international standards for aeronautics 

endorsed by the UN. Aid and development is seen in postcolonial terms as 

being part of a neo-colonial rhetoric practiced by the West and Russia which 

invariably comes with political, economic and cultural strings attached 

(Ashcroft, Griffiths, et al, 2000). During the European colonial era in Africa, 

aid and development was used to morally justify questionable acts of colonial 

expansion under the guise of paternalistic civilizing tasks and continues to do 

so after the era of colonialism (Ashcroft, Griffiths, et al., 2000) .  

 

Table 3 provides a complete list of Authority subject headings that implicitly 

conform to a colonial and or imperialist discourse.  
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Table 3  

Authority Subject Headings belonging to Implicit Colonial and Imperial Discourse 

Value Imperial 

Discourse 

Epistemology Scope Note Variants/Terms 

of equivalence 

RT/NT/BT /Other Analysis 

Aden, Gulf 

of 

Implicit Western 
   

This is a nautical region that includes Somalia and 

Eritrea and other regions not part of Africa. No variants 

of this Gulf in local vernacular (Somali: Gacanka 

Berbera) are provided as variants or narrower terms. 

The current heading references a former British Crown 

Colony, Aden. 

Africa, 

Central 

Implicit Western Here are 

entered 

works on the 

region of 

Africa that 

includes 

what are now 

the Central 

African 

Republic, 

Gabon, 

Congo 

(Democratic 

Republic), 

and Congo -

DRC 

(Brazzaville), 

and also 

sometimes 

Equatorial 

Guinea, Sao 

Tome and 

Principe 

Uganda, 

Kenya, 

Somalia, 

Burundi, 

Rwanda. 

Africa, 

Equatorial 

Central Africa 

Equatorial 

Africa 

 
This heading refers primarily to the geographical 

position of the listed countries in the scope note on the 

continent of Africa.  

Today, independent African countries name their 

countries in their national language which was either 

inherited from the colonial era or replaced with 

indigenous language. For example Ködörösêse 

Tîb^fafrîka is the situated name for the Central African 

Republic in Sango and Républiique Démocratique Du 

Congo is the adopted situated name for the DRC in 

French (Endonym Map, 2014) . These situated terms 

are not represented here as terms of equivalence nor 

preferred terms. Thus the file itself reflects  Western 

epistemology. 
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Africa, East Implicit Western Here are 

entered 

works 

dealing 

collectively 

with Kenya, 

Uganda, and 

Tanzania. 

  
See Africa, Central 

Africa, North Implicit Western Here are 

entered 

works 

dealing 

collectively 

with 

Morocco, 

Algeria, 

Tunisia, and 

Libya. 

Barbary States, 

Maghreb; 

Maghrib; 

North Africa 

 
No situated names of the region are provided as 

variants. 

Barbary States is the European name, Maghreb and 

Maghrib are the Arabic names and could be considered 

local as Arabic is an appropriated language for many 

countries in this region . The preferred subject heading 

is in English which places this subject heading in 

Western epistemology and colonial/ imperial discourse.  

Africa, West Implicit Western  Africa, Western, 

West Africa, 

Western Africa 

 They have not defined the countries that fall into this 

region at all.  

The terms of equivalence refer West Africa which 

commonly is a political and economic designation 

(Fadge & McCaskie, 2016). The initial dividing up of 

the African continent for these purposes is in line with 

motivation behind the Berlin Conference 1884, which 

saw to it that the African Continent was divided 

diplomatically amongst competing European imperialist 

powers (Olusayo, 2017) . The same applies to Central 

Africa, East Africa North Africa and Southern Africa.  

Africa, 

Southern 

Implicit Western Here are 

entered 

works on the 

area south of 

Congo 

(Democratic 

Republic) 

and 

Tanzania. 

 

Works on the 

Republic of 

  See Africa, West . Interestingly, South Africa is 

commonly considered part of Africa, Southern , the 

scope note does not clarify if this is qualifies as 

excluding South Africa from this heading or if it an 

additional consideration. No other country has been 

separated from its geographic region as the scope note 

indicates South Africa has been. 
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South Africa 

are entered 

under South 

Africa. 

Aid and 

development 

Implicit Western/ Multiple 
   

The colonial context of Aid and development in Africa 

forms part of the paternalistic and “civilizing" task of 

colonial expansion. It morally justified questionable 

acts of colonialism. In contemporary settings, post 

colonialist see aid and development as part of neo-

colonial rhetoric practiced by the US and Russia were 

many political and economic strings remain attached 

rendering technically independent African countries 

under their control (Ashcroft, Griffiths,et.al, 2000). The 

premise of aid and development is that the West are the 

problem solvers of “situated” African problems. 

Berbers Implicit Western 
 

Amazigh; 

Imazighan; 

Imazighen; 

Mazigh 

Background notes: 

Stuhlmann, F. Mazigh-

völker, 1914: foreword 

(people generally 

known as Berber, 

following Greek and 

Arabic usage; the 

people call themselves: 

Mazigh; for their 

language; from Tripoli 

to western Morocco & 

in Siwa oasis) Ilahiane, 

H. Historical dictionary 

of the Berbers 

(Imazighen), 2006: p. 

xxx (the name Berber 

is of external origin; in 

their language, 

Tamazight, Berbers use 

the name "Imazighen" 

to describe themselves 

(singular masculine is: 

Amazigh; singular 

feminine is: 

Tamazight; Tamazgha 

is the land where they 

The preferred authoritative term according the 

background notes provided in the Authority file follows 

the Greek and Arabic usage and not indigenous situated 

vernacular. Hence, despite referencing some of these 

situated terms as terms of equivalence Western 

epistemology takes precedence over African as the 

situated vernacular are not related terms and therefore 

are not subject headings within the LCSH.  

 

Here is an example of how the practice of h the fixed 

rule of only using a single authoritative heading 

marginalizes a group or a voice in favor of a 

mainstream term which tells more about the intended 

audience of provided resources. 
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live) Park, Hist. dict. of 

Morocco, 1996: p. 42 

(Berbers/Imazighan) 

Tribe.net, Feb. 23, 

2007 (The term 

"Amazigh" represents 

the Berber people of 

North Africa; Berber 

people are using the 

term "Amazigh" which 

they use to describe 

themselves in their 

own languages; plural 

is "Imazighen"; to 

define in the most 

generic way, the 

language that they 

speak, Imazighen use 

the term "Tamazight") 

Clothing and 

dress 

Implicit Western Here are 

entered 

works on the 

utilitarian 

aspects of 

clothing, 

including 

works on 

how to dress. 

Works on 

clothing 

treated as an 

artistic 

object, as 

well as 

works on 

clothing 

created for 

the stage, 

screen, or 

special 

events, are 

  
It is predominantly western to consider clothing from a 

utilitarian perspective that serves pragmatic ends only. 

Clothing, in the African context, severs several 

purposes aside form aesthetic and ceremonial which go 

beyond pragmatism, for example, it to reflect traditions 

and cultural distinctions. This knowledge is omitted 

from the scope note. Thereby excluding African 

situated knowledge from this heading as well as 

provided alternative heading Costume. 
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entered under 

Costume. 

Ethnic 

groups 

Implicit Western/ Multiple Here are 

entered 

theoretical 

works on the 

concept of 

groups of 

people who 

are bound 

together by 

common ties 

of ancestry 

and culture. 

Works on the 

subjective 

sense of 

belonging to 

an individual 

ethnic group 

are entered 

under 

Ethnicity, 

with 

appropriate 

local 

subdivision. 

General 

works on 

racial, 

religious, 

ethnic, or 

other 

minority 

groups are 

entered under 

Minorities 

  
The objective grouping of people for theoretical 

purposes belongs to the Western scientific discipline of 

Ethnology formed during the Enlightenment. Thus it 

forms part of Western knowledge production. In the 

African context indigenous African people were studied 

by Westerners rendering them the object and the 

Western audience the subject. Hence this places the 

heading within a Western world view. The wording of 

the scope note is essentially neutral not affiliating it in 

an overt way with a particular world view. 

Of importance is the acknowledgement of the 

subjective experiences of belonging to a group that are 

placed under the subject heading Ethnicity thereby 

potentially representing a non-Western world view. 

However both of these headings (Minorities and 

Ethnicity) are absent from the WDL metadata. 

The practice of dividing people up into Ethnic groups 

this way is Western however the heading it’self allows 

for the incorporation of all ethnic groups including 

Western ones. Which then means that in theory it has 

the potential to be applied universally even if the 

knowledge system it represents is essentially Western. 

Huts Implicit Western/ Multiple 
 

Bothies RT: 

Clement huts; Fishing 

huts; 

The only term of equivalence provided is an term for 

type of English hut used by shepherds hunters or 

unmarried farm labourers’. Related terms refer to other 

forms of huts such as 
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Grass huts; Quonset 

huts; Yurts 

grass huts of which some African huts are, RT also 

refer to Yurts which are from Asia. There are several 

more terms for huts worldwide, including Africa, that 

have been omitted in both the English language as well 

as other vernaculars. 

LOC has settled on Huts as their authoritative heading 

which could be an attempt to apply the broadest sense 

of the term the this type of dwelling thereby aiming for 

inclusivity. However the limitation of the Authority file 

limits multiple application due to it’s restrictive and 

exclusionary guidelines. This could be an ideal locale 

for the application of African epistemology however .it 

is marginalised. 

Indian Ocean Implicit Western 
  

RT 

Indo-Pacific Region; 

Savu Sea (Indonesia) 

No native African names or references to the Indian 

Ocean made in the scope notes or related terms, placing 

this heading within Western epistemology within the 

African context. 

Kings and 

rulers 

Implicit Western 
 

Czars (Kings 

and rulers); 

Kings and 

rulers; Primitive 

Monarchs; 

Royalty; 

Rulers; 

Sovereigns; 

Tsars; 

Tzars 

Search also subdivision 

Kings and rulers under 

names of countries, 

cities, etc., and under 

ethnic groups 

The only variant but not preferred terms for rulers that 

fall outside Western and European constructs of rulers 

(Monarchs, Royalty and Czars, Tsars, Tzars) is the term 

Primitive Monarchs. This distinction creates rhetorical 

tension with regards to who this heading refers too. 

Does it refer to a historical period or to ethnicity ? If 

ethnicity, this is problematic within the African context. 

Postcolonial theory states that the placing of the non-

European native at the bottom, undeveloped part of 

scale (primitive) and the European at the evolved top is 

one of the oldest stereotypes belonging to colonial 

discourse ( Nayar, 2015). 

In addition, African terms for rulers, kings and 

monarchs are absent as equivalent terms, eg: Chiefs, 

Obas- Pharos etc. Using Kings and rulers as the 

preferred heading appears to be value neutral, but the 

Authority file shows a bias toward European and 

Western (British and Russian) understanding of Rulers 

and Kings and all others are regarded with less 

granularity.  

Nautical 

charts 

Implicit Western/ Multiple 
 

Charts, Nautical; 

Hydrographic 

charts, Inland 

navigation --

 
The first Western nautical charts were developed during 

the 13thcentury (Navigation at Sea, n.d). Within the 

African context Nautical charts were used for the 

voyages and explorations as well as trade of goods and 
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Maps, 

Navigation --

Maps, 

Navigation 

charts, 

Navigation 

maps, Pilot 

charts 

people carried out by Europeans prior and during the 

European colonial era. Thus this heading represents 

artefacts that form part of the colonial enterprise. 

However, this heading can also refer to nautical charts 

that have been used within by Africans outside of the 

colonial context. 

Portrait 

photographs 

Implicit Western/ Multiple 
  

From the Thesaurus of 

Graphic materials: 

 

NT: Formation 

photographs 

 

RT: 

Glamour photographs; 

Identification 

photographs; 

Memorial photographs; 

Postmortem 

photographs; 

Publicity photographs ; 

Portrait photographs is not a LCSH but a Thesaurus for 

Graphic materials authoritative heading 

 

It includes all possible photographs thus not favouring a 

singular world view. In the context of Africa this 

heading would concern photographs from the time of 

the introduction of the camera onwards which is around 

mid 1840 (Introduced by the colonisers and European 

explores/ scientist ) serving as useful tool during 

colonization and subsequent eras on the continent. 

However, the rules of the file do not limit the resource 

in anyway hence it is a universal category that came 

into being as a result of Western knowledge production 

and thus has its roots in Western epistemology.  

Railroads Implicit Western/ Hybrid  Iron horses; 

(Railroads) 

Lines, Railroad; 

Rail industry; 

Rail lines; Rail 

transportation; 

Railroad 

industry; 

Railroad lines; 

Railroad 

transportation; 

Railway 

industry; 

Railways; 

RT 

Communication and 

traffic; 

Concessions; 

Public utilities; 

Transportation; 

Trusts, Industrial 

Railroads like airplanes are part of the Western idea of 

progress. Additionally also used in the transportation of 

goods and soldiers during colonial expansion and 

required territorial control be built. Historically this 

heading belongs Western knowledge system but due to 

local appropriation after the end of colonial influence, 

Railroads, form part of African knowledge systems in 

contemporary African states.  

Railroad 

companies 

Implicit Western/ Hybrid    See Railroads 

Railroad companies changed to locally run companies 

after African countries gained their independence so 

this heading has the potential to incorporate both 

African and Western knowledge systems 
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Red Sea Implicit Multiple 
 

Erythraean Sea; 

Sinus Arabicus; 

Yam Suf; 

Yam Sup; 

 
The Red Sea is a significant area for all the regions 

around it and was a sight for conflict between 

inhabitants of from surrounding lands and the British. 

The reference to all the names of the ocean in local 

vernacular as terms of equivalence provide the heading 

with multiple epistemological background. However, 

the preferred term remains seated in Anglo Saxon 

understanding of the territory reiterating an imperial 

discourse.  

Sahara Implicit Western 
 

Sahara Desert NT: 

Lybian Desert; 

Ténéré (Niger) 

The Sahara is found in several countries and goes by as 

many if not more names. the Authority record 

recognises  two narrower terms, one refers to one of the 

countries, Lybia, touched by the desert and another 

referring to the vernacular name for the desert in Niger. 

Hence the remaining seven countries regions and local 

names are excluded from the file. The preferred term 

Sahara is an English version of a word derived the from 

Arabic word for the desert (Online Etymology 

Dictionary). 

 

Limitations could be due to poor cataloguing work 

however due to its emphasis on English language the 

heading belongs to Western epistemology 

Soldiers Implicit Western/ Multiple 
  

Search Also: 

subdivision Military 

life search under names 

of individual armies, 

e.g. United States. 

Army--Military life 

Resources under the heading would largely apply to 

documentation that belongs to Western archives that 

possibly could containing documentation pertaining to 

African soldiers in European troops, alternatively 

European soldiers who fought in wars on African soil. 

However, there is potential for resources concerning 

soldiers of African armies be added to this heading 

should they be discovered or created. 

War posters Implicit Western/ Multiple 
  

Search Also: 

subdivision : Posters 

under individual wars 

See Soldiers 

Zambezi 

River 

Implicit Western 
 

Rio Zambeze; 

Rio Zambezi; 

Zambesi River; 

Zambeze River; 

Authoruty Refernce: 

Merriam Web. geog. 

Zambezi or Zambesi; 

or Port. Zambeze: 

River, S. cen. and SE 

Africa; 

rises in NW Zambia, 

The authority reference that has been added to the 

Authority file outlines the countries and parts of 

countries the Zambezi River flows through. No situated 

African names are provided for the river, save for Rio 

Zanbeze which is Spanish referring to colonial labelling 

or an appropriated  language spoken in Africa. 
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flows S across E 

Angola and W Zambia 

to the border of 

Botswana; turns E and 

forms the boundary 

bet. Zambia and 

Zimbabwe; crosses 

cen. Mozambique and 

empties into 

Mozambique Channel 

at Chinde; ab. 1700 mi. 

(2735 km.) long) 
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7.3.1.3 Comparing explicit and implicit colonial and imperial Authority 

headings  

Figure 2 compares the number of subject headings belonging to explicit and 

implicit imperial colonial discourse. 34 out of a total of 94 subject headings 

found under the broader category of Africa in the WDL metadata schema 

belong to an explicit colonial and imperial discourse and 23 of them carried 

implicit colonial and imperial meaning.  The sum of which results in more than 

half ( 59.5%) of the subject headings representing an imperial and or colonial 

discourse in relation to Africa. This means that collectively more than half of 

the heading convey an imperial and or colonial discourse with regards to Africa 

to users of the WDL.  

 

 
Figure 2 

 
 

7.3.2  Explicit and implicit resistance to imperial and colonial 

discourse 

In the same breath there are also a selection of Authority headings that work 

against the colonial and imperial narrative and in so doing showcase African 

self-reliance and epistemologies in both historical and contemporary contexts. 

Like headings belonging to imperial and colonial discourses, these Authority 

headings do so explicitly and implicitly by constructing meaning that oppose 

ideas inherent to colonial discourse such as those of African dependence on 

imperial administrations or  the absence of “civilization”. 

 

7.3.2.1 Explicit authority headings of resistance 

Based on the analysis of guidelines provide by the Authority Files for  subject 

headings like Autonomy and Politics and Government the findings deduce that 

these headings explicitly advocate for resources stemming solely from African 
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epistemology within the sample.  The Authority heading Autonomy has the 

terms of equivalence Independence and self-government, both of which engage 

the discourse of Africa as a place in control of its governance and in resistance 

to colonial control.  

 

In addition Authority headings like African American and Afrikaners  speak to 

explicit resistance to colonial discourse against the legacy of imperial control 

over minorities based in hybrid epistemologies.  Referred to here as hybrid 

explicit. They have been considered hybrid heading as both are preferred terms 

related to identity chosen and created by the situated by the communities the 

headings  represent.  Hence, they act as resistance to and empowerment from 

imperial and colonial control and imposition  

 

Table 4 presents the full list of subject headings that explicitly resist colonial 

discourse. 
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Table 4 

Explicit and Hybrid Explicit Subject Headings that Resist Imperial and Colonial Discourse 

Value Non-

Imperial 

Discourse 

Epistemology Scope Note Variants/Terms 

of equivalence 

RT/NT/BT 

/Other 

Analysis 

Autonomy Explicit Hybrid 
 

Independence ; 

Self-government 

 
In the colonial African context Autonomy concerns 

pollical independence from controlling Western 

powers. However, postcolonialist argue that this did 

not include economic independence. Futhermore, due 

to the hegemonic influence of colonialism within all 

African institutions, Autonomy was achieved through 

European models (Chatterjee in Nayar, 2015). 

Making this a situated African phenomenon, rooted 

in Western epistemology. 

Politics and government Explicit African / 

Mutiple 

TGM Scope note: 

For the conduct of 

and participation in 

government in the 

broadest sense. 

 

Search also under 

the subdivision --

POLITICAL 

ACTIVITY used 

with names of 

ethnic, racial, and 

regional groups, 

and with classes of 

persons (Appendix 

A). 

  
This heading belongs to from another authority 

record, namely, Sears Authority record from 1923 

 

Within the African context Africa could be both the 

subject and object depending on the content of the 

resource. As the resource could concern African as 

well as colonial or other nationalities Politics and 

government.  

African Americans Hybrid 

Explicit 

Hybrid Here are entered 

works on citizens 

of the United States 

of black African 

descent. 

 

Works on blacks 

who temporarily 

reside in the United 

States, such as 

aliens, students 

  
This is a heading is based in situated knowledge as it 

is a preferred term generated by the group of people 

it refers too. The term lies on the border of the West 

(America) and Africa and is hence difficult to apply 

to a world view within the situated African / Western 

dichotomy. It is also not dual or multi situated 

representing several epistemologies as it’s context is 

specific to a single epistemology formed through the 

fusion of two knowledge systems resulting in the 

development of a single unique knowledge system. 

Thus this is an example of a hybrid epistemology 
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from abroad, etc., 

are entered under 

Blacks--United 

States. Works on 

blacks outside the 

United States are 

entered under 

Blacks 

(The Effects of Post-Colonialism.., 2016). Of note is 

the omission of previously commonly used terms of 

equivalence eg: Niggers, Negro, that were imposed 

terms from Western epistemology that objectified 

this group of people. The Authority file favours the 

more politically correct term term black. 

Afrikaners Hybrid 

Explicit 

Hybrid 
  

See also: 

Dutch 

This is an example of a hybrid identity taken on by 

Dutch natives who broke away from their European 

roots to form their own culture with it’s own 

epistemology. Here the foundation is Western but 

infused with African knowledge systems as well as 

self-created ones and is hence an example of a 

situated hybrid epistemology. What is not presented 

is a term of equivalence or related term in the 

vernacular of the Arikaners, namely Boers. 
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7.3.2.2 Implicit authority headings of resistance 

 

Other Authority headings whose constructed meanings are in opposition to 

imperial and colonial discourse do so implicitly.  These subject headings 

potentially relate, in part, to African epistemology and are signifiers 

unassuming of African culture, progress, technology that challenge colonial 

discourse by indicating a reality that was not and never has been solely 

dependent on imperial or colonial interventions.   Example of such headings 

include Cities and Towns, Genealogy, Inheritance and succession, Trade, 

Waterfalls,  etc.  

 

The Authority file supporting Cities and Towns contains the term of 

equivalence, Urban areas, the file provides a reference to the definition of an 

urban area as being defined by the size of the population which is 50 000 or 

more. This can apply both to cities established by the colonialist as well as 

African cities pre and post colonialism. For example, prior to its decline in the 

1800’s the urban settlement of Great Zimbabwe was believed to have a 

population of 20 000 (Chirikure, Moultrie, et al., 2017) and the Yoruba 

settlement of Ife is estimated to have had a population of 100 000 at the end of 

the 18th century (Kusimba , C, Kusimba ,S & Agbaje-Williams, 2006). Hence 

indicating of large urban settlement’s and civilization that were not instigated 

by the West and implicitly defy the colonial discourse that portrays the African 

way of life as primitive.    

 

Another form of implicit resistance to colonial discourse amongst the 

collection of Authority headings applies to post imperial hybrid knowledge that 

originated from the West but has been appropriated and internalized into 

African epistemologies. This hybrid product has been labelled in Table 5 as 

hybrid implicit.  

 

Subject headings like Airplanes, Foreign Trade Regulation etc . exemplify 

hybrid epistemologies formed  as a result of the influence of Western 

knowledge systems being integrated into African knowledge systems to create 

something new but belonging to African epistemology.  Although  Airplanes 

originated from Western epistemology and are in support of the Western ideas 

of progress as embodied by the industrial revolution (Nayar, 2015), they have 

become part of technology used, maintained and developed in African 

countries today. Hence under the broader metadata category of Africa, this 

authority heading implicitly resists colonial discourse and breaks away from 

the colonial construct that tends to describe African culture in terms of 

Primitivism, which postcolonial theory see as an extension of Edvard Said’s 

construct of Orientalism. Postcolonial theory argue that texts within colonial 

discourse maintain the position of Europe as civilized and developed and 

Africa as stuck in the past in need of civilizing (Said, 1978 in Nayar, 2015) . 

Therefore, by appropriating and refashioning Western constructs to benefit 

African society along situated parameters becomes a form of African implicit 

resistance to this from of colonial discourse.  

A complete list of heading that implicitly resist colonial discourse is found in 

Table 5. 
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Table 5  

Implicit and Hybrid Implicit Authority Subject Headings that Resist Colonial Discourse 

Value Non-

Imperial 

Discourse 

Epistemology Scope Note Variants/Terms of 

equivalence 

RT/NT/BT /Other Analysis 

Cities and towns Implicit 

 

 

 

 

  

Multiple 
 

Global cities; 

Municipalities; 

Towns, Urban 

areas; Urban system 

Authorotative 

Reference: 

urbanized area 

(urbanized area (UA) 

is densely settled 

territory that contains 

50,000 or more 

people) 

This heading can apply to African cities and 

towns from pre-industrial Africa as well as to 

the hybrid adaptations of cities and towns 

found in Africa today. For example Great 

Zimbawe is believed to have been a urban 

area of 20 000 people prior to it's decline in 

the 1800 (Chirikure, Moultrie , et. al. , 2017)   

Genealogy Implicit Multiple 
  

Search also 

subdivision Family 

under names of 

individual persons; 

also subdivision 

Genealogy under 

names of countries, 

cities, etc; 

names of individual 

corporate bodies, and 

under classes of 

persons and ethnic 

groups; and names of 

individual families; 

Genealogy is a Western science and a 

variation of it has been practiced in African 

societies using kinship terminology (Tembo, 

n.d). With the arrival of missionaries these 

practices diversified to include western 

genealogical practices. 

This heading could also include genealogical 

lines of foreign settlers in Africa. Hence it’s 

application is potentially equally 

representative for multiple epistemologies.   

Inheritance and succession Implicit African 
 

Bequests; Descent 

and distribution; 

Descents; 

Hereditary 

succession; 

Inheritance and 

succession --Law 

and legislation; 

Intestacy; Intestate 

succession; Law of 

succession; 

Succession, 

Intestate 

 
In the context of Africa this heading is 

essentially Afrocentric and refers to the 

succession and lineage lines within African 

societies. The British would at times interfere 

with succession debates in African Kingdoms 

and replace them with monarchs that would 

support trade agreements benefiting 

themselves largely (Nayar, 2015).  
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Trade Implicit African Commerce: 

Here are 

entered 

works on 

trade, both 

foreign and 

domestic. 

Business 

Trade 

 

Commerce: 

Trade 

Business 

RT: 

Economics 

management; 

Commerce; 

Industrial 

management 

 

Commerce 

RT: 

Economics; 

Business; 

Transportation 

 

Search also: 

Subdivision 

Commerce 

under names of 

countries; 

cities; etc., 

and ethnic groups 

Here the authority record refers directly to the 

heading Business and Commerce as broader 

categories of Trade hence it is defined by 

limitations of these preferred terms. As the 

WDL has settled on Trade as it’s authoritative 

heading the parameters of both broader 

categories are analysed. 

The Scope note for Commerce indicates that 

this category concerns internal and 

international trade. Here the subject would 

Africa and object those they trade with. 

The same analysis can be inferred from the 

related terms and the search also note under 

Business. Hence this serves as an example of 

a heading belonging to African epistemology . 

Agriculture Implicit Western/ 

Multiple 

 
Farming, 

Husbandry 

RT: 

Industrial arts; 

Life sciences; 

Food supply; 

Land use-Rural; 

 

Subdivision 

Agriculture under 

ethnic groups; and 

headings beginning 

with the words 

Agricultural and Farm 

Farming is an age old practice on the African 

continent and varies in form depending on the 

conditions. It has also undergone 

transformation in the meeting with colonial 

methods. Hence this category has the 

potential to be applied to multiple 

epistemologies. However the equivalent terms 

made available are limited to English. 

The LCSH authority file refers to the option 

of finding situated knowledge by applying 

this heading as a subheading to an Ethnic 

group. 

This heading could either be applied by the 

LOC in the broadest sense including all forms 

of the term or be limited only to European 

agriculture practices in Africa. 

Agricultural laborers Implicit Multiple 
 

Agricultural 

workers; Farm 

labor; 

Farm laborers; 

 
In the African context prior to the European 

colonial era farming practice consisted mainly 

of subsistence farming. Alteration of these 

methods occurred in the meeting with 
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Farm workers; 

Farmhands; 

Farmworkers 

colonialists whose interest lay in effectively 

exploiting natural resources for the purpose of 

business (Nayar, 2015) . All forms of 

agriculture  have  however required labourers’ 

and their conditions and types varied under 

the circumstance of the  situated political and 

economic circumstances of the time. This 

heading can include both  an Afrocentric, 

Eurocentric or hybrid perspective depending 

on the nature of the resource. 

Natural history Implicit Mulitple 
 

History, Natural; 

Natural science; 

Physiophilosophy; 

 
Historically, this heading refers to the practice 

of enquiring into the life of animals and plants 

in their environments which is practiced in  

Western scientific contexts but is not limited 

to it. This is an area of enquiry and study 

within previous and current African 

epistemology that makes use of traditional 

knowledge gained from natural history 

observations and is is applied to all aspects of 

daily life. Hence the Natural history can 

potentially include  resources originating 

African, Western and hybrid epistemologies 

Musicians Implicit Multiple 
   

No contextual information for this heading is 

provided. Hence it is up to the cataloguer to 

decide on how to apply it. Presented like this, 

without restrictions Music is free of limited 

cultural interpretations. Also the practice of 

music is a form of cultural production that is 

has no geographic origin but is essential to 

every culture.  Hence this heading and it’s 

absence of guidelines is applicable to multiple 

epistemologies. 

Portraits Implicit Multiple   RT: subdivision 

Biography--Portraits , 

under names of 

countries, cities, etc. 

and individual 

corporate bodies; also 

subdivision Art, under 

names of individual 

persons who lived 

WDL does not relegate it's portraits to the 

granular categories defined in the Authority 

file. They group them all together in the 

broadest sense. Most likely for reasons of 

economy based in refinement. 

The practice of portraiture as far as we know, 

originates from Africa in Ancient Egypt and 

was/ is used extensively in the Western world 

and in Africa. The RT terms in their 
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before 1400; 

also subdivision 

Portraits, under names 

of individual persons 

who lived after 1400 

and individual 

families, and under 

classes of persons, 

ethnic groups, and 

individual wars, e.g. 

United States--

History--Civil War, 

1861-1865--Portraits 

subdivisions apply any culture throughout 

time not limiting or excluding any particular  

portraiture technique either.  

Group portraits Implicit Multiple    See Portraits 

Islands Implicit Multiple 
 

Isles; 

Islets; 

 
No reference to the names of Islands made 

and therefore can be applied to any island 

originating from any part of the world. 

Waterfalls Implicit Multiple 
   

Reverences to natural landmarks like 

Waterfalls are of significance to both Western 

and African epistemologies. The absence of 

guidelines in the Authority file keeps the 

heading open for use by multiple 

epistemologies.  

Economic conditions Implicit Multiple 
  

Search under 

subdivision Economic 

conditions under 

names of countries, 

cities, etc., and under 

classes of persons and 

ethnic groups 

This heading in the African context pertains 

to resources relating to Africa concerning 

Economic conditions. The heading could 

apply to multiple epistemologies in the WDL.  

Foreign relations Implicit African 
  

RT: 

International relations: 

Scope Note: 

Here are entered 

theoretical works on 

the relations among 

the nations of the 

world. Works on 

general political 

history and historical 

Based on the scope note for International 

relations referenced under related terms in 

this Authority file , the heading Foreign 

relations is specific to the country it is 

situated in. Hence resource here would pertain 

to African countries relations with the  West 

and other foreign individual/governments etc. 

Placing Africa as the Subject and the foreign 

representative the object. And making this an 
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accounts of relations 

among nations are 

entered under World 

politics. Works on the 

foreign relations of an 

individual country are 

entered under the 

name of the country 

with the subdivision 

Foreign relation 

example of  heading subscribing to African 

epistemology.  

Families Implicit African Here are 

entered works 

on the 

sociological 

concept and 

structure of 

families as 

well as works 

on the 

everyday life, 

interactions, 

and 

relationships 

of family 

members. 

  
Families in the African broader context 

concerns situated African epistemology. 

Foreign Trade Relations 

 

Hybrid-

implicit 

Multiple  Export and import 

controls; 

Foreign trade 

control; 

Foreign trade; 

regulation --Law 

and legislation 

Import and export 

controls; 

International trade -

-Law and 

legislation; 

International trade 

control 

International trade 

regulation; 

 This heading implies control over trade 

relations from foreign entities as well as 

African countries regulations. The category is 

inclusive of all epistemological perspectives 

depending on the historical origins of the 

resources. 
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Prohibited exports 

and imports 

International law Hybrid-

implicit 

Multiple  Law of nations; 

Nations, Law of; 

Public international 

law 

RT 

Law 

International Law applies to policies 

developed in and for culturally situated 

context, not limiting it to any particular 

nation. Current legal frameworks in African 

countries have formatively been influenced by 

previous colonial and imperial ruling powers 

from the West and elsewhere. However, 

situated African legal practice existed prior to 

the colonial era as well.  International law,  

within the African context today, could be 

seen as predominantly representing the 

interests of Global North who dominate the 

international arena.  Hence this heading could 

apply to multiple epistemologies and includes 

the idea of situated knowledge and legal 

practice.   

Airplanes Hybrid-

implicit 

Western/ 

Hybrid 

   Airplanes are an invention from the West, 

associated with the ideas of progress 

embodied by the ideals of the industrial 

revolution which stem from the West (Nayar, 

2015). As a result of the European imperial 

era they are consumed and used all over the 

contemporary world. Hence,  through a 

postcolonial lens a Western epistemological 

label would apply here. Additionally, 

adoption of “modern technology” within 

Africa implies an adoption of `modernity` and 

incorporation of western knowledge into 

African knowledge within the African 

context. This exemplifies the notion of 

hybridity and is in opposition to the post-

colonial constructs of Orientalism and 

primitivism that critique colonial discourse 

for maintaining Africa in a static and 

primitive state. Hence the  hybrid label can be 

applied here as well, however the  Western 

epistemological label dominates as it concerns 

the appropriation of Western technology into 

a African context.. 
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Airports Hybrid-

implicit 

Western/ 

Hybrid 

 Aerodromes; Air 

fields; Air parks; 

Air ports; 

Airdromes; 

Airfields; Airparks; 

 See Airplanes 

Airways Hybrid-

implicit 

Western/ 

Hybrid 

   See Airplanes 

Air traffic control Hybrid-

implicit 

Western/ 

Hybrid 

   See Airplanes 

Airlines Hybrid-

implicit 

Western/ 

Hybrid 

 Air carriers; Air 

lines; Air 

transportation; 

industry; Airline 

industry; Aviation 

industry; Scheduled 

airlines 

 See Airplanes 
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7.3.2.3 Comparing explicit and implicit subject heading that resist 

colonial discourse  

 

Figure 3 shows the total number of subject headings that do not exclusively 

belong to the domain of colonial discourse are 26 out of 94 Authority headings, 

making 27.6% of the subject headings in total. Four of these headings 

explicitly resist colonial and imperial discourse, while 21 implicitly resist 

colonial it. Resistance is achieved through the appropriation and incorporation 

of Western epistemologies into African epistemologies through hybridization 

or by being applicable to African epistemology without colonial influence .  

 
Figure 3 

 

7.3.3 Uncategorised Authority headings 

 

Out of the 94 subject headings in the sample there are a handful of headings 

that neither resist or subscribe to imperial and colonial discourse. There are 

several reasons for this. For example, they may not actively or implicitly resist 

colonial discourse if they belong to African epistemology such as in the case of 

the subject heading African Languages which belongs firmly within the 

broader epistemological category Africa but cannot be ascribed characteristics 

that affiliate it with resisting colonial discourse. In other words, not every term 

that belongs to the African epistemology category necessitates a resistance to 

colonial discourse. 
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Another example is the heading Constitution which belongs to the 

Western/Hybrid  epistemological category because it is a Western concept that 

has been appropriated by contemporary African governments. On one side  the 

term can be seen to resist colonial discourse within the African context as 

constitutions are signifiers of independence. However, they are an instrument 

of governance originating from a Western democratic model of governance, 

which could place the heading within the context of neo-colonialism hence 

ascribing to a colonial discourse. Thus it is not possible to clearly decide if this 

discourse resists or conforms to an imperial and colonial discourse. It has 

hence been left unsorted. 

 

An interesting find from this category pertains to the heading Religion which is 

accompanied by the term of equivalence, Religion, primitive within the 

Authority File. This could mean two things, ether that religions that are not 

considered “primitive” and are excluded from this subject heading, the details 

of which are not provided. Alternatively, it could indicate that what previously 

has been classified as primitive religion, is included in the broader 

understanding of the subject heading Religion that could apply to all religions.  

Hence the heading could apply to both discourses due to on the sparse  or non-

existent information made available in the Authority file. 

 

Table 6 provides a full list of subject headings that proved to be hard to ascribe 

a specific discourse too.  
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Table 6  

Unclassified Authority Headings 

Value Discourse  Epistemology Scope Note Variants/Terms of 

equivalence 

RT/NT/BT 

/Other 

Analysis 

Afar (African people) Unclassified African Afara 

(African 

tribe); 

Danakil 

(African 

people) 

 
 The Afar people originate from a region in East 

Africa known as the Afar region. Choosing Afar 

(African people) as opposed to term of equivalence 

Afara (African Tribe) places this community in a 

contemporary context. Selecting the latter would 

cast them in a context that  postcolonialists would 

state infers “primitive” references upon a group of 

people who exist in current times. The term of 

equivalence, Danakil, refers to one of the titles used 

by the Afar and there are several more not 

referenced to here in the file . However, Afrar is the 

situated term originating from  the community  

(Kewkudee, 2013) and has been made the preferred 

term hence rendering it a situated African 

authoritative heading. 

African languages Unclassified African 
  

 This is a specific an representative category where 

Africa is both the object and the subject as it is not 

related to any other language group within this 

category. Therefore this supports a Afrocentric 

perspective of this heading 

Air warfare Unclassified Western/ 

multiple 

Aerial 

strategy 

Aerial tactics 

Aerial 

warfare 

Air strategy 

Air tactics 

 
 The first aircrafts were used in the first world war, 

which was a European war to begin with. This 

heading could potentially apply to Air warfare used 

for African wars subsequent to colonialism. Thus it 

could belong to Western epistemology, hybrid and 

African epistemology.    

Constitutions Unclassified Western 
  

 Constitutions are a set of principles used to guide 

the governance of state. African countries did not 

have a constitutional system the  prior to 

colonization in the Western sense of the term. As a 

result, the form of current African constitutions have 

been influenced by Western governments and 

organisations introduced or imposed by the 

colonisers, America,  Russian and donor institutions 

(Huls, 2017). However, at the time of breaking away 

from foreign control Constitutions became written 
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signifiers of independence from colonial powers for 

modern African states despite their heavy western 

influence. 

Flight Unclassified 
   

  

Islam Unclassified Western/ 

Multiple 

 Search also headings 

with Islam added in 

parentheses, e.g. Kufr 

(Islam); and 

subdivision Islam 

under religious 

topics, e.g. 

Mysticism--Islam; 

also headings 

beginning with the 

words Islamic and 

Muslim 

 Islam is one of the largest religions practiced on the 

African continent. And was brought to the continent 

centuries prior to the arrival of Christianity with 

Western colonial missionaries. Hence it has it’s 

roots in an imperial discourse and stems from an 

Islamic epistemology. However it has been 

assimilated into African Epistemology over time 

making if a form of hybrid epistemology. No other 

religion, including Christianity, is provided a single 

subject heading in the sample thereby Islam stands 

out. From a post-colonial perspective the singling 

out of Islam plays into the European colonial 

discourse that sees Islam as a threat to Roman Law. 

This singling out of Islam thus renders the heading 

as also stemming from Western understanding of the 

world.  

Islamic law Unclassified Western/ 

Multiple 

Qurʼan –

Law; 

Civil law 

(Islamic 

law); 

Law, Arab; 

Law, Islamic; 

Law in the 

Qurʼan; 

Sharia 

(Islamic 

law); 

Shariʻah 

(Islamic 

law); 

 
 Islamic law was seen by European colonialist as a 

threat to Roman law and was/is historically 

criticized for its cruelty and not treatment of woman 

by Europe (Nayar, 2015). By highlighting Islamic 

law and excluding headings that draw emphasis to 

Roman Christian Law and it’s derivatives in African 

colonies this heading manages to come across as an 

“other”,  stands outside of the norm. Terms of 

equivalence make use of Angelized Islamic names 

which reference Islamic epistemology as well. It 

could also apply solely to Islamic discourse 

Kongo language Unclassified African Congo 

language; 

Fiote 

language; 

Kikongo 

language 

NT: 

Bembe language 

(Congo 

(Brazzaville)), 

(Congo 

(Brazzaville)), Kituba 

 The terms of equivalence make reference to situated 

names for Kongo language. Spelling Kongo with a 

K and not a C is based in situated knowledge. 

Kongo’s spelling with a K is actually derived from 

the language Kikongo. Using C was a Portuguese 

adaptation made during colonialism ( South African 
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language (Congo 

(Democratic 

Republic)), Kongo 

dialect (Western 

Kongo),Kwese 

language, Laadi 

dialect, Manyanga 

dialect, Ntaandu 

dialect ,Pende 

language, Solongo 

dialect , Suundi 

language ,Vili 

language, Zombo 

dialect 

History online, 2016). 

Narrower terms also refer to languages and dialects 

of the region providing further references to situated 

knowledge. 

Religion Unclassified multiple Religion, 

primitive 

Search also: 

subdivision Religion 

under names of 

countries; 

cities, etc.; 

ethnic groups; types 

of educational 

institutions; names of 

individuals; corporate 

bodies; and names of 

individual persons; 

and headings 

beginning with the 

word Religious 

 Here we see a broad term being used to represent 

religion with directives as to how to find specific 

religions based on countries, ethnicity etc. One 

wonders why Islam could not fall under this 

heading. The term of equivalence is Religion, 

Primitive which indicates which religions are 

excluded , namely modern and Western religions. 

Primitive implies lack of development and 

primitivism is a rational applied by colonial 

discourse which designates, traditional and 

undeveloped characteristics to the bearer of the 

name and is in direct opposite to the progressive and 

modern. The West was/ is seen as being leaders of 

modernity. What determines the modern world are 

standards defined by the West thus it is the West 

that determines what is primitive and what is not. 

The heading potentially also includes all religions. 

However, the preferred heading is Religion rather 

than Religion, primitive. 
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7.3.4 Contextualising and comparing observed discourses 

 

Figure 4 compares and quantifies the results obtained from each observed 

discourse discovered when considering the subjects headings as a group under 

the broader metadata element Place- Africa.  Here one observes that headings 

subscribing to a colonial discourse dominate at just over 50 percent of the 

headings. Headings that counteract the colonial and imperial discourse make 

up a quarter of the subject headings.  A smaller amount of headings neither 

support or resist a colonial discourse. Hence from this one can see that a user is 

met  with an image of Africa, via the Additional Subject Headings, that 

predominantly supports a colonial narrative concerning the African continent.  

 
Figure 4 

 
  

7.3.5 Emergent discourses stemming from inconsistencies  

 

While analysing the discourses the Authority headings conveyed as a group 

with the interpretive tool of postcolonial theory, it became apparent that certain 

headings that stad out from the rest and thereby influence the discursive 

meaning and interpretation of the collection of headings. In some cases the 

meaning generated supports a colonial discourse through the lens of 

postcolonial theory and in others cases they exemplify post-colonial 

considerations.  

 

This is actualised through subject headings that specifically single out 

individuals and phenomenon which could fall under broader subject headings 

which are also present within the group of subject headings within the sample.  

For example the Authority heading Religion allows for any resource pertaining 

to religion to be associated with it according to details in the headings’ 

Authority file. However, within the sample, there is a separate authority 

heading for Islam.  Emphasises thus lands on this specific religion in relation to 

all the others grouped under Religion. This begs the question as to why this 
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resource has not been placed under broader Religion label by the contributing 

partners at the LOC. It also pulls into focus the postcolonial argument 

regarding Western attitudes toward Islam which is historically antagonistic 

where Islam is seen as a threat by the West (Nayar, 2015, Ashcroft, 2000).  

 

Separating Islam from the broader subject heading  Religion highlights the 

metadata value where other religions are hidden by the broader category. This 

isolation has the effect of making Islam an Other in relation to the religions 

associated with the broader category Religion.  Postcolonial theory discusses 

the construct of Othering, where power and hierarchies operate through 

knowledge production that establishes the idea of a superior us and an inferior 

other. In addition, the status of the Other can shift depending on the level of 

threat it is perceived with (Mikander, 2016).  Hence, in this case the Othering 

of Islam and no other religion in the context of Africa invites an interpretation 

that considers the threat to Euro-American security and superiority Islam was 

or is. Especially when considering the that the other major imperial power on 

the African continent aside from Europe came from the namely the Middle 

East. Hence, in accordance with postcolonial theory, by Othering the heading 

Islam the sampled subject headings play into the Western narrative that 

maintains European imperial power as superior on the African continent and 

Islam as something to question. 

 

The singling out of the World Wars is another example of a constructed 

Eurocentric discourse that emerges from the collection of Authority headings 

however, not through the construct of Othering.  Within the sample, no other 

wars of conflicts in the African context are highlighted by a specific subject 

heading as World War 1 and 2 have.  Bothe of these wars concern conflicts 

originating in the West. Africa’s involvement was limited to that of colonial 

subjects under the command of European masters and not as independent allies 

or axis countries. Other wars of cultural heritage and political importance 

within the African context are not distinguished here.  The distinction of these 

subject heading belonging to Western epistemology serves to highlight the 

centrality of colonial discourse within the context of these subject headings.  

 

The same can be said for the subject headings Livingstone, David, 1813-1873 

who was, among other things, considered an explorer of the colonial era, 

Explorers being another category amongst the authority headings that fall 

under the category Africa. His separation from this general category of 

Explorers as well as the omission of names of other individuals of African 

descent illustrates the relative importance his contribution was for the advances 

of colonialism. In so doing this subject heading reiterates the focus of the of 

group of subject headings on colonial and imperial discourse.   

 

Authority headings that stand out and support an Afrocentric discourse rather a 

colonial discourse as they represent African epistemologies include the 

headings Kongo Language and Afar (African People). The broader categories 

within the sample that these two heading could fall under are African 

Languages and Indigenous People respectively. However, the singling out of 

these subject headings creates awareness of the presence of an Afrocentric 

discourse. The use of the term  people Afar (African People) is in fact one of 

Stanford Bernaman’s adaptations to the LCSH, where he advocated for the 

replacement of the term tribe with people. In addition, Afar, is the preferred 
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term of the people of the region and is hence not an imposed one  (Kewkudee, 

2013).  

 

Within the sample there are in total six Authority headings that reinforce 

colonial discourse and three that support an Afrocentric discourse through the 

mechanism of standing outside of broader Authority headings that could 

incorporate them.   

 

Table 7 outlines exactly which Authority headings stand out,  the general / 

broader subject headings they could be subsumed by and the discourse their 

distinction supports. Note that even without the presence of a broader authority 

heading, such as with World War 1 and 2 , the decision to make use of a 

narrower term as a subject heading informs the discourse conveyed by the 

sample. 

 

This finding as with the previous sub-chapter, is dominated by heading 

belonging to the colonial discourse, however, by less of a margin compared to 

earlier finding. 

 
 

 
Table 7  

Inconsistencies in the Application of LCSH and the Discourses they Support 

Supported Discourse General Authority 

Heading 

Specific Authority 

Heading 

Colonial None World 

War 1 

World War 

2 

Explorers David Livingstone 

Religion Islam Islamic 

Law 

African epistemological African Languages Kongo Language 

Indigenous groups Berber Afar 

 

7.4 Reflections 

By individually analysing the authority headings within the sample and 

observing how they interact and create meaning as a collection, one is able to 

perform a critical discourse analysis through the lens of post-colonial theory. In 

cases where subject headings have little supporting information within the 

Authority File, the analysis process makes use of other resources outside of the 

Authority file to provide an interpretive context. In other cases the analysis is 

supported  by clues within the Authority file. The overall outcome of the 

findings show that the majority of subject headings do in fact have Western 

epistemological roots and there is a predominance of terms that explicitly relay 

a colonial discourse where Africa and its knowledge production is marginalised 

or understood within the context of  cannons’ of Western knowledge 

production. However, 57% of the total number of subject headings reflect 

colonial discourse and the remaining 43% are made up of a combination of 

discourses that resist colonialism or that don’t belong to either of these 

categories. Meaning that, although dominant, headings that belong to colonial 

discourse do not make a clear majority within the sample. The combination of 
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authority headings that work against colonial narratives with those that don’t 

participate in the dichotomous tension between colonial and resistant 

discourses, results in a balanced outcome when considering the overall 

meaning conveyed to the user of the the WDL’s Additional Subject metadata. 

Therefore, it is not possible to conclusively deduce that the subject headings 

represented by controlled vocabularies from the LCSH within this context 

favour singular discourse.  
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8 DISCUSSION 

The predominance of Eurocentric, Westerncentric or Global North bias within 

KOS identified by Risam (2018) Olson (2001, 1998), Nobel ( 2018) and de 

jesus (2015) is confirmed by the findings of this study. Furthermore, this bias 

contradicts the intentions of the WDL (more than likely unintentionally), as it 

excludes and marginalises situated African knowledge through the mechanism 

of  representation (Risam, 2018). The seemingly neutral tone and language 

discussed during the text analysis of the subject headings creates the 

impression the subject headings can be applied universally wich reinforces a 

colonial and Westerncentric discourse.  However,  the Additional Subject 

metadata element of the WDL also hosts discourses that include Afrocentric 

epistemologies that resist or contradict a purely postcolonial critique of the 

subject headings within the sample. Furthermore , in the case of the subject 

headings that belong hybrid epistemological label that also resisted colonial 

discourse, may in some instances, actually have reinforced colonial discourse.  

Finally, the technical fact the LCSH are selected based on literary warrant, the 

guideline emphasising content over subjective opinion when ascribing LCSH 

to information objects, could deem the study’s results indicative of an 

imbalance in the collection more than in bias in KOS of the LCSH themselves. 

To follow is a deeper discussion of these considerations.  

 

 

8.1 Language and Tone in Support of Universality 

The overall tone of the language used for the subject headings and supporting 

Authority Files suggests and strives for impartiality and neutrality. This is in 

line with the guidelines for cataloguers when ascribing LCSH as well as meets 

the general expectations of KOS(“Assigning and Constructing Subject 

Headings”, 2016). The norm for KOS is to possess the quality of neutrality 

which is made possible by the construct of universalism, which as Olson 

(1998) points out is intended to contain all phenomena and is absent from bias. 

Postcolonial theory notes that the concept of universality is indicative of a 

discourse that has risen out of the era of the Enlightenment and hence the 

theory ascribes universalism it to a Western paradigm. Nayar (2015) states that 

universalism reached its climax with the UN Declaration of Human Rights in 

1848 that advocated for the rights of children, women and animals. Conversely, 

postcolonial theory argues that the model for universalism, due to being 

situated in the West, excludes the local experiences of, for example, woman 

and children from Africa and the Middle East (Mohanty, 2003; Razack,1995 in 

Nayar, 2015): 

 

Universalism in postcolonial studies becomes, therefore, a mode 

of imposing one worldview – the Christian, white, capitalist, 

European – upon the colonial subjects. Universalism ignores 

cultural difference in favour of a standardizing homogeneity 

where there can only be one cultural dominant – the European 

one. (Nayar, 2015, p. 163-164) 
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The position of postcolonial theory in relation to universalism supports Hope 

Olson’s observation of the non-neutrality of KOS and the exclusions that are 

characteristic of them. Hence the neutral and impartial language and tone of 

LCSH identified in the sampled research are is seen as representing a 

convention belonging to a colonial and Western centric discourse.  

 

8.2 Problematising hybrid subject headings 

Postcolonialist also discuss the concept of hybridity, the consequence of racial 

or cultural mixing resulting in the creation of new ethnic groups and 

subsequent knowledge production, in dualistic terms. Hybridity is seen as a 

form of resistance to colonialism on the one hand and conversely as an 

extension of neo-colonialism.  As the colonialist were against racial mixing 

during the colonial era, such actions were seen as resistance toward the 

colonial ideals of cultural purity (Homi Bhabha, 2009 in Nayar, 2015) by the 

colonised or subaltern.  However, other postcolonial thinkers see the results of 

hybridity as allowing colonial discourse to take on a new, albeit less pure, form 

as values of colonialism dominate though the vehicle of appropriation which is 

perceived as mere mimicry of dominant Western discourses (Rushdie, 1991 

and Walcott, 1970, in Nayar, 2015). Take for example, a Western/hybrid 

epistemological subject heading like Airplanes. The heading when associated 

with African enterprise resists the colonial discourse of primitivism, signifying 

that African culture and technology are not stuck in the past in relation to the 

Western equivalents. At the same time the subject heading imposes a Western 

idea of what progress is upon African culture, thereby reinforcing a neo-

colonial discourse. This is considered problematic as it is only through the 

appropriation of Western discourse concerned with industrial/ technical 

progress that African knowledge production is validated.  Thus a subject 

heading like Airplanes despite being open to multiple epistemologies according 

to the stipulations of the Authority file, can be dualistically interpreted as both 

resisting colonial discourse as well as reinforcing it through the appropriation 

of Western values. Hence, doing little to represent African knowledge 

production on its own terms within the broader faceted context of Place- 

Africa.  

 

Having said that, there are the hybrid headings that exclusively work in support 

of resistance to colonial discourse as they are terms that have been created by 

the African epistemology solely with no trace of appropriation from dominant 

Western influence. Namely the headings Afrikaners and Afro Americans. The 

latter is in fact one of the corrections suggested by Stanford Berman, who 

suggested the LCSH change the heading Negro to African American 

(Kewkudee, 2013).  

 

8.3 Westerncentric Discourse and Positive Rhetorical 

Spaces 

Quantifying the epistemological categories provides an initial result indicating 

that the dominant epistemological position stems from Western thought with 

regards to the representation of objects within the WDL’s collection. The same 
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can be said for the dominant discourse, which is essentially Euro or 

Westerncentric underscoring a colonial discourse. With this in mind, one must 

remember that authority subject headings are chosen based on literary warrant 

derived from the intentions of the author of the information object. Therefore 

one can argue that it is the content of the WDL that limits and determines the 

discourse and epistemological position represented by the authority headings 

and not the headings in and of themselves.  

 

However, a close analysis of the Authority Files and subject headings, which 

are formed in a priori to them being ascribed to information objects, say 

something else. This examination shows a lack of overt recognition of the 

headings and the guidelines in the authority file originating from a cultural 

perspective. In other words, the Authority Files fail to indicated bias in most 

cases. Instead when other cultures are referred to in the Authority Files it 

reinforces in these instances that the default premise is derived from the West. 

Thereby the headings silently, neutrally and in overtly establish Western 

models of thinking as the norm. This is exemplified by the preferred terms for 

places and phenomena prioritising terminology derived from West over 

terminology stemming from African epistemologies and local situated 

vernaculars. Such as referring to the region in northern Africa known as 

Maghreb in situated vernacular by the preferred term Africa, North. Hence 

even of the information object originates from African epistemology, the a 

priori LCSH and the guidelines of the associated authority file would instruct 

the cataloguer to use a heading stemming from Western epistemology.  

 

Furthermore, if the preferred term accurately reflects the epistemological roots 

of the information object, the limitations of the collection contributed by the 

LOC to the WDL reinforce arguments by Olson (2002), Risam (2017) and 

Nobel’s (2018) regarding the exclusions caused by the system of controlled 

vocabularies being determined by the dominant cannons’ of knowledge 

production. Terms like Ethnology refer to a Western way of looking at 

personkind, based essentially on dividing people into ethnic groups for the 

purpose of study and comparison.  According to postcolonial thinking, this 

objectifies, in the case of this study, Africans, for the to the benefit of the 

objectives of the West or persons’ practicing this form of Western scientific 

examination. Essentially dictating the nature of information objects so that they 

can adhere to these subjects.  There could be other aspect of the information 

object that convey situated details from African epistemologies but because of 

the expectations of the cannon these characteristics are marginalised. What is 

to stop the LOC from choosing to index an information object that falls under 

the subject heading Ethnology with a preferred term that refers to the specific 

situated name(s) of the group of people whose way of life is being studied even 

if the study was authored by an individual from the West? In other words, 

cataloguers could take into consideration the discursive practice of the 

organisation the resource is going to when selecting from the controlled 

vocabulary of the LCSH. Hence, if the situated African name of a specific 

group of people was provided as the preferred term for an information object in 

the context of the WDL, that wishes to diversify content available online and 

encourage cultural understanding, the subject heading could work in support of 

the WDL discursive practice.  
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Including a subject heading derived from a situated term from outside of the 

established norm under the Additional Subject metadata element within the 

WDL, is not equivalent to replacing situated Westerncentric terms. Especially 

of the preferred term indicates the nature of the chosen object. The above 

suggestion is in line with the work of Hope Olson (1998) where she maps the 

marginalised discourse of feminist theory to the mainstream, largely patriarchal 

discourse of the DDC. This way, presenting both subject headings, Ethnology  

and the African epistemological vernacular term(s) of the group(s) studied, in 

the list of controlled vocabulary for a information object, would simultaneously 

represent two rhetoric’s around the same subject and create what she refers to 

as positive rhetorical spaces, allowing for more than one discourse to occupy 

the mainstream on equal terms.  

 

The results of the study show that the sampled values represent more than one 

discourse and epistemology within the metadata element as there are subject 

headings that explicitly or implicitly resist and conform to colonial and 

imperial discourses. However, to confirm the validity of this outcome, further 

research would need to be conducted into the intentions of the authors of the 

information objects contributed to the WDL collection of African cultural 

heritage resources. This way, one could properly evaluate if the authority 

headings are based on the cataloguers accurate evaluation and assessment of 

the information object.  If the cataloguer choses to use subject headings that 

resist colonial discourse as the means to index a document that predominantly 

reflects colonial discourse, then they would be applying postcolonial critical 

methodology on the digital record as suggested by Risam (2018) and Olson ( 

1998) by creating positive rhetorical spaces. However, without this data, one 

can only assume that the rules of ascribing LCSH were followed in the case of 

the WDL. Hence, using postcolonial CDA as suggested by Risam (2018) has 

drawn attention to the limitations the rules the LCSH and the Authority Files 

have in relation to describing an information object which works against the 

intentions of the operative discourse of the WDL. 

 

8.4 An Unexpected Result  

The most interesting finding was the discovery that close to 60% of the subject 

headings belong clearly to colonial discourse. The WDL and by default the 

LCSH still has a long way to go when it comes to decolonising the subject 

representation of African epistemologies through the use of situated knowledge 

concerning their collection of African cultural heritage resources. However, not 

as overwhelming large a task as the critique explored in the literature review 

would lead one to believe. Hence, due to this result,  it is not possible to 

concussively confirm the statements made by Nobel (2018), de jesus (2014) 

and Olson(1998, 2002) as the results are essentially mixed when trying to 

establish the dominant discourse present in the WDL KOS. What can be 

confirmed however, is the  continued dominance of Western epistemology 

within the WDL Additional Subject metadata element.  
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9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

 

The problem identified at the outset of the paper was based on criticism that 

KOS indicate fundamental biases that excluded and marginalised knowledge 

production and systems from marginalised groups, such as through ethnic 

discrimination. Critique pointed out that the premise for what was considered 

mainstream knowledge stemmed from the beliefs of the original creators of 

KOS in the late1800, namely, white, European American, heterosexual, middle 

to upper class, well-educated men (Olson, 2002). Hence, anyone not belonging 

to this group has since, had to struggle to find pride of place within KOS 

(Nobel, 2018, de jesus, 2014, Furner, 2007). Recent shifts in the socio-political 

environment that advocate for equal representation coupled with technical 

developments within in knowledge management and KOS, such as the advent 

of metadata, allow for adjustments to previously rigid analogue KOS (Berman 

and Gross, 2017). However, critics continued to postulate that digitisation of 

KOS has done little to alter the way knowledge is accessed, preserved and 

organised as the same analogue systems continue to be perceived as best 

practice (Risam, 2018).  Hence the biases in the KOS of the past are repeated 

and amplified across digital networks in commercial as well as non-

commercial contexts due to them being perceived as neutral and universal 

(Risam 2018, Rosenblum, Olson, 1998, 2002 and Nobel, 2018). Hence this 

study set out to see if the criticism of the digital KOS was valid. 

 

It did so by selecting a contemporary memory institution, the cultural heritage 

digital library that is the WDL, whose operative discourse was concerned with 

equitable representation of cultural history from around the world. A second 

aim was for their collection to be comprehensible and relatable to a wide 

international audience. 

 

Secondly, the study focused on investigating the representation of a collection 

of information objects that originated from one of the many traditionally 

ethnically marginalised groups. Namely, digital cultural heritage objects 

contributed to the WDL by the LC from Africa. They were found gathered, as 

with all contributions of information objects representing Africa in the WDL, 

under the broad metadata element, Place- Africa.  

 

To this day, research shows that African knowledge systems struggle to be 

recognised as authentic logic in the global context (Ani, 2014). There is also a 

large degree of complexity behind representing a collection of items that can 

emerge from any number of influences due to their being a selective 

recognition of the impact colonialism on the cultural record (Risam, 2018). 

Hence the study chose to focus on the contributions of one contributing 

partner, the LC who are not only mangers of the WDL and therefore advocates 

of its vision, but also administrators of parts of the KOS that represent content 

on the WDL.  

 

A third limitation concerned selecting an aspect of the existing KOS used by 

the WDL that could be tied to the origins of KO and that also made use of 
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limited controlled vocabularies. For this study the metadata element Additional 

Subject composed of the limited vocabulary belonging to the LCSH, was 

considered most suitable. 

 

The assumption of the study was that if the critics of traditional KOS were 

correct, the controlled vocabulary within the KOS of WDL would marginalise 

African knowledge systems and thereby undermine the own objectives of the 

WDL. Access was important because a KOS needs to be understood by its 

users to be useful, and representation was central because a transnational 

library like the WDL would need to be conscious of the varying way cultures 

express their knowledge in order to properly provide equitable representation 

and optimal access. 

 

To conduct the study, theories that stem from a social position made up the 

theoretical framework. To begin with, Standpoint Theory (Harding, 2004, 

Borland, 2017) was used to establish the position of the study. Thus the 

outgoing point for this research maintained that there is a well-established 

norm resident on KOS that places western academic logic in the centre while 

marginalising KOS outside of the west, which this study maintains is well 

established and hence requires little further explanation in this study. Hence it 

is for this reason that the perspectives of marginalised groups and research into 

this area is prioritised over other research and methods that possibly would 

prioritise technical and user related theoretical perspectives and models.  As 

discrimination along ethnic lines is, in part, a social problem, social theory 

seemed to furthermore be relevant. Hence when dealing with an interrogation 

of the legacy of the Enlightenment that was inspired by colonialism, the best 

theoretical analytical tool was considered be Postcolonial Theory (Risam, 

2018). In addition, understanding the relationship between knowledge and 

power, the intellectual efforts of Foucault, and his theory of discourse analysis 

were the underlying meanings of text (in whatever from) is scrutinised in order 

to evaluate the relationship it has to the factors that have shaped it. In other 

words, discourse analysis helped to reveal the relationship between the LCSH 

and power influences that formed it at its inception.  The methodology chosen 

made use of the same theories operationalised by Critical Discourse Analysis 

methodology that employed of postcolonial theory as an interpretive tool to 

connected the authority subject headings to a broader social context.  

 

An iterative data gathering process ensued that first involved analysing the 

cultural epistemological origins  (Western, African, Hybrid or a variation 

thereof ) of each subject heading together with their supporting Authority Files. 

To follow came a second analysis that was conducted in order to establish the 

existence of colonial discourse, a discourse that resisted colonialism and 

anything else. According  to the literature review, colonial discourse was the 

logic that formed  KOS in the 1800 of which traces still remained. This process 

aided in the identification of tendencies across the whole collection of subject 

headings within the sample. As it turned out, not all subject headings fell neatly 

into colonial vs colonial resistance discursive dichotomy. A small amount of 

subject headings could not be associated with either discourse. 

 

The mixed result was made up of the majority of subject headings belonging to 

the broader Western epistemological category however, 60% of all of the 

subject headings reflected colonial discourse and 29, 5% resisted to colonial 
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discourse and  while the remainder 9,5% went uncategorised.  Hence, as it 

turns out the critics were correct, there remains a predominance of Western 

orientated logic within digital KOS which is reinforced by a predominant 

colonial discourse, at least in the case of transnational WDL. However, this 

difference is not overwhelming when one compares the overall ratio of 

headings that belong to colonial discourse to those that don’t (regardless if they 

resist it or not) hence indicating that changes that have been made to the 

LCSH, such as suggestions made by Berman thirty years ago (Berman and 

Gross, 2017) that attempted to reflect contemporary consideration with relation 

to marginalised ethnic representation.  

 

Admittedly much work needs to be done to include situated knowledge from 

African epistemologies, especially for an African collection within an 

institution that stakes claims to equitable representation, international 

relatability and a desire to vary online content. This can be achieved in two 

ways, but preferably both. Firstly, by increasing the amount of primary 

resources that originate from Africa,  and secondly, by shifting the tradition of 

using knowledge representations situated in the Global North to describe 

phenomena and artefacts that originate entirely or partly from the Global 

South. Thus, for example, a photograph taken by a European anthropologist of 

a Zulu King sometime in the 1800,s can be indexed with the subject headings 

Inkosi (King) Dinuzulu kaCetshwayo  or using local vernacular for common 

terms like undwana (hut) when specifically referring to objects within a 

cultural context.  

 

Having said that, the limitation of literary warrant,(Assigning and Constructing 

Subject Headings, 2016) that guides cataloguers in their subject heading 

selection process, can also have played a relevant role in the dominance of 

colonial discourse and headings stemming from a Western logical perspective. 

Hence the collection of African cultural heritage materials could comprise 

largely of information objects about Africa situated in the West and therefore 

have been given the subject headings they have. However, this study begs to 

question the relevance of this method of ascribing subject headings in light of 

the larger endeavour concerned with diversifying rather than amplifying ways 

of interpreting information which ultimately repeat outdated systems of logic. 

Such as objectifying minorities with regards to resources that come from their 

culture but they may not be the author of.  Is it not possible for the WDL to 

apply Hope Olson’s (1998), suggestion of positive rhetorical spaces where 

more than one position of situated knowledge can be seen to represent a 

resource that contains several epistemological perspectives and in so doing no 

marginalise non Western knowledge systems?  Especially in the light of the 

technical affordances offered by metadata, such as extensibility, that allows for 

customised adaptations to controlled vocabularies such as the LCSH (Berman 

and Gross, 2014, Asshikuzzman 2018). Alternatively, the potential of Linked 

Data provides endless opportunities to create and incorporate traditionally 

marginalised KOS into the mainstream where convention of organising 

knowledge according to a hierarchy does not have to take precedence.  
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9.1   Answering The Research Questions 

Hence to answer the research questions: 

 

1) Which discourse or discourses are represented by the LCSH within the 

broader context of Africa within the WDL? 

Mixed discourses are represented by the WDL but the strongest one 

concerns colonial discourse with less referring to discourses that resist a 

colonial discourse placing them within a postcolonial theoretical 

interpretive context. The majority of the headings reflect a logic 

pertaining to Western academia, but there are a handful of headings that 

allow for the representation of African situated knowledge on its own 

terms, not filtered through the logic of the West.  A small portion of 

subject headings struggle to conform to one or the other discourse and 

hence have been left uncategorised.  

2) Within the context of postcolonial theory, what do these discourses 

convey about African cultural heritage to users of the WDL? 

This question can only be partly answered within the scope of this study 

as no user study was conducted. However, for a hypothetical user, 

aware of the shortcomings of colonial discourse when representing 

information concerning Africa, the predominant colonial discourse 

present in the subject headings conveys an image of Africa that largely 

conforms to the notion of the Other. Where information objects are 

represented by subjects headings making use of a tried Western gaze. 

The subject headings bear with them relatively little information that 

that deviates from a primitivistic, conflict fraught and even to a degree 

cultureless portrayal of cultural heritage on the African continent.  

Broader question: 

Does the controlled vocabulary within the Library of Congresses  

Subject Headings work against the culturally inclusive aims of the 

World Digital Library, and if so how?  

As suggested, from a user perspective very little of the meaning that is 

conveyed  by the subject headings widens the variety of cultural 

knowledge pertaining to the African continent. The subject headings 

reinforce an objective view of African cultural heritage through an 

distant Western lens. Hence , alone, the controlled vocabularies of the 

LCSH found in the metadata element, Additional Subjects, works 

against the culturally inclusive aims of the WDL.   

Situated cultural representation beyond literal translations through multilingual 

interfaces in popular languages can be achieved with the metadata principle of 

extensibility. However, routinely adhering to standards for the sake of 

convenience of discoverability only benefits some and therefore goes against 

the democratic values of philanthropic initiatives of digital organisations like 

the WDL. This study would like to reinforce Roopika Risam’s  (2018) and 
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Hope Olson’s (1998) message, that is to aim to diversify content on the internet 

not solely through content creation but also though re-examining the how and 

what of existing information. How is infromation being represented and what is 

being represented, this is especially important when information objects refer 

to cultures and knowledge outside of the existing representational schema. This 

could take the form of a radical overhaul or the simple addition and 

modification of systems that are already there, however, for that to happen 

recognition of the limitations within KOS has to take place first. As it is the 

convenience of universalism and neutrality that allow discriminatory bias in 

KOS to be repeated and even amplified (Risam, 2018).  

Hence the results of this research, although not providing any real solutions to 

the problem of bias within in KOS, appeals to all knowledge management 

practitioners to reflect upon their KO practices, identify the bias and evaluate 

how to optimise issues of access and collation to best serve the discursive 

practices of their intuitions. Do this, instead of sheepishly or as Berman puts it, 

slavishly following an irrelevant set of rules that only shares knowledge 

relevant and pertaining to fraction of the worlds’ populations.  

9.2 Further Research 

This research would benefit from a deeper analysis of the discursive practice of 

the WDL in relation to the sample where user perceptions are analysed. As it 

stands, this study worked with the assumption that a user visiting a digital 

library of open access cultural heritage resources from around the world would 

expect to discover resources that represented multiple discourses in relation to 

Africa, however, dominated by Afrocentric situated knowledge.  Based on the 

findings, the culture who’s subjects are most present under the broader 

category of Africa in the WDL is Western. It would be of interest to find out if 

these are in fact the expectations and the perceptions of users when scanning 

over the sample. 

 

In addition, for the same reason above, further mapping of the WDL metadata 

scheme in relation to Africa, paying closer attention to how the relationships 

between the different metadata elements construct meanings and represent 

discourses is needed. This way one would to more accurately be able to  

determine if the WDL has managed to design a metadata scheme that reflects 

the values and aims of the organisation. 

 

For further verification, performing a critical discourse analysis of the metadata 

elements that contain uncontrolled vocabularies would aid in reaching 

conclusive and verifiable results as to whether the WDL,  is an institution is 

invested in undermining the predominant a paternalistic Global North narrative 

that is imposed upon marginalised cultures. This would be of particular 

relevance when taking into consideration the limitation the rule of literary 

warrant has played on the analysis of the LCSH in this specific study. What 

meanings are conveyed when LOC cataloguers are left to their own devices 

when defining information objects? 
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Appendices 

Appendix A:  WDL refined search filter 

 

Screen shot:  search filter of contributing institutions to African collection of primary 

materials hosted by the WDL 
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Appendix B: The WDL Element Set   

Sourced from: http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html 
 

WDL 

Element 

Name 

Description 

Title Title of the resource. 

Description Summary of the content of the resource.  Describe why the item is significant.  Note 

features of historical interest.  

Example: “A Summary View of the Rights of British America” was the fiery pamphlet 

that Thomas Jefferson wrote as a 31-year old member of the Virginia House of Burgesses 

that established his reputation as a forceful champion of American rights and led to his 
being asked, two years later, to draft the American Declaration of Independence.  This 

version of the Summary View is Thomas Jefferson’s personal copy. In it, Jefferson proudly 

inscribed his name as author on the title page, and made edits in the text to strengthen his 

argument. 

Creator An entity associated with the creation of the resource. 

Publisher An entity responsible for making the resource available. 

Place of 

publication 

Place of publication. 

Date Created A point or period of time associated with the creation of the item.  This can be a specific 

date, a year, or a range of years.  

Language The native language of the resource. 

Place The geographic subject of the resource.  Enter the country, state/province (if available), 

city (if available). 

Example:   

United States, Texas, Austin 

Time The temporal subject of the resource.  This can be a specific year or a range of years. 

Topic Dewey Decimal Classification.  Provide a three-digit Dewey number for the resource. 

Type of Item Book, manuscript, map, print/photograph, sound recording,  motion picture, etc. 

Additional 
Subjects 

(Controlled and 

Uncontrolled) 

Terms from controlled vocabularies (e.g., LCSH) and uncontrolled vocabularies used to 
describe the resource. 

Notes Additional information about the resource. 

Physical 
Description 

The physical description of the resource (e.g., number of pages, size).  

Collection Title If resource belongs to a collection, provide the collection title. 

Institution Institution that contributed the resource. 

Related Web Site If the resource exists online at holding institution, provide the URL.  

 
 

 

http://project.wdl.org/standards/metadata.html
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Appendix C: WDL Element Mapping to Standards and Detailed Instructions 

 

Sourced from: http://project.wdl.org/content/ 

World Digital Library Metaata with Crosswalks and Instructions 

*Bold elements are required 

 

WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

Record 

Identifier 

Unique name 

that can be used 

to reference a 

single metadata 

record. 

 record_id identifier (may be the 

same as digital 

identifier below) 

• 001 Control 

Number 

• 010 $a Library of 

Congress  Control 

Number 

• 020 $a 

International 

Standard Book 

Number 

• 022 $a 

International 

Standard Serial 

Number 

• 024 $a Other 

Standard Identifier  

• 856 $u Uniform 

Resource Identifier 

<idno> (may be 

the same as 

digital identifier 

below) 

 

Digital 

Identifier 

Unique name 

(directory, file) 

that references 

the digital object. 

 digital_id identifier • 856$f Electronic 

Name 

<idno> 

http://project.wdl.org/content/
http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

Original 

Title 

Title of the 

resource in its 

original 

language. 

• Transcribe the title from 

the resource in its 

original script (not latin 

transcription).  

• Do not use square 

brackets [ ] for title 

and/or words in a title 

supplied by the 

cataloger. 

• If title is in English, 

capitalize the first letter 

of every word, except 

articles (a, an, the) and 

prepositions. 

• Avoid using 

abbreviations in a title. 

original_title • title 

• Title.Alternative 

• 245 $a Title 

Statement/Title 

proper $b 

Remainder of title 

• 246 $a Varying 

Form of Title/Title 

proper 

• 880 Alternate 

Graphic 

Representation 

 

<titleStmt><title

> 

Original 

Title 

Language 

Language used 

in the original 

title. This may be 

different from 

the language of 

the work (ie, 

Latin title for 

Arabic work). 

Use ISO 639-3 three-letter 

language codes (fra, spa, 

zho, ara, etc.) where 

possible. 

Original_title_la

nguage 

Use xml:lang 

attribute in <title> 

tag (<title 

xml:lang="ara">) 

546 $a Language note 

(free text field, ie, 546 

$a Title is Latin) 

Use xml:lang 

attribute in 

<title> tag (<title 

xml:lang="ara">) 

English 

Title 

English 

translation of the 

original title, if 

available. 

• If the original title is in 

English, leave this field 

blank.  

• Do not use square 

brackets [ ] for title 

and/or words in a title 

supplied by the 

cataloger. 

• Capitalize the first letter 

of every word, except 

title Use xml:lang 

attribute in second 

<title> tag (<title 

xml:lang="eng">) 

242 $a Translation of 

Title by Cataloging 

Agency 

Use xml:lang 

attribute in 

second <title> 

tag (<title 

xml:lang="eng">

) 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

articles (a, an, the) and 

prepositions. 

• Avoid using 

abbreviations in a title. 

Contributor An entity 

associated with 

the creation of 

the intellectual 

content of the 

resource. 

• Verify the name in 

Virtual International 

Authority File (VIAF), if 
possible. 

• Provide dates associated 

with the name, i.e. 

birth/death dates, 

conference dates, etc., if 

available. 

• Please use CE dates, not 

hijri. Hijri dates can be 

added as a note.  

• Avoid using 

abbreviations in the 

dates. For example, use 

“flourished” instead of 

“fl;” and “died” instead 

of “d,”  

• Specify the role (i.e. 

author, compiler, 

photographer, etc.) of 

the contributor using the 

MARC List for Relators. 

• contributor_1 

• contributor_ro

le_1 

• contributor_2 

• contributor_ro

le_2, etc., 

duplicate and 

change 

number as 

needed 

• Creator 

• Contributor 

• 100 $a Personal 

name $d Dates 

associated with a 
name 

• 110 $a Corporate 

name or 

jurisdiction name 

$b Subordinate unit 

$c Location of 

meeting $d - Date 

of meeting or treaty 

signing 

• 111 $a Meeting 

name or 

jurisdiction name 

$c Location of 

meeting $d Date of 

meeting  

• 700 $a Personal 

name $d Dates 

associated with a 

name $e Relator 

term  

• 710 $a Corporate 

name or 

jurisdiction name 

as entry element  

$b Subordinate unit 

$c Location of 

meeting $d Date of 

meeting or treaty 

signing  

<respStmt> 

    <resp/> 

    <name/> 

</respStmt> 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
http://www.viaf.org/
http://www.viaf.org/
http://id.loc.gov/vocabulary/relators.html
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

• 711 $a Meeting 

name or 

jurisdiction name 

as entry element $c 

Location of 

meeting $d Date of 

meeting  

• 720 $a 

Uncontrolled Name 

$e Relator term 

• 880 Alternate 

Graphic 

Representation 

Date 

Created 

A point or period 

of time 

associated with 

the creation of 

the original 

resource.  

• This is a numeric field. 

Enter date in the form 

of “YYYY-MM-DD”, 

i.e. year-month-date, if 

possible. 

• Do not use the date of 

digitization. 

• For copies of works 

written earlier, the date 

created is the copy 

date. Creation dates for 

the original work 

should be placed in a 

note. 

• Please use CE dates, 

not hijri. Hijri dates 

should be placed in a 

note. 

• Date_Created

_start_date 

• Date_Created

_end_date 

• Estimated_Da

te? 

• Use ISO 8601 

dates 

• Date 

• Date.Created 

260 $c Date of 

publication, 

distribution, etc. $g 

Date of manufacture 

• <imprint><date

> 

• <publication

Stmt><date> 

 

 

Publisher An entity 

responsible for 

making the 

Transcribe publisher from 

the resource, if available. 

publisher Publisher 260 $b Publication, 

Distribution, etc. 

(Imprint)/Name of 

publisher, distributor, etc 

• <imprint><publ

isher> 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
http://www.iso.org/iso/support/faqs/faqs_widely_used_standards/widely_used_standards_other/date_and_time_format.htm
http://www.iso.org/iso/support/faqs/faqs_widely_used_standards/widely_used_standards_other/date_and_time_format.htm
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

original resource 

available. 
• <publication

Stmt><publish

er> 

 

Place of 

Publication 

The geographic 

location that the 

original 

resources was 

made available. 

Transcribe place name 

from the resource, if 

available 

place_of_publica

tion 

Publisher.Place 

(qualified Dublin 

Core) 

260 $a Place of 

publication, distribution, 

etc 

• <imprint>< 

pubPlace> 

• <publication

Stmt><pubPla

ce > 

Place 

(Subject) 

The geographic 

subject or the 

location(s) 

covered by the 

intellectual 

content of the 

resource. 

• Chose from the WDL 

region and country lists, 

if possible.  

• Region is required. 

• For province and city 

names, verify them in 

Getty's Thesaurus of 

Geographic Names 

(TGN). 

• place_region_

1 (repeatable) 

• place_country

_1 

• place_provinc

e_1 

• place_city_1 

• place_other_1 

• Coverage 

• Coverage.Spatial 

(qualified Dublin 

Core) 

• 522 $a 

Geographic 

Coverage Note 

• 651 $a Subject 

Added Entry--

Geographic Name 

with $2=tgn 

• 662 Subject 

Added Entry--

Hierarchical Place 

Name $a Country 

or larger entity  

$b First-order 

political 

jurisdiction  

$c Intermediate 

political 

jurisdiction  

$d City  

• 752 Added Entry-

Hierarchical Place 

Name $a Country 

or larger entity   

$c Intermediate 

political 

<place> 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
http://www.wdl.org/en/place/
http://www.wdl.org/en/country/
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/index.html
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/index.html
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/tgn/index.html
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

jurisdiction 

$d City 

Time 

(Subject) 

The temporal 

subject or the 

time period 

covered by the 

intellectual 

content of the 

resource.  

• “Date Created” and 

“Time (Subject)” are 

not necessarily the 

same thing. A 

manuscript written in 

1560 about the 

Caliphate of Cordoba 

would have a  time 

subject of 929-1031, 

the period of his rule in 

Spain. A photograph 

of a parade taken in 

1993 would have a 

time subject of 1993. 

• Use the numeric 

format of year.  

• Use the year only 

(month and date are 

not needed). 

• Please use CE dates, 

not hijri. 

• subject_time_

start_date 

(required) 

• subject_time_

end_date (use 
if time period) 

• Coverage 

• Coverage.Temporal 

• 513 $b Type of 

Report and Period 

Covered 

Note/Period 

covered 

• 648 $a Subject 

Chronological 

Term 

• 650 $y Topical 

Term --

Chronological 

subdivision 

• 651$y Subject 

Geographic Name -

- Chronological 

subdivision 

<keywords><te

rm> (indicate 

controlled 

vocabulary, if 

used) 

Dewey 

Decimal 

Classificati

on (DDC) 

Dewey Decimal 

Classification. 
• Use the appropriate 

Dewey classification 

number as found on the 

OCLC site. 

• WDL does not use 

Dewey codes past the 

decimal point. 

ddc_1 

(repeatable) 
• Subject 

• Subject.ddc 

• 082 $a Dewey 

Decimal 

Classification 

Number  

<textClass> 

 <classCode 

scheme="DD

C"> 

Additional 

Subjects 

Terms from 

controlled and 

uncontrolled 

Terms from controlled 

vocabularies, such as 

Library of Congress 

additional_subje

ct_1 (repeatable) 
• Subject 

• Subject.lcsh 

• Subject.lctgm 

• 600 $a Personal 

name $d - Dates 

<keywords><te

rm> (indicate 

controlled 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
http://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries/default.htm
http://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries/default.htm
http://authorities.loc.gov/
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

vocabularies 

used to describe 

the resource. 

Subject Headings (LCSH), 

Thesaurus for Graphic 

Materials (TGM), Getty's 

Art & Architecture 

Thesaurus (AAT), and so 

on, are preferred. 

• Subject.other associated with a 

name 

• 610 $a Corporate 

name or 

jurisdiction name 

• 611 $a Meeting 

name or 

jurisdiction name 

• 630 $a Uniform 

title 

• 650 $a Topical 

term or geographic 

name 

• 653 $a 

Uncontrolled term 

• 655 $a Genre/form 

data or focus term  

vocabulary, if 

used) 

Type of 

Item 

Format of the 

resource. 

For the WDL spreadsheet, 

please use the WDL 

controlled vocabulary as 

indicated. 

 

item_type 

• Books 

• Journals 

• Manuscripts 

• Maps 

• Motion 

Pictures 

• Newspapers 

• Prints, 

Photographs 

• Sound 

Recordings 

 

Type • Leader06, Leader07 

• 655 $a Genre/form 

data or focus term  

<category><cat

Desc> 

Description

/Abstract 

Summary of the 

content of the 

resource.  

See Descriptions handout. description • Description 

• Description. 

TableOfContents 

• Description.Abstra

ct 

• 520 $a  Summary, 

etc. note 

• 505 $a  Formatted 

Contents Note 

<notesStmt> 

<note 

type="abstract”

>  

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
http://authorities.loc.gov/
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/tgm/
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/collection/tgm/
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/aat/
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

Physical 

Description 

The physical 

characteristics 

(pagination, size, 

etc.) of the 

original resource. 

Avoid use of abbreviations. physical_descript

ion 
• Format.Extent 

• Format.Medium 

• 300 Physical 

Description  $a 

Extent  $b Other 

physical details  $c 

Dimensions 

• 340 - Physical 

Medium 

• 507$a Scale Note 

for Graphic Material 

<extent> 

Notes Additional 

information 

about the 

resource. 

 note_1 Description 5XX (not 507 or 530) <notesStmt><n

ote> 

Collection If a resource is 

part of a named 

collection, that 

collection’s 

name.  

• If resource belongs to a 

collection, provide the 

collection title. 

• Capitalize the first letter 

of every word, except 

articles  

collection dcterms:isPartOf 773 <collection> 

Language Language(s) 

used in the work 

(not just the title) 

Use ISO 639-3 three-letter 

language codes (fra, spa, 

zho, ara, etc.) where 

possible. 

language_1 

(Repeatable) 

Language • 041 $a Language 

code - ISO 639-2 

• 546 $a Language 

note 

<textLang> 

Series If a resource is 

part of a series, 

that series’ name. 

 series dcterms:isPartOf 760 <series> 

Institution Institution that 

contributed the 

resource.  

 institution  852 $a Location <repository> 

URL If the resource 

exists online at 

the holding 

• The URL should point 

to a bibliographic record 

(for context) that 

external_url <identifier> 856 $u Uniform 

Resource Identifier 

<idno type="U

RL"> 

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
http://www.sil.org/iso639-3/codes.asp
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WDL 

Element 

Names* 

What is this 

field for 

Instructions WDL 

Spreadsheet 

Dublin Core 

Version 1.1 

MARC 

MARC 21 

TEI 

TEI P5 

institution, 

provide the 

URL.  

includes a link to the 

presentation, if possible.  

• Please provide a stable 

URL or permalink. 

 

 

  

http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
http://www.loc.gov/marc/bibliographic/
http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/
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Appendix D: Discourse analytical questions 

 

 

1. How does the authority heading and file relate historically/ socially /in 

terms of postcolonial theory to the broader metadata category of Africa 

in the WDL scheme. 

2. Identify limitations and exclusions within the authority file?  

3. Does the heading favour a specific school of thought within the 

mainstream (Western knowledge) vs marginalized (African knowledge) 

paradigm? 

4. Which group (Western or African) is the subject and which group is the 

object of the LCSH  

5. What sort of resource can be placed under this heading based on the 

rules in the authority file and whose knowledge system does it 

encompass
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